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voted magezlr e of the yur 
Industry Iwud. 

Following Sony 's lead with PaRappo the Rapper, Enix 
is taking the ' 90s version of Simon one step furt her. 
Edge vi sited the company creat Ing a dancing sim 

RAREWARE 68 
After forgi ng a unequalled reputation during what many regard as 
the golden era of videogaming, Rare has managed to maintain a 
quali ty ethic that remains as solid as rock, Edge vi sited Bri tain's 
most successful software developer to at tempt to learn its secret 
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m espite the advent of 3D non·standardised control systems story develops as a result of the that SNES emulation was something 
• accelerators, I find that PC are addressed it will remain at a player's logic, strategy, and a little to watch. Indeed you were right,. as 

games still lack the responsive permanent disadvantage for many lateral thinking (I'm referring mainly it is now possible to emulate 80% 
controls of consoles. I suspect Edge types of games. to RPGs here, though the complaint of the standard SNES (with sound) 
concurs with this assessment,. as extends to other genres), we are on a humble Pc. 
your 'Videogames On The Edge' D am absolutely sick to death of short-changed. We're given a Even superconsoles such as the 
section frequently lists only console the blatant favouritism your shallow world where the only PlayStation are gradually being 
games as your office favourites. magazine (and most other industry challenge is harder and harder recreated on our PCs. Obviously 

In E52 you rated TOCA on the publications. I might add) seems to bosses. I for one don't want six emulation is basic. but many will be 
PlayStation because of its show towards the california-based months of tearing my hair out just stunned to hear that a handful of 
responsive controls. Perhaps you 3Dfx company. This is not only because an enemy is just too hard - games are currently playable. 
will agree that there is something annoying for the informed reader, that's not entertainment. No longer is emulation confined 
less immediate about PC games - but also very damaging to rival Imagine getting part of the way to 8bit classics. It is so much more 
in many cases there is a brief pause companies, especially in light of the through a mystery novel and having than retrogaming. it is a whole new 
before a PC game will respond to recent and continuing 30 war. to abandon it because the hero has culture, and one that is almost as 
keyboard or joypad inputs. This bias is most prevalent in the been slaughtered by a slavering fast-paced as traditional console 

After comparing PlayStation Prescreen section of your magazine, beast! One might suggest that this is development. I think many would 
Tomb Raider with the 30fx version, where you simply cannot resist because the author lacks the be surprised just what is possible -
there's no denying the graphical printing flattering remarks about the imagination to fi nish the story in a and what is round the corner. 
superiority of the Pc. However, the Voodoo chipset at every available satisfactory way. Industry types take Chris WriKht. 
sheer playability and responsiveness opportunity. It's either '30fx this .. .' note: games need not be always be vi. em.iI 
of PlayStation Tomb Raider's or '30fx that' or 'so-and-so said this' about killing as a challenge. Edge has indeed kept up with the 
controls made me prefer it to the about 30fx. Mich.el Keny. rapidly evolving world of emulators, 
slinky graphics of the PC. I recently And all this despite the fact that oM em.il and an update on the scene will 
played GoldenEye and found that to about 99% of these prescreen titles appear in these pages soon. 
be far more playable than Quake, utilise Oirect30 and are not 30fx [!J orporate blindness strikes 
especially in its fourplayer mode. native. There are other 30 cards out deep. In E52 Oave Perry m espite converting to the N64 

I think the problem for PC there, you know. mentioned the 'never done before' shortly before the price drop, I 
games is the lack of a standard Stephen A M.ckintosh. model helicopter simulator Shiny is wasn't too distraught This move 
controller. All consoles have a Edinburgh in the process of developing. may have been due to the fact that 
standard joypad style, so designers Despite the existence of several 30 Oops. A company called RC the N64 is doing badly sales·wise, 
can tailor their game to make the accelerator cards, 30fx's Voodoo Simulations made one some time but I hope Nintendo achieves its 
most of that pad. For the PC all the board is rapidly establishing itself as ago (including a proper controller) aim and achieves level pegging with 
designer knows is that the player the current standard chosen by the for the Atari, Amiga and PC. Sony over the festive season. 
will have a keyboard and mouse. majority of developers. Proof of this Jose Commins. If it manages to occupy the 
The PC is well suited to strategy can be seen in the proportion of PC .ddress witheld coveted number one spot over 
games, but for fast-paced action titles in this month's Testsaeen Despite Mdence to the contrary. Christmas, Nintendo might just 
titles like Quake, it's still too slow to roundup boasting 3Dfx-only Oave Perry is human and, as such, rethink its European marketing 
compete with consoles. support Publishers will continue to prone to make the odd mistake. strategy. As you already know N64 

Simon Wilmer, release titles supporting several games can be bought for the 
via email cards until it becomes economically rn egular readers may remember reasonable price of around £50, and 

Given that Pes graphtcs technology unfeasible, which could be sooner the features you did on with top-rated games such as 
has already become more than a rather than later given 30fx's emulation a few months ago. This GoldenEye selling for even less, the 
match for even the Nintendo 64, established user base in the sparked my interest in the topic and N64 will hopefully not fall into the 
unwieldy is perhaps a more profitable and therefore I have since been involved in the same trap as the Saturn - or 
appropriate tenn than 'slow'. all-important US market field. with my own dedicated become a forgotten relic like the 
However, you do make some valid website. I think it would be 300 and Jaguar. 
points and Edge often has to () ollowing your interview with interesting if you revisited this topic As a previous PlayStation owner 
sample both PC and console studio bosses at ECTS, I'd like as the past months have seen some I sincerely believed that the N64 
versions of the same game in order to congratulate your interviewer and fascinating changes. arrived too late to compete with 
to keep abreast of relative the industry people for thinking No longer is the scene dedicated Sony's little grey box. Until the price 
performance. Often Edge opts for creatively about the structure of to emulating the classic machines of drop, that is. Now I hope that 
the superior controls and easy games - not just graphical direction. yesteryear (though this is still of Nintendo's masterpeice will rocket 
loading of console versions, I would like to comment, if I may. course a huge area). Today's in sales, and that European owners 
although occasionally, as is the case The fact is that games are emulation scene is fixated with will be granted access to the 
with GTA, the PC version will come terribly limited in scope. Instead of more contemporary machines such software they richly deserve. 
out on top in almost every respect. creating an intriguing storyline in a as the SNES, PlayStation and Saturn. J.mes Eldridle • . ; As you say, until the Pes challenging environment, where the The feature concluded by saying Essex 
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PLAYSTATlONIN64 BEATER 
UNVEILED AT VM LABS 

-=- fter months of rumour and speculation, VM Labs has officially confirmed to 
!AI Edge that project X. a major new gaming platform, exists and is on schedule 
for release in late 1998. According to CEO Richard Miller, the company has forged 
partnerships WIth 'several of the top half dozen or so consumer electronics 
companies in the world: Addltlonally, the hardYlare specs are complete, 'prominent' 
ttllrdparty publishers are in possession of development klts, and, as Edge goes to 
press, the second Iteration of the chipset has been delivered to VM labs' cahfornlan 
headquarters. 'The chip is very real, and working fine: smiles Miller. 

The californian-based company isn't willing to show all of its hand just yet, 
ho'Never. 'TOday, !Ne're simply confirming that we exist,' explains Miller. 'It's too early 
for us to reveal to our competltors our entire strategy: Nicholas Lefevre, VM labs' 
Vice president of business affairs and general counsel, explains: 'Our real coming out 
party will be sometime early next year: But although Project X's core specification 
and the identlty of VM Labs' key partners remain secret, Edge has learned enough to 
conSider project X a viable contender. 

At the core of VM Labs is a team of 27 experienced engineers, led by CEO 
Miller, many of 'Nhom spent their formative years under the auspices of Atari. Miller 
himself was VP of technology at Atari from 1989 to 1994, while John Mathieson, VM 
Labs' VP of technology, is credited as 'the father of Jaguar'. As well as Atari alumni, 
the VM Labs team boasts experience mrting on 3DO's original opera Chipset, M2 VO 
hardware and peripherals, Sindalr's Spectrum and OL projects, and Apple. Game 
deSigner Jeff Mlnter, creator of Tempest 2CXX) and notorious industry veteran, is also 
on board. Greg LaBrec, previously at sony, was sufficiently impressed by Project X to 
sign up, and yet further credibility was granted to Proj€Ct X in early November, when 
Bill Rehbock (another ex-Atari figure) also jumped shiP from sony to become VM 
Labs' vice president of thirdparty development. \oVhy leave $Ony, at the height of the 
PlayStation'S success? 'They knocked my socks off.' Rehbock explains. 'I wouldn't 
have left ISony} unless this was a sure thing: 

Miller strenuously denied speculation that Project x is a 64bit system. 'The 
argument that more bits are better doesn't hold water: he says. 'This doesn't mean 
that we don't have more bIts -!Ne do, But it's a crWj game to get into - we got into 
that situation Wlth the Jaguar and it was terrible: What he can offer is that Project X is 
'substantially' more powerful than the PlayStation or Nintendo 64. 

'At the heart of Project X is some graphics technology that is really Quite different 
to anything you've talked about in Edge before: Miller claims. But those IooIong for 
benchmark poiygon-per-secood counts will be disappojnted. 

'We're not going to try and force games into any particular mode: explains 
Lefevre. 'The graphics will be appropriate to the game, and not the other way 
around: Certainly, many experts in the computer graphics industry believe that the 
next generatiOn of machines willllOt be eXClusively polygon baSed. But at this stage 
VM Labs will neither confirm nor deny that it is travelling oown this particular avenue. 

What has been confirmed is that more than one company will be manufacturing 
project X machines. In this respect, the project echoes 3OO's approach - but this is a 
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VM Labs has been worklnl with veter.n coder Jeft Mlnter. who has 
produced. series of ProJed X demos. It c.n cert.lnly handle n .... as ... 

111. froprlet.ry ProJed X chips 
In.1 their Inconspicuous Ilory 

comparison with which VM labs is 
understandably uneasy. 'We'd rather 
not see those three letters any.Nt1ere in 
the article,' lefevre laughs. 

Miller Jumps straight to ttle point. 
'After spending a few minutes showing 
what project X can dO, publishers don't 
seem to want to make the comparison 
with 300 at all.' But comparisons with 
the business model are inevitable, and 
this manufacturing strategy will 
undoubtedly have ramifications on the 
street price. History has demonstrated 
that thirdparty manufacturers always 
demand a profrt, yet successful 
videogame consoles have to be sold at 
or below cost Miller seems 
unconcerned, hovvever 'We want a 
high-volume consumer pncepOlnt 
certainly: he reveals, but offers only 
that 'we've learned the lessons of over
priced consoles and platforms.' 

SO wtlo are these hard'Nare 
partners? YoItiat brand name Win garners 
see stamped on Project X'S casing? 
'Our OEM [Original Equipment 
Manufacturer] partners, the people who 
will be building this product. and there 
are several, are among the top half 
dozen or so consumer electronics 
companies in the world,' is all that Miller 
will reveal. 'At this time they are 
increasing their support and 
commitment to us. They are paring 
down any wort they may have been 
doing in Similar areas, and as they are 
seeing our technology mature into its 
final form they are able to commit to it 
in an IncreaSIng degree.' 

Miller certainly isn't scared of taking 
on sony, Nintendo and Sega's next 
generation offerings. 'It's no secret that 

1 NEWS 

sony, Sega and Nintendo '-Nill be coming out 'Nith next generation platforms: he 
concedes. 'But our partners would not be signing up 'Nith us if they did not believe 
that we could compete with or even beat them. A broad-brush summary of our 
position Is that we have the technology, we have the people, we have the partners, 
and we have the financial strength to make this happen.' 

In fact it seems likely that by launching in late 1998, the timing of PrOject x's 
debut will give it at least a two-year jump on sony and Nintendo's next machines - a 
move that could prove crucial to its long-term viability. 'That's a very smart 
speculation,' Miller acknO'Nledges. 'I don't think anyone believes that Sony or 
Nintendo will come out with anything new before Christmas of 1999. They've got to 
milk their existing platforms for Quite a bit longer yet: And as for competition from 
Sega, Miner isn't threatened. 'We all know 'Nhat sega's new platform is: he claims, 
'and it's hard to see how It can be competitive with 'Nhat we are dOing.' 

DeSigning a competitive next generation console and optimising It for 

mass construction within a constrictive time frame is no small tas~ in itself - a lesson 
Sega learned to its cost 'Nith the saturn farrago - but Miller and hIS team have yet 
more hurdles to vault. 'VM Labs is three years old: says Miller, 'and a good part of 
this time has gone into developing the core technology and this new graphics engine. 
But an even more substantial part of our effort has been on building a platform and a 
development system. We're not just building a graphics engine that goes In the 
middle of some manufacturer'S box: Arld thiS commitment to prOViding the 'l-lhole 
package means it's time to start spreading the word to the games community and 
touting Project X to game developers. 

A hand-picked selection of 'prominent' game developers are already 'very 
excited' about Project X. Development kits are in the field and project X versions of 
'~ey titles' are underway. 'But we're not taking a TriP Hawkms approach: cautions 
Lefevre. 'We're being very choosy about who we're 'NO(king with. We're paying a lot 
of attention and providing a lot of support and resources to these key developers. 
Early next year, when we have a handover development system and more of a 
support organisation internally, we will be able to broaden It.' But Miller concludes 
that. for the moment at least their approach is geared tQlNards 'quality not Quantity: 

Certainly, and perhaps after Atari's shambolic handling of Jaguar, VM Labs is 
keen to stress that project X will not fail due to a lack of planning or development 
support. 'This attitude is demonstrated by Bill Rehbock and Greg LeBeck }oining us,' 
says lefevre. 'Our bigger focus now Is on properly supporting the interactive 
software community, and helping them to get the most out of our platform.' 

Rehbock himself backs up this Claim, citing VM Labs' development support as 
one of the reasons he quit sony to sign up. 'I don't think the team at VM Labs has left 
a stone unturned 'Nith regard to development tOOls: he reckons. 'Having worked at 
sony, I'm used to good tools. But the guys at VM Labs hail from all facets of the 
gaming Industry and have written t<>Ols from a game programmer's perspective. 

'The teams we've put together at Sony, wtlile they offered the best support 
around, SImply weren't garners,' he conduCles. It would seem that the first £ 
shot of the next generation hardware wars has just been fired ... 

More demos frOIll the nlllnd of Mlnter .nd the hardw.re of VM L.bs. 
It will need more than psychedelic fur to let Ni4 owners s.lI~atlnl 
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PUBUSHERS~READYFORCHm~SHO~WN 

Il he European Vldeogames industry is set tor ooe of the 
most savagely competitiVe festive seasons in many 

years. With the PlayStation going from strength to strength, 
the N64 gradually increasing its stake in the western market. 
and the PC tempting ever more families to enter the 
'multimedia revolution', there "",11 be three healthy formats 
and hundreds of games fighting for retail shelf space in the 
run up to ChristmaS. For its part. sega is determined to see 
the saturn off with a bang rather than a whimper; it too has a 
strong line-up of titles waiting to become stocking fOdder. 

Predictably enough, sequels and racing games (or 

better still, sequelS to racing games) make up a bulk of the 
prOducts scrambling for attention. In the first category, COre's 
mUCh-anticipated PlayStation and PC title Tomb Raider 2 is 
almost a dead eert for the Christmas number one slot. with a 
marvellous looking Quake 2 set to follow closely In second. 
Also looking for a healthy slab of the yuletide sales, though, 
will be LucasArts' Monkey Island 3 and Gremlin's sequel to 
Actua Soccer. On the periphery, EA is proffering little more 
than the disappointing Nuclear Strike, wtlile Nameo is ready to 
eject Ace Combat 2. 

As for racing games, the scene is similarly crowded. Best 
of a varied bunch are Sonic R and the fantastic Diddy Kong 
Racing (Which both employ arcade adventure elements to 
spice up the genre), along with Virgin's Screamer Rally and 
Ocean's multifarious PlayStation effort, Total Drivin'. Beneath 
them, a plethora of average-to-promising titles are lining up on 
the starting grid - the N64 gets Top Gear Rally and Extreme G, 
the PlayStation finally receives a conversiOn of the storming 
3Dfx showcase Moto Racer, and EA has Test Drive 4 in store 
for both the PlayStation and the PC. And that's not all, of 
course; Ubi SOft's F1 Pole PosItion (N64) and Psygnosis' Manx 
TT (PC) are also ready to vie for a position. 

EISe"oNhere, that old favourite, the platformer, seems to be 
in vogue again. Croe - already selling extremely well on the 
PlayStation - is slated for a saturn release In November, \Yhile 
Kooami's terrific castJevania, EA's risible Lost World and 
OCean's much-hyped Jersey DeVil 'NiH all be competing for 
favour on SOny's machine. Not to be left out, however, the 
N64 has a few unusual suspects including the excellent 
Mischief Makers (kflOINn in Japan as Go Go Trouble Makers
see E48) and the eccentric Chameleon Twist (see p48). 

And yes, platform sequels will also feature In the 
Christmas software crO'Nds. BMG Interactive's Pandemonium 
2 is already out there and selling in decent numbers, wtlile 
CraSh Bandicoot 2, looking uncomfortably similar to its 
precursor, will follow it soon. 

Other key genres are also acc,,"nted for. Beat 'em 
ups competing for attention this year include Interplay's 
unusual, though distinctly ta'Ndry, Clay Fighter 63 1/3 and the 
Ocean-published Fighter's Destiny (developed by lmaglneer), 
both on the N64. ocean, incidentally, is also unleashing the 
painfully derivative Soul Blade wannabe Dynasty Warriors for 
the PlayStation. Certain to beat all of these, however, is 
capcom's recently released Street Fighter EX Plus Alpha - a 
hugely addictive, visually impressive and thOroughly playable 

addition to an wtlat has become one of videogaming's 
greatest series. 

Firstperson shooters loo' to be more healthi~ 
represented. Quake 2 and Rare's essential Bond adVenture 
Gok1enEye sit comfortably at the top of the heap, followed by 
a duly impressrJe PC conversion of Turok, and creditable 
saturn translations of both Quake and Duke Nukem 3D. No 
doubt 'better late than never' is the reaction of saturn owners 
everywhere. Mentioo should also go to a fe'N 'on rails' 
contenders, including Namco's masterfUl bullet-fest Time 
Crisis, Konami's Legal Enforcers and Gremlin's Judge Dredd 
wtlich may suffer in such esteemed company. 

As usual, original games are few and far between, but at 
least they're kicking about. Psygnosis, for example, Is relying 

To.,b It,,'" 2 (top). DIddy Kong 
Itlldng (left) and Sonic It (above) 
are Just three of the A-list releases 
belnl croo-ed for ch.rt success 
durlnl the festive season 
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While the N60t will see dinkers like aayflglrter 5J 1/J 
on the run up to Chrtstm.s. GoItknEye (.bove) Is • joy. 
RFA: RODd to the World Cup (left) m.., surprise. too 

almost entirely on fresh titles this Christmas, including the 
offbeat overtJoard, the epic flight shooter G-Police, and the 
visually accomplished (though imperfectly executed) Colony 
Wars. Furthermore, BMG will be wheeling out GTA (great on 
the PC, though Edge reserves judgment on the PlayStation 
version for the moment) at the end of Ncwember, and ocean is 
expecting great things of space shoot 'em up I War (see ES2). 
Gremlin's PC arcade adventure Men in Black and Virgin's 
point-and-click Blade Runner are also likely to make a mark on 
the seasonal Charts, if only for their lucrative film licences. 

But the battle for Christmas supremacy isn't confined 
to software publishers. Nintendo has brought the price of the 
N64 down to an extremely competitive £99 and slimmed the 
RRPs of titles such as Diddy Kong Racing, GoIdenEye and 
Super Mario 64 do'Nn to a more respectable £49, in line with 
CO-ROM software. Sony immediately replied by packing out 
the existing [129 PlayStation box with two controllers and a 
memolY card. Both companies know this is an important three 
months for their machines: 1997 could well be the 
PlayStation's penultimate Winter as a lead contender before its 
sequel takes up the baton, white Nintendo must seize ~ery 
opportunity to secure a wide N64 user base to fend off 
competition from both the Playstation 2 and Sega's follow up 
to the Saturn. 

unfortunately, Nintendo seems to have picked up some 
bad habits from its rivals. After six months of excellent 
releases marred only by a smattering of duds, the company 
now seems to have plumped for a shelf-packing tactic familiar 
to CD-ROM console owners. This winter, for ~ery GoldenEye 
and Diddy Kong Racing, there's a Dark Rift and a Clay Fighter 
waiting to bring the machine into disrepute. The quality of 
software was bound to suffer once Nintendo opened its arms 

• 
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Three snn, titles. three snnl form •. three very 
different styles (from top) : Quoke 2 (PC). Mischief 
MQkers (Nlntendo 64) •• nd G·PoIlce (PlIIyst.tion) 

wider, but this haphazard line-up will not please N64 cmners. 
Overall, things look promising for the indusuy in general. 

The massive selection of good titles competmg for space hints 
at an indusuy undergoing a renaissance - and a market 
recovering completely from the post-16bit Slump it fell into 
three years ago. If the quality so evident In titles such as 
GoldenEye, Resident EVil 2 and Grand Theft Auto can_be 
maintained throughout '98, it could be another vintage £ 
year for garners . 
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NeL PREPARES SPACEWORLD LAUNCHPAD 
r:I inal details of NCL's grandslam 
.... N64 event. Nlntendo space 
World '97 (to use its new and full title), 
have come to light. True to form, the 
company has held back from showing 
major titles at any of the Summer's 
shows, its presence at EeTS being 
particularly weak. 

OVer 40 games have already been 
confirmed, with several more to be 
announced when the doors of 
Makuhari Messe, Japan's largest 
convention centre (and space WOfld's 
traditional venue) open. Among those 
expected to appear are some familiar 
names, including Rare's Banjo-K8ZOOIe 
and even Seta's Wild ChOpperS, which 
at ooe time seemed destined to 
languish in development hell. 

New firstparty titles include the 
previously unheralded Vertical Edge 
snowboarding from the phenomenally 
talented team responsible for 
WaveRace 64. Though three thirdparty 
N64 snowboarding titles are already in 
development, Vertical Edge could be 
best of the lot if it can match the 
sublime quality of WaveRace. Edge will 
be interested to see if and how the 
makers of the other snowboarding 
titles - Boss Game Studios, Atlus and 
lmagineer - respond to NCL's game, 
the first to be published under the new 
Nintendo sports banner. 

The stars of Space World '97 will, 
ho'vvever, be Nintendo of Japan's big 
three titles. Attendees should be 
treated to near-complete versions of 

Yoshi's StCA'Y, F-lero X (the '64' suffix 
having been dropped), and one of the 
most anticipated titles in recent years, 
Legend of le/da: Ocarina of Time. 

lelda 64 will be released on a 
256Mbit cartridge, making it the largest 
solid-state console game ever. This 
bulk is largely due to Nintendo's astute 
decision not to make it a 64DD-specific 
title. It is worth noting that with Yoshi's 
SfOfy confirmed as a pre·Christmas 
release, It seems unlikely that neither 
Zelda 64 nor F-Zero X will be released 
until early '98. N64 gamers Should find 
solace in Yoshi's Story's beautifully 
realised graphics and 't'NO-and-a-half-D' 
game play, which may yet redefine the 
public perceptioo of what constitutes a 
'next generation' title. Predictably, 
Bandai's Everyone'S Tamagotchi World, 
a deCidedly un-portable virtual pet, 
utilises less of the N64's power. 

On the hardware front. there will be 
more definite news on the status - and 
possibly a launch - of the N64DD. 
Nintendo has decided to confuse the 
public (and industry) further by prefixing 
Its monlker with an 'N', in order to 
associate the 64Mb disk drive more 
closely with the console base unit. 
Rumours of a modem being included in 
the unit persist. but Nintendo is 
expected to avoid such a costly feature. 

Opinion remains divided over the 
N64DD's feasibility in both the long and 
shOrt term, given the histOrical 
precedent for console add-ons to fail. 
and the fact that the N64 is stili finding 

its feet in certain markets (including 
Japan). Only in America has the N64 
enjoyed real success, With each new 
game topping both retail and rental 
charts. There Is a distinct possibility 
that the N64DD may never be released 
in Europe, particularly given NCL'S 
traditionally poor track record in 
supporting the PAL television standard. 

Also set to make a space World 
appearance are more than 20 new 
Game Boy titles, inCluding Donkey Kong 
Land 2. The ageing handheld is still a 
big earner for Nintendo, With high sales 
of the Game Boy Pocket (largely driven 
by Pocket Monster) prompting an 
increase in production. 

According to an interview With 
NCL's Yoshlo Hongo in Japanese 
magazine The 64 Dream, there will also 
be 'one or two new Paks' at space 
World, although he refused to be drawn 
on what form these would take. Hongo 
did confirm plans to produce an N64 
printer that would run with the new 
Mario Artist painting software, though 
he conCeded, 'it might be expensive: If 
a printer were to be made, it would 
almost certainly be a Japan-only 
product, although Edge doubts that a 
large market exists even there. 

With N64 fans becoming impatient 
both fOf software and for the N64DD, 
and With the PlayStation continuing to 
capture the publiC'S unagination, 
Nlntendo needs the Space World 
event to be a success. Edge will £ 
report on the show next issue. 
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VOODOO MK2 TO OFFER TREBLE THE POWER OF MK1 
D Dfx has confirmed the existence a new Voodoo 

chlpset, set to appear sometime In Spring 1998. 
Plainty named Voodoo 2, the board will be around 
three times more powerful than the original. The 
consumer design will feature a 192bit architecture 
capable of shifting data at 2.2 Gigabytes per second. 

Much of the increase in power can be attributed to 
the twin implementation of what 3Dfx refers to as 
'Texelfx2' chips. Games such as Quake draw 
everything twice - once with textures, once with the 
lighting effects - with the two layers combined to 
make the final display. By using two processors the 
rendering can be completed in half the time, al l of 
which results in Ouake running at an unplayable 110 
fps on a P233, using modified Voodoo 1 drivers 

D3D drivers for voodoo 2 are not yet complete, but 
when finished will further boost its performance. 
Voodoo 2 boards will also be oridgeable (known as 

scanline interleaving, or SLI), allOWing 384bit implementations for PC-based 
arcade titles. According to 3Dfx's Chris Kramer, Voodoo 2 games shOuld include 
Voodoo 1 versions, although Edge feels that once designers grow accustomed to 
character models of 5,CXXl polygons it will be hard for them to cut back. 

While 3Dfx is already claiming victory over the next wave of opposition, other 
companies have yet to play their hands - not least NECMdeoLogic. That combo's 
new chipset, the basis of sega's Dural console, is to be announced at Comdex. 

Although the development of thiS next generation of PC accelerators was 
inevitable, it will be some time before Voodoo 2 - or its rivals - establish a 
foothold in the market. Meanwhile, PC owners should be content With the £ 
gamut of Voodoo 1 titles set to be released over the next SIX months. 

Performance 

3D rendering 

Display 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSER PROMISES PLAYSTATION POWER 

FI'97 and Rapid Racer 
are two titles that have 
benefited from the 
Performance Analyser 

Fi1 ne of the most pleasant surprises at·this year's Electronic Entertainment 
.:.I Expo In Atlanta was the extent to which the PlayStatlOn hardware is 
currently being pushed. Stand after stand boasted titles that, barely a year before, 
would have been thought beyond the ability of most developers. However, while 
many observers concluded that this forthcoming crop represented a level near 
the peak of the ageing platform's capabilities, Sony had other ideas. And at the 
Develop! conference in October its Computer Entertainment division showcased 
the latest weapon in its armoury: the Performance Analyser. 

The Analyser, which comes as part of Sony's revamped developer kit, is 
essentially a board which is capable of capturing several 'frames' worth of bus 
information from a game that is run through it. 'The most important element is 
that it's non intrusive: claims SCEE's manager of developer support & technology, 
Paul Holman. With some tools you've actually got to recompile your program 
and do special things to grab your information. 

'Here you can take a black disc if you wanted to and grab the data, without 
the program really knowing about It, and then analyse that data. Also, the second 
most important thing is that it goes down to the bus level, so you see exactly how 
you're utilising the PlayStation's custom hardware, which portions of code are 
maybe not as thoroughly optimised as they could be and focus it exactly on 
where you can improve things: 

To date, Holman estimates that 20 games in the European and US markets 
respectively have benefited from using the Analyser, its use constrained by the 
fact that SCEE has only had one, hand-built model. previously, companies would 
simply bring their almost complete code down to Sony for a half-day's analysis 
Cursory though this may seem, it has had significant results. 

--~-

'There are really two ways you can use it,' says 
Holman. 'Firstly you can improve your frame rate so 
you get that 30 or 60 frames per second, improving the 
speed and fluidity. secondly you might realise that 
although you're quite happy running at 30 fps and in 
reality you can't really get much more out of the CPU, 
the GPU - the graphiCS Chip - is actually being 
underutilised. From that you can actually put more 
detail into the graphics without it slowing on the screen 
and get a richer product. It allows you to move up to 
hi-res as well. and there are a couple of very successful 
games in Europe which have gone to hi-res directly as 
a result of using the Performance Analyser and being 
able to rejig their code. 

Edge understands that F1'97 was one of the titles 
to move to hi-res thanks to feedback from the 
Performance Analyser, while Holman also cites the 
internal projects Porsche Challenge and Rapid Racer as 
titles that have seen extensive benefits from 
performance analysis. Interest in the kit was, 
unsurprisingly, pronounced at the show. Wider 
availability should ensure that developers can use the 
kit throughout a title's development, and sony is 
therefore confident that next year's games wiil £ 
see the PlayStatlOn really pushed to Its limits. 



OUT THERE 

(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

TIFN for BBFe? 
T he British Board of Film Classification is on 

the brink of burdening GTA with an 18 

certificate. While Edge is surprised by such a high 
rating given the game's relatively unrealistic 

depiction of adult themes, industry body ELSPA 
has other concerns. 

Chief among ElSPA's complaints is the 2-3 

month period the SSFC takes to rate title. In the 
fast-moving world of videogames, a three-month 

delay could prove disastrous for both a title and 
its developer. Major forthcoming titles affected 

include Quake If, Mortal Kombot Trilogy and GTA. 

Postal publisher Take 2 is so frustrated by the 
hold up that it is consulting its lalh)'ers. 

This collision between the 85-year-old SSFC 

and the spritely games industry is unfortunate. 
Edge hopes that a speedy solution can be found 
- before softcos are driven to force a conclusion. 

Never mind the Seventh Guest 

Licensed to ill-inform 
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Sony goes limited 
W hile others have produced custom PlayStations 

in the past. few of Sony's grey boxes can daim 
a Paul Smith pedigree. Created for the launch of 

Psygnosis' troubled FI'97, both Smith's (far left) and 
Jordan Racing's (left) PlayStations were produced as ten 
limited editions. The units have been used as compo 
prizes, and will no doubt accumulate value in time. 

his month, Edge's attention was brought 

to bear on the Doily Stals first PC title, 
Love Bytes. 'Stunning page three girl Jo Guest 

VeftJ has a new starring role - as the world's first 
virtual girlfriend,' the blurb begins. 'If you want to 
get anywhere with Jo, you're going to have to 

work out how to please her'. 
While the Japanese have been producing 

this kind of tat for years, a quick visit to the 
MegaStar website confirms the depths this 

'game' plumbs. Surely a product only for the 
terminally sad. 

T ake arguably the greatest movie conversion there's ever been. Give it to a respected movie magazine and you'd 

expect a match made in heaven, yes? Not so it seems with Empire, which recently awarded two stars out of fwe to 
Rare's GoldenEye, dubbing it 'a standard testosterone-loaded Doom clone ... very little to shout about'. After a bit of 

investigation Edge discovered that this isn't the first time the mag has slipped up like this. Horror classic Resident Evil was 
also knocked for being a 'Doom clone' while more recently the magazine inadvertently bagged the Blade Runner world 

. : exclusive by 'reviewing' the demo shown at EGS. Good to see that its performance is at least consistent. then. 

--
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Microsoft Encarta 98 

J
ust as Its name gets lOnger f!'oIery year. so Encarto gets bigger, beefier 
and more convoluted. This edition (00 no fewer than three COS) marks Its 
fifth annNefsary. and during that half decade, Encarra has become 

somettmg of an InstrtutlOO. As ever, it's the most ambitious and withOut questIon 
the best multlmedta encyclopedia on sale. 

As well as containing more of INhat was in previous editIOnS· that ,5, more 
text, video, and so on - there are, as is customary, a number of new features. 
These include VIrtual tours, 'Nhich are Quick:Time VR-sty1e tours of selected 
subjects, including the Space Shuttle and Westminster Abbey, WIth relevant 
extra items of informatiOf) wtlich appear when you hit hot-spots; multimedia 
collages, 'lJhich again take a subject (such as History of the Photograph), but this 
time let you explore it via a wider-than-the-screen collage of wtlatever media are 
relevant; and the Research Organiser, 'Nhich is a digital folder Into which you can 
clip the results of your traw1s around the program and which is obviOUSly aimed 
at students, 

There's no doubt that Enearta has become the student's friend - and there 
have been muffted complaints from SChools ...miCh have founa their PUPIlS 
responding to prOject aSSignments With identikit and obviouSly Encarta-derived 
efforts. But even non-students Wit! find Encarta 98 Deluxe to be an unbelievably 
rich source of reference. casual users will appreciate Its hypertext cross
referencing 'Ntllch invariably means that .f you start a trail of discovery relating to 
one subject. you invariably wind up learning about something totally different and 
seemingly unrelated. 

The most surpriSing aspect of Encarta. thOugh, CNld v.tIat makes thIS year's 
effort worth buying even if you're an exiSting Encartist, is the way In v.tIictllt fights 
against the global trend for 'dumbing down'. Having long since passed the stage of 
substiMmg British for American COfltent, UK localiser websters has commissioned 
a large amount of brilliant and distinctly highbrow essays from some of the most 
eminent wnters around. As a result, everyone. rather than Just schOol kids with 
essays to wnte, can derive something useful from the CD-ROM. Beware. though: 
many of these essays aren't in the cheaper Standard Edition and. if you are 
upgrading from last year's model. make sure you get your £20 cash-back from 
Microsoft. Hey. Bill can live Without it. 

. _-
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lectrOntc expenmentallSt U*e Slater 

has obviously worked han:! to create hIS 

futoostiC viSion of tee/1no, and (t is II\(~ to 

d'\aJ.enge tl'e tastes Of te<:hno purIStS 

~e ·Freelc Ft.rliC· voyages Jlto outer 

space for Its IOSPiratJOn and returns Wlth an 

amatgam of some Of the wetfdest and most 
progreSSive ledlno SOO'\dsCapeS ye!. Weaving 

effortlessly througtl myriOO stj4es. Slater blends 
breakbeats with funk, soul Wfth tlhSSed-oot 

amtlieflCe. and turbo·nutter techno WIth. lots 

of bloody flOise. frankly, Next milleMlum beats 

for budding space cadets 
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A meeting point for media capitalising 
on the digital entertainment revolution 
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aYe seaman and Rcbert Miles are the DJs 
pllOlq thIS SM::kIv padcage(I CClrJllIIaoon 

and both ~ety steer dear 01 thetr 

trademarked dub styleS 11"1 favour of a more 
edectIc se!ecUon. seaman·s mx IS far rrKlfe 

fistenable, tKmewr. pIottt\l! a COlJf5e ~ 

remtl(ed pop matenai lrom the likes of smoke CIty. 

GaTOOge and even Skunk AnanSie. with PFM'S shlllY 

drum'n'bass remlX 01 SI Eueme's 'The sea·1t\e 

~ng on the cake, Robert MtleS. mearmhlle. ditches 

his fluffy ·Ct1lldreo·-<1eflved roots on CD two and 

getS all dark. psyct;edeJic. and. welt barlgin', Who 

'NWId haVe !hooght It? 
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Glasstron PLM-100 TV 

ost of us can but dream abOut a SO-inch TV. The models currently on the market are all bulky M rear-projection sets '-Mlich cost the earth - Sony's top-end model, for example, clocks in at £100 
per inch. Fancy, then, a glzmo which gives you the impression that you're watching such a large 

telly, where in fact you're looking at two tiny screens mere inches In front of your eyes? Well, the Sony 
Glasstron does just that. 

Currently only available In Japan, this headset system operates In much the same wa.; to those dreadful 
PC VR headsets '-Mlich flOpped so badly a couple of years ago. There are differences, thougtl. For Instance, 
the 'screens' you lOok at are of vaffable opacity, so as well as watching the seemingly SO-inch image in front 
of you, you can also see your Immediate surroundings, should you wish. Ideal for maldng a cup of tea while 
not missing out on the footy, then. 

The Image quality through the Glasstron is surpriSingly good, though the resolutlon isn't realty up to the 
standard of a true SO-inch set. SO watching movies and the like is good, though not Ideal. INhere It does 
come into its own, however, is when you're playing videogames through the thing. which can prove hugely 
exciting. The image quality isn't quite so important Oecause the resolution's that much lower anyhOW, and 
because the graphics are moving at speed. Here's hoping that SOny launches the Glasstron over here . 

.- . _-
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Weird 

A
ll the usual 'X-FileS'-StyIe matefJaI- the Yeti, UFOs, spontaneous combustJOn, you get the ldea
can be found In thiS CD-ROM equIValent of Old MOOre's Almanac. MOstly, we've seen thiS sort of 
stuff before. But, as IS often the case with Macmillan's multimedia output, Weird is 'NOrth 

consideration thanks to excellent presentabon and a pralsewonhy format whldl steadfastly steers clear of 
the stereotypical. 

Instead of just cliCking on pictures or headings, Weird pitches you into the labyrinthine interiOr of a 
strange, futuristic building, which has been on the receiving end of some classy 3D rendering, As you piCk 
your way through, you find displays on the walls; clicking on each one of these brings up a featurette 
covering some unexplained subject or other, 

Interspersed VoIith these are a number of puzzles wtllch won't satiSfy point-and-click 11evotees but are 
mildly diverting. The -whOle CD, ROM, In fact, is liberally sprinkled With little devices and tw1sts which succeed 
in keeping your attentlon span from ctMndling. lNhich is just as things ShOUld be in a multlmedia CD-ROM. 

Weird couldn't be described as a classic, Ilut it does stand head and Shoulders above all other CD--ROMs 
'-Mlich cover Similar ground, and is a classic illustration of tlOYI multimedia has had to develop ever SInce 
people stopped buying CD-ROMs just because they were there. It Wilt prOVide a treat for anyone you know 
-whO Is obsessed with UFOS, the occult, conspiracy theories and anything that apparently exists outside of 
the laW'S of physics. 
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I i [ hiS London duo's only prevIOUS OUllng 

~ I involved remoong 0Uties for Mdrev.o • 
~ • weatherall's TWo LOne SWOrdsmen, and you 

~ 5 -Il can see v.fly: the ClIbby, textured, submarine 

I ~ c. and voca\-free hoose IOflectIOOS on 'COmIng Up ~ :> For Air areon a SIITlIlar bp to ns's wen. .. e ... 
c ().tt)ed-out breaKbeats and ptOUSIy eqI.JI!l{' !! E 
'E " i= 

rt1ythm ~nes rub ShoulderS v.Jth evocative ~ '" 0 Q {: (J m ambietlCe and 0C:CaSI00aI darker mxner1ts. It 

~'t appeal to II'lOSe WhO bke their music 

conventionally structured and vocal·led, but 

Will be swallowed vorac\oUs~ by those Who 

loIfaN the path of the SwordSmen. 
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he TtmeWnte(s oeoot Is a tectH10use 
tour de force, dripping with tunes and 

rrusicallty, which often makes dancefloor 

sense rot ~ remalf1S waml.1I'lVItrIi and 
cornrneroal. The TIlreM'Iter have ('NO typeS of 

song: one v.t1ich startS ott like a four-urthe-

flOor stQI'Il)er and ITl.ItateS into a sllr1:y hwse 

nurrber, and one which starts all housey and 

hardens up as it goes along. SpnnkJed on top 

are trancey, ITlInlrnal, IronIC female YOCaI 
samples, while ChICagO-Style inflections add a 

final touch of seasoning Lush, pretty and 

dance-lndUCUl& whidl ~ a fine achievement. ~ 
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NS-7T Super Mini and MJ-L7 MiniDisc Recorder 

he NS-7T superminl system comprises of a CD player, tuner, amp, cassette deCk and MiniOisc T recorder (the MH7, whiCh adds £200 to the standard £499 list price), together with a pair of 
diminutive speakers and a sub-woofer. And wtlat strikes you immediately - even before you turn 

the thing on - is how fantastic it looks. This is quite possiIJIy the best looking hi-li under the £1,(XX) mark. 
When you do get around to throwing the power switch, the sound It makes is pleasant in the extreme, 

and far 'bigger' than system's size would suggest. In terms of its stats it's also reasonably Impressive, WIth 
30 watts per channel into the froot stereo pair of speakers, and 50 watts of oomph In the sub-woofer. SO it 
should have no problems flooding medium-sized rooms with music. For the price. It's a fantastic system. ..... 7T .... ......, 

Nl-n ... M.I-l1, PIoneer, tet 01753 7ffiJf1J 

800lls £ 

Diaspora 

Q
uantum leaps of the 
imaginatiOn, complex ideas, 
Aslmov-esque android 

distopias: the fact that Egan spendS 
much of his time as a computer 
programmer wit! come as no surprise 
to anyone who reads 'Diaspora', 

Centuries Into the future, the 
majority of human descendants now 
exist as disembodied super intelligent 
software contained In Pollses, True 
organic humans do stili eXist, but these 
have been Sidelined, nicknamed as 
Fleshers, and ranked little higher than 
Glelsners: robotlc machines that POIis 
inhabttants can control to interact With 
the physical world. 

This may sound weird, but Egan 
hasn't even started yet, Later, an 
astrophyslcaJ accident spurs the Polis 
citizens to escape to the stars, INhere 
they discover a fantastically developed 
alien culture. Here they are offered a 
safe habitat and protectiOn from future 
acts of God 

There is a detailed glOssary to 
accompany the bOOk, and Edge 
suggests that it be read first. All but the 
most rock-hard SF obsessives are 
going to get lost anyway, but they 
might as well understand the basics. 
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C hicane straddles a dIVIde between the 

COfmlefaal club-frieod!y 'lbeefa' SCUld 

and the bnd 01 bllSSE!d-out BalearIC meIodica 

usuaIti fotnj on cafe Del Mar COOl)IIaUoos. In 

fact. ItS most v.e1-1a'KlWIl1racts, the j)Iao')O-led 

'OffShofe' and the drearriike vocally tones 01 

'SUnstrOke' are respecwe cases In POint 
Needless to$iJf, both appear on the debut 

album more than once but are thankfully 
supponed by some rather pleasant, If I'IOt 

entirely memorable, back-up A set 01 designer 
chillOut chOOns - don't be seen listening to 

them withOut a COOl beer and a red sunset 

• 

.-
What Will Be 

I
t has become clear over the 
last feY.' years that the 'NOI1d 
renowned Massachussetts 

Instrtute of Technology is breeding just 
as many authors as it is brave scientifIC 
advances. The latest is Michael 
Dertouzos, 'vVho divides his take on the 
standard 'how information teChnology 
will Change our lives' tome into three 
sections: 'Shaping the Future', 'HOW 
Your We wiH Change' and 'Reuniting 
Technology and Humanity'. weighty 
themes indeed. 

At least 'What Will Be' is more 
accessible than most MIT literature, 
Tnroughout these three separate parts, 
Dertouzos discusses....mat he callS the 
informatiOn Marketplace in a readable 
and entertaining way, Being an MIT 
prof, though, he never loses his 
authorrty and this is clearly the WOf1( of 
a man who is dealing >Mth today, 'Nhat 
many stin believe to be science fictJoo. 

Packed with inSight, "What Will Be' 
is required reading for anyone who 
Wishes to see into the technological 
future that is rapidly approaching. 

one Question, however: does Bill 
Gates actually do anything other than 
write forewords for information 
technology bOOks these days? 
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atbtm, '~OI the Beats' contaRi some 

the finest 8-Boy anthems from !'NO decades 01 
hIp-hop and fri. Afrika IWnbaataa's "M\at.'s 

!he Name of ThIs Natlon? . ZiAJ!', EriC B & 

Rakm's 1 M't NO JOke', and SChooIy D'S 

-SkOOl's OUt' are jUst a handhJ Of tracks 

If'ICIucIed in INs action-pad(ed release. 

M well as essential cuts, there's also a 
11'1J1Wned.a section whICh allows users to learn 
\tie moves, talk the talk. Check out a selection 
01 graffiti, and get inSIght from some of the 

masters Of break.d&ndng. A great p&Ckage. 
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EDGE'S EXAMINATION OF THE INTERNET AND ON lINE GAMING SCENE 

Sony rolls out big guns 
~ y extraordinary coincidence, this month sees 
L:.I both Sony and Sega stepping up their 
online profile. Sony's contribution is Tanorus, its 
first multiplayer-only title (see ESO). 

A game of tank warfare, Tanarus sees players 
vvorldwide 'NOr¥. together on both defence and 
offence. The battle arena is a distant planet 
whose surface is divided into distinct, diverse 
arenas, ranging from ruined cities to industrial 
wastelands. In addition to its collaborative 
gameplay, Tanaru5 boasts true day-and-night 
cycles, as well as different weather conditions, 
making for an ever-changing battlefield - a 
battlefield uncorrupted by computer-controlled 
vehicles and random events. 

Rather than relying on the gaming networks of 
others, Sony will be running i~ own Internet 
server dedicated to Tanarus, which It daims can 

At the time of writi"" r.narus is available for Beta 
download from http://WWw.tanarus.coll1 

handle up to 10,000 players. Server-based 
software is less prone to the vagaries of lag then 
client-based games such as Quake - although 
others, including BTs Wireplay seNice, believe 
that even seNer-based Internet gaming is too 
compromised to compete with the bandwidth 
available to dedicated services. 

Sega opens online shop 

O· oSing the edge in the 32bit console mark.et 
appears to have driven Sega into exploring a 

radical new avenue: a whole new economy. 
Superficially, Sega's new HEAT.NET service is a 

fairly standard multi player gaming network, similar 
to the likes of Ten and MPlayer. But starting in 
January, HEAT.NET will also be host to Ten6, the 
first game to implement a revolutionary new 
payment system called Transactor. 

Transactor enables HEAT.NET to issue and 
monitor special obiects within Sega's games. 
These l'EDOs (limited Edition Digital Objects) will 
form the cornerstone of Transactor-based games' 
revenue generation. In addition to buying the core 
game, players are invited to procure lEDOs, 
initially by purchasing upgrade packs. These will 
contain a random collection of lEDOs for a 
particular game. In a strategy game, for instance, 
players might receive new factory technologies or 
units, while in a firstperson shooter the packs . 
might comprise extra weapons or armour. 

Don't confuse these with add-on packs for 
Quake and its ilk. There will be a limited amount 
of lEDOs in cirrulation, and each will be unique 
in some way. A LEDO pack might include one of 
10,000 M 16s, or one of just 100 missile 
launchers. This ensures that players will be 
fighting for their hard-eamed possessions as well 
as their easily bruised pride. It should prove to be 
an eagerly fought battle. 

Heat is cUlTently aimed at American players. For 
more details visit http://_.heat.net 

• 

The Transactor system is clearly modelled on 
the collectable card game genre popularised by 
Magic: The Gathenng. As in Magic, players will be 
able to trade lEDOs with other people and even 

. sell them on the open market - and, should they 
fun out of LEDOs, Sega will have more for them 
to buy. The cynicaf might observe that Sega could 
trickle lEDOs out of circulation (perhaps when 
players are killed by AI creatures, as happens in 
MUDs) and thus keep money flowing in. 

While any service is entitled to mak.e money, a 
more 'NOriying possibility is that Sega's system 
could destroy the spirit of gaming. Cyberspace 
has always offered a level playing field, bar any 
dispanties in modem speeds. The last thing many 
gamers would like to see is tooled-Up toffs 
marching duelessly into games cosily wrapped up 
in daddy's latest Christmas present Though on 
second thoughts, many would jump at the 
chance to extract his ...vealth from him ... 

There are ~'choice of five tanks and· more than 
~ weapons in 5o.,y's Tonol'UJ. These shots 

. are " .ken from the ]Dh:-accelerat~ version 

HEAT.NET may boast a comprehensive 
cyberpunk looks. but at heM Ifs just another 
lamlnl netwo ..... Transactor techno~cy looks 
set to chanle all that next year. however 
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D-YHS ARRIV[S 
ARTIfICIAL [ytS 

SECiA IS PROVING THAT IT CAN GO ONE BETTER THAN NAMCO BY PRODUONG A COIN-OP FEA1VRING NOT 0 Nf, BUT 
TWO FULL-SCALE TOURING CARS. ELSEWHERE. VlR7VA FIGHTER CHARAOERS MEET THOSE OF TEKKBlIN AN 

UNDERGROUND RELEASE. WHILE A NEW WAVE DF nOlNOLOGY PREMai AN ASSAULT ON WANESE CONSUMERS 

Sega Touring Car Championship gets special treatment 
Sega's AM Annex has released a special cabinet for Sega Touring Cor using real versions of two 
of the cars featured in the game: a Mercedes Benz C Class and an Alfa Romeo 155. Each 
vehicle is mounted on a hydraulics which simulate the cars on-screen movements. Sega 
Touring Car S~iol is presently displayed in Tokyo's Joypolis, Sega's theme park. One play lasts 
between three to eight minutes and costs ¥700 (B.30). Blokes sad enough to try and impress 
their gir~riends can lake them for a virtual ride for an extra V300 (£ lAD). Whether any girl 
impressed by either of these rather mundane vehicles is 'NOrth taking out is open to debate. 

Virtua Fighter takes on Tekken 2 
Venturing into the darker areas of Tokyo's infamous Akihabara electronic goods district,. it's 
possible to find some exotic and highly illegal versions of highly popular games. Very often, 
characters from one title are pitted against another game's protagonists. One such example is a 
Mega Drive version of VF vs Tekken 2 (spelt 'Tak.en' in the game). Unsurprisingly, it features 
characters from both titles along with some Fighting Vipers characters thrown in for good 
measure. Although the moves remain very similar to the original versions, the gameplay, though 
enjoyable, does not. Most of these games are made in Taiwan or Hong Kong and sell in very 
small quantities to Japanese otaku. At present, these copies are limited to Mega Drive and Super 
Famicom owners, but some 32bit pirate titles are rumoured to be on the cards .. 

D-VHS players threaten DVD at Tokyo's Electronic Show 
This year's Electronic Show took place in mid-November, offering a glimpse of the kind of 
products Japanese consumers already enjoy on a daily basis and the sort of things that with luck 
the rest of the VoIOrld might get to use before the next millennium. As was the case last year, 
there was an abundance of DVD players - despite the fact that this n€IN standard has yet to 
catch on in Japan (in Akihabara, most home DVO players can now be found at the discounted 

DVD (a"""") aod DVO-RAM 
playeos (right) ..... "ling for 
attention with O-VHS at the 
Tokyo Electronic $h(w..I 

$ego Touring ear Championship Spedol recently 
took pride of place at Tokyo's Joypolis. Using full-size 
cars, it has proved popular with yen-laden gamers 

price of V30,OOO (£ 140». And now DVD faces competition from yet another contestant to enter 
the format war. Developed by Victor-Ne and introduced at the show, Digital VHS (D-VHS), 
allOlNS higher quality recordings than the current VHS standard. Furthermore, D-VHS decks have 
the considerable advantage of being compatible with VHS and S-VHS. Both Panasonic and 
Victor-Ne unveiled their O-VHS players at the show. 

Plasmatron televisions were also present in the form of some giant, high-quality screens 
(with prices to match), while the MiniDisc confirmed its strong position in the Japanese market 
with n€IN compact models from Sony, Kenwood and Sharp, induding a range of side-loading 
prototypes from the latter to be introduced next year. Other innovations came from Sony vvhich, 
having found a n€IN direction for this format, introduced the first digital camera to use a MiniDisc 
to store the shots. In computer storage terms, meanvvhile, DVD-RAM caused much commotion. 

Mitsubishi displays artificial retina interface 
Disenchanted with joypads, Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories (MERL) has developed a 
new interface system vvhich allows information to be fed to computers via visual input. The main 
module resembles a camera and is composed of a retina module and a realtime vision 
algorithm developed by various Mitsubishi companies. It detects a player's body movements and 
translates them into character actions on-screen - the required time for image acquisition, 
recognition and feedback to the game character is less than 16msec. The retina module consists 
of an artificial retina chip with an array of 32x32 pixel core circuits and a 16bit microcomputer. 
This artificial retina chip is a novel image sensor which realises the simultaneous functions of 
image acquisition and feature extraction, similar to the human eye's fundioning. The module 
was demonstrated at the Electronic Show where it was possible to play Decathlete with players 
engaging in the lOOm dash and long jump events. The running and jumping action was 
interpreted surprisingly efficiently and the events were enjoyable, akhough the ciggie habits £ 
of most joumos in attendance impeded any chances of record-breaking times being set .. 
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Mega Drive Virtuo Fighter 
vs Taken 2: the ultimate 
in pirate console gaming? 
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Mitsubishi's artificial retina technology was demonstrated at the Tokyo 
Electronic Show with Decathlete. Its development \Ni" be 'NOrth monitoring 
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AN AUDIENCE WIT H .. 

M icro p rose 
The company with a gilt·edged back catalogue the envy of countless PC 
developers is about to be sold - to a relative newcomer. Edge spoke to the 
men in charge of its European arm about the future of the PC games market 

F
resh from a visit to Its San Francisco HQ, Edge 

Journeyed to MicroProse's European outpost. '" 
exotic ChipPing Sodbury, Just outside Bristol 

MicroProse's offices are Situated next to a disused Quarry 
and Edge's taxi driver is having more than a few problems 
finding it. He stops to ask a passer-by for directions. 

'D'you know where Pro Plus IS, mate?' 
'It's MicroProse: 

'SOrry, MICro Plus: he offers. A complex set of 
instructIOns lead the taxI to an animal feed factory. 

Eventually, Edge arrives at the bustling MlcroProse 
office. The proposed takeover of the company by GT means 
European MD Tim Christian 's time is spent In meeting after 
meeting at the moment - the day before he was in France, in 
conference with Kalisto. But for now, he and European 
director of marketing Chrls Meredlth have taken time out 
to talk to Edge about the takeover, and the changes in both 
the company and the PC market in recent years. 

Edge: wt 1t the Itu I 1 ~tween M :ro l<;e d 

Tim Christian: At the moment we're in that DiffiCUlt 
intermediate period between the offer haVing been 
accepted, subject to shareholder approval. and shareholder 
approval itself. This takes place at a couple of extraordinary 
general meetings in the middle of December. 

In the meantime, we're JUst talking to each other, 
working out plans for the future, finding out personnel -
strengths and weaknesses, that sort of stuff. Really, waiting 
for the deal to actually happen because so much of what 
we're planning IS contingent on the deal being flnallsec1-
Edge: So wllat ar t DE 'leflt t dl 

TC: Urn ... [clears throat] As I drop Into techno-management 
speak ... the big word 'synergy' comes out {Christian and 
Meredith both laugh]. Because GT is a relatively new 
company that has grown very rapidly, they have 
comparatively little in terms of development infrastructure, 
whereas we have five studios. So, one of the big synergies is 
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that we bnng our internal development functions into Gr5 
principally external development business. Additionally, we 
have a very strong European operation and theirs is 
younger. And in the US, GT is a very strong distributor and 
publisher, but a lot of it has got to be worked out. The deal 
came together quite quiCkly so a lot of the planning that 
might have gone on before - had this taken months and 
months to get to the offer stage - hasn't happened. It was 

literally a number of weeks. 
Edge: How did the deal come about' 
TC: They made an approach to us. Simple as that. 
MicroProse is a company that's been in a turnaround and It 
was always on the cards once the company became mUCh 
stronger, in an industry that is consolidating, that It would be 
bought by another player. But it would be bought for Its 
strengths rather than Its weaknesses. 
Edge: How does sU'l'-'th ng like tr IS afh :1 tt"1e day·to·day 
running Of the business? 
le: urn .. . the key phrase at the moment is 'business as 
usual' because obviOUSly OOth companies have their biggest 
quarters of the year running into Christmas. SO, we all smile 
and say business as usual but, of course, there's this big 
event hanging over you. But you can't let either company 
just go down the pan because you're concentrating on 
something else. YOU've got to carry on the best you can and 
still bring in the numbers. 
Edge: Are you afraid for your Jobs at all? 
Te: I think so much of t:~is still has to be finalised that it's still 

• 

.. 

rather early to say who's going to be dOing wtlat - and to 
whOm -three months down the line. 
Edge: When Sieve Race came in to head up MlcfoProse he 
CDnl 'd a few projects Immediately 

le: Yeah, we went through a very, very rapid phase 01 
relocussing the company, in particular the development 
organisation. We broke our business down into areas of the 
market that we wanted to be in, particularly genres like 
strategy, flight slms, driving sims, and action adventures. 
Then within those genres we had speCific brands that we 
knew that we owned and were good at developing product 
for. Like the Civilization brand, the Grand Prix brand, like the 
X·Corn brand, the Star Trek brand, etcetera, etcetera. 

And once we've Sleved and filtered this what dropped 
through was actually qUite a clear product strategy and 
we've just kept thpt gou"lg over the past couple of years. Just 
kept very focussed on 'Nhat we know we're good at. instead 
'Let's try this, try that, try something else', you know, throw 
some money against the wall and see if it stiCKs. 
Edge: From wh:it Edge saw at Sa Franf ;co Ih'n a .ar 
sense that you'r~ gOing for branded products, Ii 'nsed 
products and contlnuallOns of sen ·S. IS It becaUSE they "re 

redictable performers·, 

IC: [Laughs] Yes and no. They are sull only as goOO as the 
product Itself. So even though, for example, we had a title 
recently like Star Trek: Generations, It didn't perform as well 

AUDIENCE WITH ... 

'MlCROPROSE HAS BEEN IN TURNAROUND. IT WAS ALWAYS ON 
THE CARDS THAT ONCE THE COMPANY BECAME MUCH 
STRONGER IT WOUlD BE BOUGHT BY ANOTHER PlAYER' 

as we thOUght it was gOing to. NOW, we do have pleasant 
surprises - Grand pro: 2 has done well over a million units 
and no managing director in hiS fight mu"ld is going to predict 
that for a business plan. 

The predictability of the business is not there because 
underlying everything is this immense organic growth 
an'fNay. You're still lookmg at 20-30% growth year on year. 
Edge: Does being a PL·only dpv, e rr wtlJt 

against this unpredictabill!y of th m, rle 

IC: There are greater elements of risk in the console 

25 
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... business but that's largely because your cost of goods, le 
buying P$X CDs or N64 cartridges, is much more expensive 
than putting together a PC CD-ROM package. So your risk 
lies in the inventory you have to buy. 
Edge: Sales predictions have to be spot on then? 
Te: Oh, yeah. Because if something dies on you and you're 
left with unsaleable inventory, that can very easily eat into 
your profits. And we've seen many companies do that in the 
past - Acclaim are the classic example, where they 
overstocked in a 16bit videogame market that was dropping 
rapidly. we've all learned from that. 
Edge: With a more cautious, calculated approach to the 
market, does this mean that developers can't make 
successful pitches for 'uncommercial' games or products 
without brands or licences? 
Te: NO, it just means that we have to research those more 
Closely. We do a lot more preproduction work than we used 
to. If a product concept comes along that's not one of our 
genres or doesn't fit with one of our brands then we look at 
it much more closely. It's very rare that you'll get a guy walk 
in through the door with an exercise book: of ideas and we'll 
think:, 'yeah, we' ll do that: That doesn't happen any more. 
Edge: Ten years ago, MicroProse was associated With 
simulations but now they're only a tiny part of the output 

'I THINK MARKE11HG IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT NOW. LOOK AT 
mMB RAIDER. THE MARKETING NOWADAYS IS NOT SOMETHING 
THAT IS DONE AT THE LAST MINUTE, WHICH IT USED m BE' 

Te: well. I think there has been a hiatus between sim 
product for us and part of that is due to the length of time 
it's taken to get Falcon 4.0 off the ground. That's been a 
huge investment for us. 
Edge: Yes, but is the flight sim market big enough to support 
that kind of development, though? 
Te: I think so. Some flight sims are arguably niche product. I 
have a theory that the market resembles a fried egg. The 
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yolk in the middle are the niche products that have always 
been there - hardcore gamers who know exactly what they 
want. Then there are the other products that break out of 
that, into the ....mite of the egg, and those become the 
blockbuster products. And there's six to eight of those each 
year. You look at them. You've got Command & conquer, 
Doom, Grand Prix 2, Civ 2, Tomb Raider .. 
Edge: What makes a game cross over then? 
Te: I think it's all down to a mysterious alChemy of factors 
that we don't know enough about. Certainly it's the game. 
It's the nature of the game. I use the term 'mass-market 
appeal' advisedly, because I don't think PC CD-ROM 

entertainment is a mass market. 
Edge: GP2 shifted one-and-a-half million units. That's pretty 
big. Bigger than most album sales 
TC : Yeah, but that's one of the real breakout titles. And 
that's one of the biggest CD-ROM sellers of all time. 'White 
Christmas' or Diana's remembrance song it ain't. 
Edge: Where does that lead you in terms of marketing 
because, Clearly, the speCialist press only reaches a small 
proportion of that audience? 
ehris Meredith: I think marketing is far more important 
now. Look at Tomb Raider, which has touched on the 
lifestyle market in the coverage it's had. The marketing 
nowadays is not something that's done at the last minute. It 
used to be 'We're ready to Ship the product, now let's do the 
marketing'. The marketing is now done nine, 12 months in 
advance - it's particularly important when you're building 
brands up or sustaining them, this has to be done carefully. 

What you thrive on in this business is brand equity - the 
Star Treks, the Grands Prix and wtlat have you. But 
essentially the thing that sells it through is whether the game 
is actually any gOOd. The awareness is already out there 
because the brand is in the marketplace, but it's the game 
that'1I make it a big seller or not. 
Edge: So, how much is company now marketing-led, 
concerned with getting a game to market, and how it's 
received, rather than With the actual games themselves? 
TC: OVer the past two or three years the focus has changed 
completely from being a development-led company ....mere, 
arguably, the developer guys would say, 'Okay, let's do such 

.' 
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and such now, such ancl such next. By the way, this game's 
ready, you'd better go out and market it'. Now we analyse 
what we think the market is telling us it wants and then we 
work with the development guys to say, 'Right, let's go and 
do this product two years hence and follow it up and follow 
it up and build those brands'. The focus has changed totally, 
it's gone through 180 degrees. 
Edge: Is that any more reliable or is it .:;t as risky as 
development· led' Because If you're saying 'Command & 

Conquer style games are popular, let's do one In this brand 
Quake·style games are popular, let's do one In this brand', 
isn't everyone else gOing to bE dOing the same' 
TC: When there is a successful genre, like Command & 

conquer, which leads to a whole spate of C&c-style games, 
then the market can't absorb them all. About a month ago, 
for example, in just one week four c&c-style games came 
out. And unfortunately we came out fifth. Maybe we came 
equal third in sales, but we certainly weren't first or second 
as that was fought out between Total Annihilation and Dark 
Reign. Conquest Earth and Seventh Legion were way, way 
down. The martet couldn't absorb them all. 
CM: They all hurt each other anyway. NObody really 
benefited from that exercise. 
Edge: So do you take a l,hJr n :reatn ,g an un '''mmprCIaI 
game whiCh Will hOpelully glVt Y'JU another brand or do you 
carry on vtith your establishpd brands and genres? 
TC: The sale monev dictates that you stick with your genres 
and you extend your brands. But again, I use the word 'sale' 
advisedly - nothing's safe in this business. That does give 
you the occasional luxury of saying, 'well, we don't usually 
do that type of title!', or Wow, I've never seen anything like 

. that before but if I (;Sn make it work, let's go with it'. we do 

that. very recently, we've had a couple of tittes from Kalisto. 
Dark £artl] is not necessarily a MicroProse kind of title but it 
came to us Just about complete. We felt we could do good 

numbers With it and that's now being borne out. 
Edge: Is that the difference, for you. between in·house 
development which has to be secure and external 
development which yOIJ can pick up at a later .date? 
TC: That's right. Every software publisher is always 00 the 
look out for titles they can pick up at short notice to fill a 
hole in their own internally developed release schedule. And 
that's where you tend to rnove genres or take chances Oti 
something. Ultimately, I think you'lI have much the same 
product creation models as film and music. For example, 
Paramount Pictures may only produce a dozen filrT)s 
internally but they'll be a distributor for many, many other 
films and that business model is exactly lNhat we're moving 
to. We're already there in many ways anCl we'll continue to 
refine that OVj:lr the years. 
Edge: With all the development being led by marke:mg, how 
does that affect the games deSigners themselves? Are the 
'more talented. more InspiratIonal designers - the ones who 
are liable to gIve you the crossover Ms - unhappy With that 
sort oa: bureaucracy' 
CM: I don't know if it's bureaucracy. What we've got to do 
these days Is maximise returns. The days have gone lNhen it 
was a numbers game - put ten products into.the 
marketplace and INhatever sticks we'll get our revenue 
from. It's now far more about putting three Quality products 
out, We'll market them properly, and we'll get the numbers 
from those three that we would have got from the ten 
before. What we're trying to do is minimise that risk and 

• 

make sure what we're putting into the market is going to 
realise our expectations. 
Edge: But doesn't that also mlmml:;;e Innovation' 
CM: one would hope not. We certain ly don't want to stifle 
the beginning, the evolution, INhere It's actually created. And 
that's really, in essence, where a new game comes from. 
Personally speaking, I'm in conflict a bit with the brand route 
- ihere·s your four genres, there's your 24 brands, mix 'n' 

.match as you please but that's what you're stuck with'
beCause of the fact that, to a degree, that does stifle 
innovation. Tllal's Just the process of a business structure. 
Sut there has to be a point where thin~ that take risKs can 
come }nt~ the mix. I think thaI's the problem we have to 
face. No, not the problem, the opportunity. 
Edge: In that case, ,t'li come around to independentS versus 
In·house again, wlt'1lndepenclents dOing aJ the InnOV8t10f1 
CM: Yeah, I think so. The innovation of Flew genres Will 
come from the independents because the expertise you 
have in-house is. focussed on the brand. They'll know the 
culture of the brand and if they're doing a flight sim or a 
strategy game in that brand, it's easy to apply. 
Edge: So. you've Sll got to be open to approaches from 
tf1e independents? 
CM: Absolutely. But I just think that the amount of 
inpependents out there that have the time. the resOurces, 
and the ability are gelling fewer and fewer all the time. Part 
of the rationalisation of this industry is squeezing them out 
to the point where you'll have five major players and it'll go 
full Circle and they'll say, 'Okay, we can ~fford to fund small 
independents to try and get growth that way'. But, at the 
moment, we're all still ftghting to get through this 
rationalisation phase .. 
Edge: Because the Industry is still growing and the 
leo:hnology is stili growing? 
CM: Yes. If we were on a level plaYing field, if we were al! 
developing for a Pentium 300 or for a console, if it was fixed, 
that would be fine. But we're not. Some developers are 
aiming high, some aren't. That's part of the difficulty as 'Nell. 
particularly in the PC market. That stabilisation will take a 
few years before we can all start pushing for the 
same level. It's all a bit speculative, really £ 
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Edge's most wanted The vldeogames making waves before their arrival 

Legend of Zelda 64 ReSHlent EVIl 2 Yosnl'S Story Metal Gear Solid 

(N64) Nlntendo 



PlayStation interpretation of the 
h;gn. M,b' """- Although 
not as drastic an overhaul as 
Baku Bombermon on the N64, 
this latest version does adopt an 
unorthodox isometric view 
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Prescreen Alphas 
THE LATEST SHOTS FROM THE LATEST GAMES, INCLUDING CORE'S NINII, I BOMBERMIN FOR THE PLAySTlTlDN, 
I REVAMPED PC COIN-OP CONVERSION FROM SEGI, AND - UNBElIUIBLY -I RESPECTIBLE-LODIING FIFA GIME 

• 

First seen in E43. these new screenshots from Ninp, Core Destgn's next mapr PiayStation release, 
iIIU!.I.rate some of th&non-human enemies that the main character will have to face, Using a wide 
range of mamal art skills. Note the variety of the baddrops against which fights are undertaken 
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Monkey Hero, an overhead-viewed action-adventure tllle for the PC from BMG Interactive, takes 
irlSplrallOn from the cult TV series, 'Monkey'. Its graphics are surprisingly console-esque in style, 
WI1h crisp, dean and colourful characters and backgrounds. Its gameplay apparently follows similar 
themes to the classic SNES title le/do: A link to the Past, which bodes exceptionally well 

Considenng the lack of fighting 
games available for the 
machine, the N64 is still not in 
a position 10 take on the 
TekKens and Virruo righters of 
the console 'NOrid. lmagi:neef's 
righting Cup is hoping 10 

change matters. Published in 
Europe by Ocean, it features a 
I'IOVel point system rather than 
the usual energy bar. The 
game drew no small amount 
of attention at the recent 
Tokyo Game Show 



.. 

FollOWIng the previous, disappointing release of the PC adaptation of Sega Rolfy Championship, 
Sega is having another attempt With this new 030 version, promising much-improved graphics and 
frllme rate, bringing it more in line With Sega's excellent Saturn conversion. There are, however, no 
details concerning whether any new features, such as extJa trads, win accompany this release 

• 
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As wrth the D3D Sega Rdy 
update (above), th5 Vir"tlA::J Cop 
2 ConverSIOn promISeS ro be 
closer to the ~ arcade 
original. t-klw iI: wi play Mhout a 
light gun ~. however, is 
open to ~ PC owners 
who""' ...... ~~ 
e:ampIes 01 the- gerve usng a 
mouse haYe bnd these have a 
tendenty to paM 100 ea91 to 
complete as a resuh of the 
~"",ofsuch_ 

" "-- .. . - '\ ' . . . /. 
'. < 

As Winter approac/)es, and more importantly, the Winter Olympics, an unsorprisingly large amount 
of snow-theme<! games have begun to rear their heads. Frendt-developed Snow Racer (working 
title), to be published by Ocean, is one of the more promising examples of the P1ayStation batch 



• 
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Mer being successfully cooverted 10 just about 

every other format. it was only a matter of time 
before Duke Nukem made an appearance on 

Nimendo's 6400 machine. The oneplayer mode 

seems 10 make good use of the machine's 

graphical power (above), while the twoplayer 
co-operanve mode or the mu~iplayer deathmaldl 

sacrifice any sort of N64-speclfic VIsual excesses 
in favour of retaining a hea~hy frame rate 

Revealed to Edge Just prior to deadline, AFA: Rood to the IM){fd Cup '98 looks like going a long 
way towards righting the wrongs of its predecessors. Initial impressions are of gameplay better than 
that of Acrua Soccer 2 with much attention paid to the game's visuals, as these N64 screens 
demonstrate. Motion capture is much improved, and night and weather effects are impressive 

j 

~ , 

J 
I 

1 
1 
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BANJO-KAlOOIE 
RARE's NEXT RIlUS! DRAWS INSPIRlTlON fROM SOME Of THE COMPANY'S MOlE ,.PULIR Tlms 

IND LOO IS SfT TO CONTINUE ITS RECENT, I££MIN8LY ENDUSS STREII Of HIT TlTLfS fOR THE MINTfNOO 64 

• 

All of these In-Ia",e shots have been obtained from an se; workstation and 
benefit from a hlper resolution than tlUit of the finished Nlntendo 64 came 

m anJO Kazooie seems to be coming 
: along in typically strong Rare form 

and right on schedule for its planned 
March release, as these latest screenshots 
will attest. 

Interestingly, having recognised the 
Indisputable fact that some of the world's 
best games emerge out of NCL's doors, Rare 
seems to be concentrating its efforts on 
prodUCing quality software on par with the 
Japanese company. Indeed, with Blast corps, 
GoldenEye and now Oiddy Kong Racing, the 
only other company in the world seemingly 
able to match Rare's output is Nlntendo itself. 
And JUSt as OKR riva lled Mario Kart 64 in 
many ways, most people will see Banjo
Kazooie as challenging super Maflo 64, an 
altogether different and far more difficult 
task. To do so, however, would be to detract 
from the fact that, in the light of early 
indications, Bonjo-Kazooie appears to be a 
solid game in its own right. Of course, the 
action does takes place in a primary·coloured 
3D environment with the obligatory secret 
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Banjo-Kozoo/e is huCe. with .... ny different loc.tions f.cinC pl.yers .s they 
pide the .... I.ble be.r .nd his fe.thered co .. ~nion thrHch the c.me 

IF ANY 'BORROWING' OF IDEAS HAS OCCURRED, THEN 
MOST OF THESE WMENTS COME FROM RARE'S OWN 

DONII£Y KONG COUNTRY SERIES RA 'R THAN MARIO 
areas, objects to be collected and enemies to 
be defeated. However, if any 'borrowmg' of 
ideas has occurred, then most of these 
elements have come from Rare's own 
Donkey Kong country series rather than 
anything featuring an Italian plumber. 

Indeed, BanjO--Kazooie uses a character 
swapping system seen in Rare's successful 
SNES titles, althOugh this time around the 
differences between the two are significantly 
more pronounced. Players can alternate 
between Banjo the bear or Kazooie - a stork 
that appears to live in the former's rucksack., 
wM, as a result of the length of his legs, can 
run faster than Banjo and scale mountains 

The c.me fe.tures sub-c.mes such .s 
this. In which pl.yers control. crocodile 

• 

Throupout the c.me. B.njo meets witch doctors (above) or cenles 
(centre) that will tr.nsform him into other creatures. such as an ant 

with ease. Kazooie can also use his wings 
underwater very efficiently_ More Importantly, 
he can fly - an essential gameplay facet. 

At present, all of the action takes place in 
very convincing levels, similar to those of 
Super Maria 64, the sections added since E3 
being the most spectacular, with some of the 
best textured 3D yet seen on the N64. 

When Invited to play one of BanJo
Kazoo/e's sub-games (Which saw BanjO 
transformed into a small crocodile competing 
against another reptile with the aim of eating 
as many gopher-like creatures that popped 
their heads out of the ground as possible) 
Edge found the controls to be as intuitive and 
responsive as the N64's genre-redefining 3D 
platformer. Hopefully, the finished procluct 
will prove as enthralling, and further £ 
underl ine Rare's golden reputation. 



• 
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QUAKE 11 
fOUOWINB I CHINGI Of PUBIISHIR, THI DIPIRTURI If Of I .. 1.1.11 MIM.II, IND THI 

The environment features 
both translucent objects 
(lop) •• nd loaed-eclced 
scenery desl", (above) 

Flrlnc Into the dark abty 
demonstrates the 
realtl .. e Ilchtinc effecb 

IRRIVII Of MUCH n.O.IIR CDMPIlI"I., ID SaITWIRI I1 BICK WITH THI IU-.IW IIQUEl TU QUill 

Solne of the setttnp·ancf crutures In Quoit 11 are truly Impressive, espedally .when pnerated with the assistance of a 3D 
canl. Runn ..... In softw..-e stll ...... es for a yery playaWe came. uptInc plays a slcntflcant p.t In the quality of the visuals 

rn reator of the innovative titles 
wolfenstein, Doom, Doom /I, Quake 
and now Quake 11, id software has 

faced the unenviable task of having to top 
successive, hyperbole-laden masterpieces. 
Public scrutiny - and anticipation - of its 
games is intense, to say the least. 

Following the hectic action of Doom 11, 
many devotees were disappointed by 
Quake's singleplayer option. something id has 
sought to rectify in this sequel. In addition, 
the highly publicised departure of Doom 
co-creator Jon Romero occurred during the 
development of Quake 11. And while Quake 
marked the start of a new phase in the 
development of the firstperson shooting 
game. the genre is now awash with rivals. 

Jettisoning the medieval setting of the 
first game. Quake 11 adopts a futuristic 
scenario. The player controls an elite space 
marine pitched in a gargantuan battle against 
the evil Strogg race. unfortunately for 
mankind, the Stroggs' favourite snack is 
human flesh, and so, in an unexpected twist, 

• 

the marine's mission is to wipe them out. 
Such unexpurgated slaughter - combined 
with fantastically explorable level design -
was the heart and soul of the Doom titles. 
Quake 11 now has missions set over several 
levels, with the player having to return to 
earlier, part-completed stages in order to 
advance through the game. In one section it 
is clear that the player needs to cross a 
raised drawbridge in order to complete the 
entire level, but it isn't until two stages later 
that the switch to lower it is discovered. 

Multi-storey levels are 
very much the order of the 
day in Quake Ifs structure 
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A spedal survival suit 
must be t:olleded to 
pass throuJh this larce 
gnk of toXIC sludge 

Quake 11 brims with IIchtinl eHects around 
explosions and pnfire .• s well .s the new 
flare: pn. Attelerator owners will be pleased 

Another neat touch is finding hidden rooms 
and shortcuts by blasting at crack.s in walls 
and floors, often revealing extra weapons. 

To help with the elimination of the Strogg, 
id has included a wide selection of weaponry, 
some familiar, some new. The exclusion of 
Quake's (in)famous na il gun will be a source 
of dismay for many fans, although they will 
find consolation In the new rail gun. Set to 
become a legend in its own right, the rail gun 
has the handy ability to shoot through (and 
kill) several enemies in a row, bullets only 
halting when they reach a wall. The 
remainder of the arsenal includes the 
shotgun, super shotgun, 8FG and chain gun 
from earlier games, plus a rocket launcher, a 
hyper-blaster, machine gun, grenade 
launcher, and the promisingly named 
'disintegrator'. In terms of how weapons 
behave in use, while many games now have 
guns which recOI ; Quake I/'S machine gun 
actually pushes the player off target, requiring 
short bursts of fire to achieve a kjll. 
• As with the standard· laser-blaster with 
which the player begins the game, all the 
weapons make gOOd use of Quake II's new 
lighting effects. Shooting into a darkened 
chamber trails a blaze of light across the 
room. The flare gun (another new weaporu, 
meanwhile, is used to illuminate darkened 
areas. The flares it projects also distract some 
of the game's less intelligent enemies, giving 
the player a chance to blow them away in t/le 
ensuing confusion. It's heartening to see a 
developer using modern graphical effects to 
enhance gameplay, rather than as simple eye 
candy. Edge hopes that other teams will take 
note of this and expand their ambitions 
beyond creating flickering lanterns. 

While the 3Dfx version of Quake 11 is 
obviously something to behold, with added 
and improved lighting effects, plus an entirely 
different set of texture maps, the software 
version is also very playabJe. Running full
screen at 512X384 on a P200. the pace is still 
Quick (as many would argue it should be). 
unfortunately, both software and accelerated 
iterations feature the same weak death 
animations. Killing an enemy results in them 
rapidly dropping to the floor and flipping over, 
letting down the Quality found in the rest of 
the game. (Certainly, by comparison to the 

• 

spectacular enemy death throes evident in 
Turok, id's game certainly flails.) 

SO far over 3CO,OOO eager PC users have 
downloaded the three-level 'compatibility 
Test' version of Quake 11 via the Internet. With 
the 10Mb fi le taking nearly an hour to transfer 
using a 33.6 modem, the scale of id's 
reputation and popularity becomes clear. 

Id must now demonstrate that it has the 
same level of skill in creating an enthralling 
oneplayer gaming environment as it has a 
multiplayer. It'S not an easy test to be 
undertaking - expectancy alone would be 
enough to wear down many codeshops £ 

. - and Edge avidly awaits the results. 

D1slustlnlly. termlnatinl some of the enemies resulb In their carcasses 
beine surrounded by • cloud of ftles (top). replete with bulIinl effects 
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NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS '98 
INURMlTlONAI TRICK & FiElD MIY HIVI RIUNTlY IIIN RI-RIIII510 IS I PIITlNUM TITlE, IUT ITS THIMI IS 

HIROIY IN KEEPING WITH RICINT UMPIRITURIS - I 'ICTOR THIT 10MlMI'. PSIUDO-IIQUEl IDOlS SIT TO IDORISS 

Snowboardlnl was never this painless. Moves are pulled off by performlnl 
beat 'em up~style button and stick MOvements on the NU'. controller 

The NU's analope 
controller is well 
employed In the 
bobslei", event (above) 

(!t] ith last year's International Track & 
Field, Konami delivered a surprise. 
Few could have predicted that the 

simplistic, button-bashing gameplay of its 
precursors would stand up so well under a 
glossy coat of polygon graphics, yet the game 
shone. While its oneplayer mode lacked long
term appeal. the frantic multitap-compatible 
multiplayer action provided almost endless 
enjoyment, unsophisticated though it was. 

Set for release on the Nintendo 64 and 
PlayStation, Nagano Winter Olympics '98 is 
the latest addition to Konami's thoroughbred 
stable of sports titles. Although Epyx once 
famously realised the potential for Winter 
sports titles with the seminal Winter Games, 
Konami's Nagana '98 is the first game of its 
type on 32bit. Built on the rOCk-steady 
foundations of Track & Field, the game has 
been developed independently for each of 
the two platforms. In a market swamped with 
PC-to-PlayStation ports, Konami's approach is 

unusual to say the least, the two development 
teams reportedly sharing nothing other than 
the game's name and motion-capture data. 
This has lead to two decidedly different 
products, each matching the popular 
perception of its host platform; graphically, 
the N64 version is far more colourful than the 
PlayStation's, for instance. 

Konami's investment in two versions of 
what is essentially the same game might 
seem like overkill, were it not for the Nagana 
Olympics being a hometown gig. 

Both versions feature 11 events, grouped 

These shots from the PlayStatlon version show Impressive attention to det.iI - note the 
reflections of the skaten on the Ice_ Skatinl events un Involve up to four players (rlPt) 

• 
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The ........... (.bove. rizhl) Is sipifluntly 
more colourful duln Its ]]bft countellHlrt 

into various categories: Alpine Skiing. 
snowboarding, speed Skating, Bobsleigh, 
Luge, Ski Jumping, and Curling. 

The N64 version trades the Playstation's 
Freestyle Skiing for Snowboarding Half Pipe, 
and swaps a downhill ski event for a ski jump, 
but otherwise the events featured are 
identical. Both support up to four 
simultaneous players, switching between one 
and four depending on the event. 

Launchin, into the air for the ski jump (above) or snowboardln, (top) 
events, Playstation Nagano conveys a veal sensation of movement 

• 

After a bnef play through an early build of 
the game, Edge can report that Nagana '98 
brings the dismal quality of Sony's Cool 
Boarders into even sharper focus. 

The original Track & Field's combination of 
frantiC and well· timed button tapping set a 
standard that athletics games have adhered 
to ever since, and for its latest athletics 
extravaganza Konami has taken that same 
basic control system and elaborated upon it, 
adding Tekken-style combination moves to 
certain events. Used for the snow boarding 
half·pipe on the N64 and the freestyle ski
jump on the Playstation, where increasingly 
complicated patterns have to be entered to 
score points, the system works convincingly. 
Looking at the Similarity in these events, 
Edge can't help wondering whether the 
teams have been working quite as separately 
as Konami claims. 

The N64 version seems to have found the 
lure of the system's analogue stick 
irresistible, but the clash between smooth 
movements and hammering away on the 
buttons works to the game's advantage. One 
good example is the Luge event; players build 
up speed With buttons before taking off down 
the causeway, then subtly guiding their 
character down the chute. 

With few companies challenging Konami's 
dominance of the athletics genre, It would 
have been easy for it to rush out a 'Track & 
Field-on·ice' for the Nagana license. The 
development teams were in a difficult 
position - stick too close to Track & Field and 
risk making Nagana stale, or elaborate on the 
control system and Jeopardise the immediacy 
that made Track & Field so appealing. 
Certainly, Konam's Interpretation of curling is 
far too complicated for a rowdy, multi player, 
post-pub bash. Dedicated button-beaters will 
be pleased to note the game's interpretation 
of speed Skating, but even thiS doesn't 
merely stick to the two-button approach of 
Track & Field's 100 metres event 

Armchair athletes will be able to decide 
whether or not Konaml'S changes have £ 
been for the best in February. 

- -- -
The PlayStation ski 
hotdo",n, event Is 
not easy. with complex 
COftIbos (above) 
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ASSAULT KORPS 
WHILE MUCH DJ THI INDUSTRY ITTEMPTS TO RIPIICATE CDMMINI & CDNQUIR, CaRRDSIVE IS WDRIING 

ON I MILITIR' STRlTEBY .IMI WIOIIINFlIINCIS CIMIIN THI JIRM DJ 'KmY's HIIOIS' IND 'THI A-Tu M' 

Assault Korps is filled 
with det.lI; soldiers can 
lump onto beds (top) 
and sdentists flee in 
panic from oncoming 
soldiers (above) 

.. 

I
t is very rare for a game to be born 
entirely out.of the interests of its 
designers. However, with Assault 

Korps it is clear the Obsessions of the team 
have been of paramount importance. AS Jon 

. cartwright of Corrosive points out: 
'FiI~s and TV .have certainly Influenced 

the game - especially old war films. We've 
got enemy guys.be ing blown.OUt of guard 
·towers with arms flailing madly, which is jlJst: 
classic 'A-Team' action. ButDf course in 
Assault Kbrps people and anjm~ls bleed a' lot 
. and die. No.one just gets up, 9usts . . . 
themselves off 'and walk's away:. 

.. 
. ~-'" -

Most .... ps e ... ploy multiple levels (above) 
to.make the .'world" more Interestin,. Flat, • 
• reas (left) are civen depth by IIpting 

The plot. too, lifts Ideas from every 
gung-ho .'sos war fi lm Lrnaginable. The player 
controls a squad of commandos drafted in to 
counter the activities of a coalition of evil 
dictators known' as the Kern. There should be 
18 missions and several multiplayer • 
scenarios, and these can jnvolve anything 
from storming citadels to protecting supply 

. trall1s, all played out through locations 
ranging fr.om mountain castles to city streets' . 
. Gameplay is similarly ecl.ectic. Up ,to eight 

. commandos ca!1 be put into action at the 
beginning of each mission and the player. 
moves them arouncfthe map by'clicking arT· . 
individual soldiers and then clicking on where 
they should go, rather ~ike Cannon Fodder. 
Meanwhile, with the other mouse button, . 
there's a range of weapon's to call upon 

5ophlstiut ... AI helps 
to control the Korps 

At certain points. a 1 st 
person view 15 possible 

. . 



• 
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Conosive h.s blken care to explott the m.ny visu.1 effects offered by 
l1'aphla accelerator cards. Hence. bill near filtering Is In evidence 
throughout. .nd realtime lighting enlivens the dramatic explosions 

including uzi, flame thrower, sniper rifle, and 
proximity mine - a diversity no doubt borrowed 
from Doom and its many successors. 

AS with id, destruction and mayhem seem 
to be major team preoccupations. When an 
object (however big or small) explodes, it 
doesn't just disappear or go up in a modest 
explosion - doors fly off buildings, guard 
towers collapse to the earth, and tents rip 
apart, throwing the inhabitants into the air. 
When Edge visited tile studio, one animator 
was working solely on sheep death 
animations (certain areas have flocks of them 
hanging about. and, when shot, they react in 
different ways depending on where they've 
been hit from). Goodness knows what they'll 
make of the. game in Germany. 
. This intricate realism extends to enemy 

intelligence. Although soldiers do have a 
preset route to patrol. they also have eyes 
and ears: if they hear a noise or see a player 
running past, they'll investigate and give 

. chase. The guards also have varying hearing 
• and sight abilities, so the player can't easily 

test and then exploit their limitations. And if 
the player. is crawling through the shadows, 
he is less likely to be spotted than if he's 
casually strolling throu~h a well·lit courtyard . 

The camera can loom in to view the 
action from dOlens of different .net .. 

• 

There are still some areas in need of a 
poliSh, though. The game camera on the PC 
version remains too slow for modern tastes, 
and tile PlayStation POrt is still in its 
elementary stages, However, if both can 
provide this real·world complexity and varied 
gameplay together with a smooth frame rate, 
Assault Korps has a bright future. (Well, £ 
unless the RSPCA gets wind of it.) 

11te .... p des1cners use 
proprietary tool, to put 
together the v.rious 
came obfects 

As In eTA. pbyers can get Into any vehicle and drive It around the 
I.ndscape. Police cars (top) and tIInks (Jeft) are amonc the options 
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SUPERBIIES 
BLASTING OUT FROM AMONGST THE PACK OF CAR RACINS TITLES COMES SUPERBlln, 

Although perhaps not 
as exciting as moto 
cross racing. the action 
should stili be full-on 

CRUTED IN A LAND WHERE GOD IS BLOOD RED AND POWERED BY • VB ENGINE 

D allowing the success of 5creamer 
Rally (see PlO?), Italian developer 
Milestone has decided to focus its 

considerable talents on translating the World 
Superbike Championship into game format. 
Although PC owners have already been able 
to enjoy Moro Racer this year, Milestone's 
coyly monikered Superbikes promises to 
redefine gamers' expectations of the two
wheeled racing genre. 

While Screamer Rally neglected to include 
an official license for its five cars (although 
not to its detriment), Superbikes features a 
top-notch cast of machinery from luminaries 
including Ducati, Honda, Suzuki. Kawasaki 
and Yamaha. Thankfully, Milestone has 
ensured that - as in Screamer Rally - each 
vehicle offers a different handling response. 
Technical data from each bike's 
manufacturer has been incorporated into the 
game, which is unashamedly a simulation. 
Furthermore, in an obvious yet peculiarly rare 
(as far as other racing sims are concerned) 
attempt to attain a realistic effect, the team 
brought in professional motorcyclists to 
assess the game's handling. 

In addition to the assorted machinery, 
Superbikes is also set to feature the full 
gamut of licensed riders from the 
Championship. while their names are not as 

• • 

SUperbikes' accelerated graphics look fantastic. The level of detail In the 
models is remarkable given that up to 30 bikes can be on screen at once 

famil iar as the likes of Michael schumacher, 
the inclusion of Carl Fogarty and Michael 
Doohan will surely be appreciated by the 
sport's aficionados. All 12 official 
Championship circuits are also destined for 
the final version of Superbikes, a more than 
acceptable Quantity, particularly when 
compared to sega's Manx TT. 

As with Screamer Rally, Milestone's bike 
racer will support the increasingly popular 
3Dfx chipset. with up to 30 opponents on 
track at any time, Edge cannot see how the 

TE MANUfACTURER HAS BEEN 
INCORPORATED, AS HAS fEEDBACK mOM THE RIDERS 

11 S YET RARE MOVE TO ENSURE REAUSM 
software-rendered version will be able to 
maintain an acceptable frame rate. 

Milestone has promised 'fast and fluid 
action', something that Screamer Rally has in 
abundance. Edge has yet to see Superbikes 
running at full-tilt, but first impressions £ 
are genuinely favourable. 

Wrth looks like this. 
Supe,blkes is set to offer 
.n Intense experience 
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BLOODY ROAR 
BREAKING AWAY FROM ITS TRAOITIONAl OUTPUT, HUOSONSOFT HIS CREATED A VISCERAl 

Learning combos Is a 
matter of desire rather 
than necessity. Ciameplay 
is exceptionaltv intuitive 

POlYGON fiGHTING GAME TARGETED IT lEAPFROGGING NAMCO'S SEMINAl TEKKEN SERIES 

Activating 'Beasf mode is an eye-searinl 
experience. Flashy visuals .re very much 
the order of the day In Bloody RH' 

I
n. something of a departure from its 
usual output, HudsonSoft's newest 
title is a polygonal beat 'em up. 

Coming after a string of cute Bomberman 
games, Bloody Roar is a significant change of 
direction, featuring furious gameplay, copious 
spatterings of blood, and some seriously 
impressive lighting effects. 

Bloody Roar displays HudsonSoft's usual 
professionalism, subverting several 3D 
fighting genre conventions with a bestial 
twist. Belying a thoroughly ordinary array of 
arenas and play modes, all eight characters 
can (shades of sega's Altered Beast), under 
certa in circumstances, transmute into 
bloodthirsty, ravenous beasts. 

As in many modern beat 'em ups, 
charging up an energy bar by scoring 
successful hits opens up a new range of 
attacks. But rather than simply performing a 
new key sequence, the player can press the 
'Beast' button. At this point the chosen 
protagonist mutates (in a spectacular flash of 
light) into their animal alter-ego, enabling 
them to perform more powerful attacks -
and, using the Beast button, a new series of 
flesh-rending moves. unsurprisingly, the 
action becomes substantially more bloody. 

Game control is a mix of Street Fighter's 
rolling key patterns for attacks and Tekken's 
twin button presses for throws, making 
Bloody Roar instantly accessible even to the 
novice. Post-transformation, the characters 
can perform some spectacularly excessive 
set-piece throwing moves, and charging up 
the energy bar enables players to activate 
Bloody Roar's 'Rave' mode, turbo-charging 
the viciousness of their attacks. 

• 

Bloody Roars charaders slip Into 5Omethln,less comfortable - and their 
bestial alter egos tear into one another's flesh with teeth and claws 

This game is not, however, a one-trick 
horse. The fighting stages are edged with 
fencing, a la Fighting Vipers, which can be 
demolished by landing successive hits on 
opponents pinned up against them. Players 
can then be knocked out of the ring. 

Also, characters can be set to appear in 
'normal', 'big head', or 'kids' modes. Each of 
these is equally playable and - unusually
features its own texture maps. Other facets 
only become available once certain stages 
are complete, although they are tantalisingly 
listed with key words blanked out. 

With the oneplayer mode packed out with 
the customary time attaCk, survival and 
practice modes, HudsonSoft has covered the 
necessary basics. However, it is the game's 
Beast mode that represents a fresh and 
exciting addition to the genre, and one £ 
that seems well worth waiting for. 

_I-t.~ 

~ - -
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, .... , ~ :'/.«fV .. tL~ 
~--~'""= .. ~~ 

.~~ 
The game's 'kids' mode 
features these chunky, 
eccentric charaders 

) 
, 
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CHAMELEON 
IT's UP-SMACKING ACTION All THI WAY IN ANOTHIR MARIO-AUII PIATI •• MIR fOR THI 

'\ ...... ~ .. ' . 1 ,. :,. . 
~ , ,1Ii .,.. 

In true Nintendo style. 
Chtlme/eon Twist is 
pkked with rich and 
coIourfulloc:ations 

The battle mode is Ireat 
fun. featurinz plenty of 
tonpe-lashlnl action 

N64. BUT CAN NIHON SYSTEM SUPPIY'S INNOVATlVI IIIORT 81ll1R BIIU BOM.IRMANP 

[!!!] ith the era of the Super MariO 64 
clone in. full swing on 32bit consoles, 
It'S ambitious If not altogether 

surprising for them to begin to appear on 
Nintendo's own format. Chameleon TwiSt'S 
resemblance is made all the more obvious by 
the system's hardware anti-ahasing. which 
has imbued so many of its games with a . 
unique (read 'often muddY) look. . 

Although its western release is being 
handled by Ocean, Chameleon Twist has 
been created in Japan by Nihon system 
Supply. Picking up the game after watching 
the painfully convoluted intro sequence (in 
which the player's chameleon is converted 
into a Bomberman-alike by the white rabbit 
from' Ahce in wonderland'), those Japanese 
roots are immediately obvious - at least in 
character design terms, as the levels are 
surprisingly barren, although certain settings 
are pleasantly implemented, including one 
area featuring a tumbling waterfall. 

Chameleon Twist's unique selling point is 
the main character'S ability to deploy its 
extra-long tongue as a grappling hook (in a 
similar fashion to the character's arm in 
Bionic Commando), or as a tool to collect up 
enemies (as in YOshi's /slancf). The 
chameleons can also use their tongues as 
poles on which to raise themselves onto high 
platforms. Licked-up baddies can be spat 
back out at their comrades, which is again 
reminiscent of YOshi'S Island 

In classic Japanese tradition, the early 
levels of Chameleon Twist offer little 
challenge, with more testing features 
gradually introduced as play progresses. 
Several platform game standards make an 
appearance, including floors that fall away as 
the player crosses them, a mining cart level, 
and end-of-Ievel bosses. Nihon system has 
also included a training section in the game, 
although the need for it is Questionable given 
the game's fairly relaxed difficulty curve. 

Nihon System has also obliged players 
wishing to take advantage of the N64's four 
joypad ports, adding a fun multi player battle 
mode. Played as either time attack or combat 
modes and set over eight distinct stages, the 

The cta..eIeon's tonpe proves to be a handy tool - used for uossinl 
laps (top) or "ppinl onto ~es (above) In previousty uniMaclned ways 

game proves to have an intensity of action so 
often missing from modern-day titles. This 
multiplayer section could lift Chameleon TWist 
from the rack. of 'also ran' to 'interesting'. 

Confronting an N64-owning pubhc hungry 
for new titles, Chameleon Twist will find itself 
head to head with Bomberman 64 this 
Christmas in the UK, and in gameplay £ 
terms it should win - by a tongue. 

Two platform lame statwarts: the mlneurt Jevel and the aumbiinl walkway. tt would 
seem certain lD standards just refuse to die, no matter how many times they're used 
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ONE 
COMING fROM lITTlI-KNOWN AMERICAN SOfTWORKS CORPORATION, ONE COULD BE WHAT SO 

In one stage, the game's 
hero must be guided along 
these torturous ledges 

One boasts some very 
dnematic locations, and 
features action to match 
Hollywood's finest 

MANY EX-16BIT CONSOll GAMER5 HAVE BEEN WAITING fOR - A 3D SHOOTER IN THE CLASSIC CONTRA VEIN 

[i] ver the years, various genres have I fallen In and out of fashion With 
developers and garners. Chief among 

these is the lone-sole-against-everything 
shoot 'em up genre, once a burgeoning 
scene whose classics included commando, 
Ikari warriors and Gunsmoke. 

Even modern flying shoot 'em ups (SUCh 
as Raiden) are th in on the ground. Leaving 
aside Gremlin's mediocre Loaded series, the 
market would seem open for the taKing. Enter 
American Softworks Corporation (ASC) and its 
new title, One. 

Taking control of the game's hero, John 
Cain, in a strange war-torn future, the player 
must tread carefully through a hostile world 
in search of his lost identity. And as if to 
underline its significant debt to the plot of the 
Arnold Schwarzenegger actioner 'Total 
Recall', the game begins with a highly 
cinematic chase down a gangway as the hero 
is pursued by a large spaceship. The visual 
choreography of this section is impressive, 
and sets the tone for the rest of the game. 

Designed as a pure action title, One is a 
3D interpretation of the run-and-shoot old 
masters, with the emphasis placed firmly on 
just those two aspects: running and shooting. 
luciano Manente, associate producer on 
the game, claims, 'We were trying to give the 
player the same feeling as Contra or Smash 
N, the same adrenaline rush.' 

From what Edge has seen of the game so 
far, ASC could well have succeeded, coupling 
a frantic pace with basic puzzle solving, and 
the requisite massive explosions. Maintaining 
that pace is rewarded by an incremental 
upgrade to Cain's weapon (which, in a 
suitably sci-fi twist, has been grafted onto his 
left arm), rated in One as stages of 'Rage' 
which eventually can be unleashed in the 
form of a large psychokinetic explosion. 
Manente explains it succinctly: 'The more 
enemies you· attack, the more Rage you get.' 

Cain attacks with his laser, kicks and 
punches (which can be turbo-charged), and 
with various hidden devices. 'We have a few 
different weapons, though the flamethrower 

After charging up their 'Rage' quotient to its maximum level. players can 
unleash this smart bomb. with appropriately devastating effects 

is the most popular because of what it does 
to the enemies: says Manente. Igniting Cain's 
foes to great effect, the flamer is typical of 
One's accomplished visuals. 

As yet, One is not signed to a publisher 
although EA and sony, among others, are 
rumoured to be interested in the game. While 
ASC's track history is nothing to write home 
about (it designed the weak racer Hardcore 
4x4 for Gremlin), PlayStation owners appear 
to adore full-on action games, and One £ 
should do well for being exactly that. 

A wide variety of large 
and fearsome bosses 
must be taken out 

• I 
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THE MICROPROSE BRAND IS TO MANY PC 

OWNERS WHAT NINTENDO IS TO CONSOLE 

GAMERS: A MARK OF QUALITY. THE COMPANY 

HAS BEEN AROUND FOR YEARS, AND HAS 

DELIVERED A SUCCESSION OF AMBJTIOUS' 

COMPUTER GAMING EXPERIENCES. NOW IT IS 

PRE PARING TO ENTER A N EW ERA FOLLOWING 

ITS PURCHASE BY GT INTERACTIVE . THE 

CO MPAN Y HAS A TRULY MASSIVE CATALOGUE 

OF FORTHCOMING SOFTWARE, HIGHLIGHTS OF 

WHICH EDGE RECENTLY WITNESSED DURING A 

JAUNT TO ITS HQ IN SAN FRANCISCO 
• 
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n discreet little sign stands in a 

W COllidor on the second floor of 

MiCloProse's HQ in Alameda, a quiet 

sate llite city across the bay from San 

Francisco. The sign reads 'Editors' 

Day' and directs visitors in to a 

meeting room fi lled with desks 

covered with PCs. Each machine runs 

one of MicroProse's latest crop of 

games, wi th someone from the team 

involved in the individual game's 

development hovering nearby. 

Editors' days are a uniquely 

American phenomenon, a get-it-all

over-with, meet-the-press event for 

the coders and a bid for coverage 

from the publishers. They're the 

closest that the world of vldeogames 

journalism and promotion comes to 

the interview trawls that characterise 

movie coverage - the SOft of occasion 

where Schwartzenegger sits in a hotel 

suite for three days, dispensing the 

same pre-programmed sound bites to 

a procession of hacks . 

Thankfully, the discourse at the 

MicroProse's Editors' Day is more 

spontaneous, but in the lime granted 

to each journalist II'S often hard to 

reach firm conclusions on the slate of 

play in any particular game's 

development. The MicroProse slaffers 

seem willing, but everybody has one 

eye on the clock. An e~cep tion is the 

enthusiastic And,. Dnldson , creator 

of Worms, a huge hit fOf Team 17, 

which is now releaSing the sequel 

through MicroProse. Like Ed,e, Andy 

has flown over just to attend this 

funct ion, so what does he make of it? 

'Personally, I like meeting 

magazine people because you see 50 

many games all the lime, so It's good 

to see what your reaction is.' And 

reaction to Worms 2 is good, 

something largely down to Davidson's 

single-mindedness, which is all the 

more impressive considering he's 

been working on Worms, first privately 

then professionally, for si~ years. 

'Even when I was doing Worms I: 

he says, 'I had all these ideas 

mounting up which I didn't get time 

to implement. The aim with Worms 2 

was to come up with the best game I 

could possibly create without simply 

e~ploiting the original - if you bring 

oul a game which doesn't add 

anything to the concept, people feel 

cheated and you'll alienate them.' 

That said, Worms 2 doesn't depart 

radically from the original's gameplay, 

MICROPROSE 

MluoProse's uutlous •• mepl.n 
COlllprtH5 sequels to two duslcs 
of yeste" •• r, Falcon .nd Mr Tonk 
I'I«OGII, be.uttfted with • few 
licks of ,.Int from the ]Dfx brush 

It simply refines and expands 

elements that were already there in 

the first game. In short, it's a classic 

game sequel - a re tread rather than a 

revamp. However, as Worms was 50 

unusual (if nol entirely original), 

Davidson can be forgiven for returning 

to a game he's still dearly passionate 

about. 'I just want to keep Worms as 

something different: he states. 

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION - KLlNGON HONOUR GUARD USES THE UNREAL ENGINE TO POWER ITS 

3D ROMP AROUND THE KLlNGON EMPIRE . IT IS AN UNASHAMED QUAKE·ALlKE. SO WHAT DOES IT HAVE TO 

DISTINGUISH ITSELF FROM ITS PEERS? ·UH ... GOOD QUESTION: ANSWERS MICROPROSE TESTER KEN SCHMIDT 

Ultlm@te Race Pro, Mlcroprose's new drivln, title from K.llsto, extends 
the ori,ln.1 with new tr.cks .nd _ spre.d of _mbltlous vlsu.' effects 

• 

'-

'Games are getting really boring. 

Everyone's doing different versions of 

other people's games - It'S all 

narrowing down to Quake, Command 

& Conquer and racing games. Thele 

are very few worth playing.' 

It's ironic that on the PC right next 

10 the one Davidson is showcaslng 

Worms 2 on there sits one such 

appropnatlOn of an e~isting concept. 

MechCommonder, the latest in 

MicroProse's FASA-licenced Banlerech 

series, is another plough through the 

Command & Conquer furrow. To be 

fair, MechCammonder isn't strict ly a 

C&C done, but its realtime tactical 

action cer tainly owes a debt to 

Westwood's dassic. It's a genre that 

fits the robot-batt ling roleplayer well, 

though; the player controls a squ ad of 

12 mechs over a 30 mission 

campaign, and each mech retains 

whatever damage it sustains in 

successive missions, as well as any 

Items of equipment it manages to 

cannibalise from enemy mec~s. 

A more obvious take on someone 

else's game is Star Trek: The Next 

Generation - Klingon Honour Cuard. 

Using the Unreal engine to power its 

3D romp around the Klingon empire, 

Honour Cuord is an unashamed 

Quake-alike. So what does it have to 

distinguish itself from every other 

53 
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... firstperson blaster out there, including 

its progenitor, Unreal? 'Uh . good 

question: answers Ken Schmidt, the 

MlcroProse tester charged with the 

task of demonstrating Honour Guard 

to the press. 

'It's Star Trek: he offers. 'There's 

so much out there in the Star Trek 

universe that you can use to make iI 

game. Textures, weapons, 

characters il's going 10 be bloody, 

hopefully_ Paramount tends to be very 

tight on their Star Trek licences, 

saying 'Okay, you can't have fleet 

officers running around killing races", 

Bul Klingons do tha t anyway, so that's 

why it's Klingon Honour Guard.' 

The game slavishly follows the 

Quake telttfJlate. right down to a 

choice of nine increasingly vicious 

Star Trek: First Contact (above) 
uses voxel technoloU', while 
Birth 01 The Federllbon (left) is a 
turn-based title. The X-Com 
series goes X-Wing (below left) 

weapons, and the presence of houses 

(teams) in the multi player version -

'kind of like the clans in Quake,' 

concedes Schmidt. Derivative it may 

be, but all the signs are that Honour 

Guard will offer Trekkers the same 

manner of licensed, quality fix that 

Jedi Knight gave to 'Star Wars' fans. 

But Honour Guard isn't the only 

Star Trek title MicroProse has In 

development. It's not even the only 

one to use the Unreal engine. Enter 

Star Trek: First Contact, a licence of 

the recent movie, inspired by the 

film's plot rather than devoted to it 

and forced to take a different 

approach from Honour Guard. It's 

most obvious differentiation is at the 

visual level - First Canroct uses 

voxels instead of polygons for the 

characters, apparently because a 

clause in the Paramount contract 

stipulates that the Trek actors control 

their own likenesses and, 

consequently, want their digital selves 

to look like them too. Whatever the 

reason, it does result in that 

trademark voxel problem - things 

don't look so good up close. 

A far more serious influence 

Paramount exerted on First Contact 

was in its gameplay. Given the strict 

rules that Federation officers operate 

under in the TV series, there was no 

way that First Contact could be an all

guns-blazing shoot 'em up. But, as 

First Contact' s designer told Edge, 

'Just because a game is in 3D doesn't 

mean the goal is to kill other people.' 

'First Contact is not high action,' 

he adds. 'There are very rich research 

and strategy elements to it. It's just 

that the tactical interaction is from the 

first person point of view.' MicroProse 

will be hoping that this approach -

more RPG than BFG - where players 

get to 'be' Picard and the other 

principals in the show, will appeal to 

a different kind of Trekker to Honour 

£00£- CHRISTMAS 1997 

Team 17's Worms made a 
substantial contribution to 
MicroProse's coffers; It's now 
hoping Add/d/on Pinball and 
Worms 2 follow the tradition 

Guard. As should Birth of the 

Federation, a traditional (ie old

fashioned) space strategy game of 

planetary expansion. 

As with First Contact, the licence 

has proved something of a constra int 

with play limited to the five 'Next 

Generation' races but set, 

incongruously, way before the series 

time line. Right now, the designers are 

liaiSing with Paramount over just how 

to square the game with the 'Star 

Trek' universe - the most likely option 

;s a convoluted scenario related to the 

Guardians: Agents 01 Justice (left.. above) Is a rarity - ifs unlicensed. 
Ultimate Civ Z (top left) adds multlplayer actIon to the strategy classic 
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Qutllte done Kllngon Honour CUfJrd casts the player as a brutal, ruthless 
Klinlon wanlor. The UnrefJl enline ensures a series of complex environments 

Magic: The Cather/ng of the p/fJ/nswfJ/ke" melds the ortlfn.l.nd the 
M.n.Llnk muttlpl.yer expansion, addlnl' 80 new cards to the I.me 

alien enti ty Q, Captain Pi card's long

standing adversary in the series. 

Further development may swing it m a 

more promising direction, but so far 

this this turn-and-order-based strategy 

game looks more a makeweight than 

a top drawer effort. 

Of all the games on show here at 

Alllmeda, the Sta r Trek titles most 

heavy Falcon 4.0, MI Tank Platoon 2, 

and a World War II sim, European Air 

War. Then there are other sequels: a 

Magic:The Gathering follow-up adding 

multi player options amongst other 

things: a new X-Com title that 

substitutes X-Wing·style 30 space 

combat for tactical wargaming yet 

retains the series' strategic 

thinking that the inspiration of the Sid 

Meier years has been dampened by 

perspiration. But that's to do the 

designers an injustice. The latest 

game in production, unveiled at the 

Editor's Day, IS a licence of the 

forthcoming Paul Verhoeven film 

'Starship Troopers' and shows lust 

wh(tt the company's desire to blend 

established brands and genres c(tn 

result in. Producer Simon Flinch is 

the game's eager plOduct champion. 

'There an! lots of scenes In the 

movie with lust thousands of these 

giant bugs swarming over hills 

tow(trds you. We're definitely (tIming 

at a time as you'l l have extremely 

powerful weapons moun ted on the 

suit,' Flinch adds encouragingly The 

build on show is early - the game is 

scheduled for release ne.t Summer -

but already its potential IS clear, even 

ilthey are still flnishmg the engme. 

'It's essenti(tlly an improvement upon 

the engine that was used for the Top 

Gun PlaySt(ttion game,' says Flinch. 

'We brushed it up a bit, put it on the 

PC (tnd added a lew new features.' 

Edle's allotted time is almost 

complete before anyone mentions GT 

Interactive's (then impending) 

takeover of MicroProse. The deSign 

'THERE ARE A LOT OF SCENES IN THE FILM WITH JUST THOUSANDS OF THESE GIANT BUGS SWARMIr.lG OVER 

HILLS TOWARDS YOU . WE'RE DEFINITELY AIMING FOR THE SAME KIND OF FLAVOUR. THE ENGINEERS 

PUTTING THIS TOGETHER ARE BUSY NOW PUMPING AS MANY POLYGONS TO THE SCREEN AS POSSIBLE ' 

epitomise what the modern 

incarnation of MlcroProse is all aboul: 

a big license, proven genres, reliable 

til les 10 build up what everybody 

(tround here refers to as 'brands'. Slar 

Trek is just one of many bankable 

brands on show. MicroProse has 

ongoing relationship with the military 

simulation, represented here by three 

more br(tnded sequels - the tech-

framework; and the keenly awaited 

Ultimate Civil/zatlon 11, which finally 

sees multi player action strapped onto 

the strategy classic's belly. 

The general impression of the 

assembled products at the Editor's 

Day is that MicroProse is playing safe. 

There are no chancy experiments 

here. On Ihe Slfength of the games 

on show one could be forgiven for 

for the ume kind of flavour. The 

engineers putting this together are 

busy now trying to pump as many 

polygons to the screen as pOSSible.' 

Verhoeven's blood'n'guts movie 

seems ideal game material and the 

third person blasting offered by 

Starship Troopers looks to be (t 

perfect match fOl Its source. 'You'll be 

able to blast (tway hundreds of them 

Based on Paul Verhoeven's forthcomlnl creature feature, StfJrship Troo,ers promises to deliver an orl'yof 
thlrdpenon JD blastlnl"s pl.yen rise throul'h the r.nks to lead Earth s defence al'alnst invading .lIens 

' -' 

staff seem oblivious to It, mtent only 

on servicing the short·term needs of 

the fact-hungry )ournlllists milli ng 

around their PCs. 

Some, like Willl am Denman, 

MicroProse's North Carolina studio 

head, here shOWing Ultimate Civ 2, 

have seen It all before. 'I don't see a 

problem. In terms of creative 

direction, 11'11 be the same as It IS 

now, very free, very open. I know 

people at Humongous and when they 

got bought out nobody had any heart 

attacks. They're h(tppy, they're sti ll 

doing the games they want to do.' 

Putting a brave lace on 10 Edge 

can't help but feel that discretion is 

the watchword of the new model 

MicroProse. Be brave but, hey, £ 
let's be careful out there. 
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, ony vIdeopme development sector is 

aotnI to throw up innOYations then it tS 

most commonly tile UK or J.pan, tile I.
gener.'1y being more offbeat in its approach. The 
latest proof of thiS plOneellns attitude continues to 
be borne out in the form Bust...,·Move. which 14 .. 
recently had the privilqe of samp1inl during. visit 
to Enix's Japanese HQ. 

Not to be confused with the western version of 
Puzzle Bobble. this new same from developer Metro 
~ dance-themed affair in the style of PoRtIfJIXI 
tlte Ropper (see boxout). Metro's past productions 
heve been Japan-only releases. includina certain 
sex-oriented tides - all rather different to the 
muttCll background of Masaya MatsUUfl. creatOr of 
POIIrspp#. According to N ...... 5."-, the 
teIHtrOns team's des.ne" 'BU$t~Move inttially 
fOllUted some sexy polyson girls. Graphically we 
..... lIIrudy utina motion-<lpture techniques to 
..... dlancters donee: 

Aft.- Mttbo's president. Mr Kanemitsu, pve I 
presentatkn. to En ... the project's subject mallet 
_ I'yen • sub_I retIIinI< before _nl into 

the /IIOre 'amily.friendly prodUCl ~ Is today. 
-Ut Kanemuu told us some of Metro's 

d .... -" wanted to make a dlnd.1 pme: 
explams Enuc producer V ........ W ..... .,.. We 
were very interested in such a game. so he 

• 
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,.-........... ~ ...... ...... 
........ ..".. ..... 11 ............. ... 

promised to come back with one.' 
Shirasu·san admits an admiration for 'the 

atmosphere of Wipeout.' which gives a pointer to 
the feel of Bust·o-Move', music. Top Japanese 
dance label Ave .. OD was ClUed m to provide music 
for tile pme, from hip-hop to house, albeit 
mimicked rather than licensed. By enterins I string 
01 key patterns. ve" much Ioke fighting pme 
(ombos. players will perform various danctHel.ted 
contests. '_cally you must catch the rhytllm by 
....rlns .he rlIht commands, following tile 
instructions displayed on the saeen,' says Shirasu. 
'In Bust--o-Move you will ha~ to compete against 
the computer or another player. The game offers a 
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total of 32 bouts, where the player will have to 
perform the maximum number of combinatiOns. A 
total of seven combinations can be done 
successively. and players will receive points 
according to the combinations performed.' 

Bust.a-Move's characters now betray little of 

__ ...... _ .. 00II._ .... 
....... d..., sdIool stuc_ .. • 
, ............ befo .. 
ten dlarlClln ... 1VIiII .... 
live '-mal ... The ...... will 
dlaracters. lncIucIifta •• 
Character dHIpI 
a respected 
previously 
Shir,su, not ,n 

wudlll" 

wo'" with. 'We cIicI .. oriel"" _ cllliicultits with 
111. motion-cop\lft .... 11 ... _ . ...... _ 10 
process le. EadI COftIPIIII' .... . cIiIIeNnt idea 01 
_ Busl·o·Move should be .... and It Od> 
difficult to communiclle our ...... of the Ilm.: 

Inevitably. wotlins In any """" ....... 1 ...... 

.................... .,-.-::zr:-. is:' '\t_1 J. 7 ' ....... $ _ .... __ ......... :' .... ., ...... "" ..... _: 
• 
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will present fresh challenles. something which 
ensured the development of 11 close relationship 

between Enix and Metro. 'We wanted Eni .. to make 

it lame that was fresh, so it was difficult for 
external staff to imagine what we wanted to do,' 
reveals Watenabe. 'The onlV one to have the .ame's 
810bll image in his mind was Shirasu-san. It was 
often difficult to communicate this image 10 others.' 

Although development started on Bust·o-MoW1 
back in Odober '96, the upstart PoRoppa the 

Rapper has beaten it to the market. Broachi". this 
subject with the Metro team draws smiles all round. 
'We had the feeling of beins pipped at the post,' 

laughs Shirasu 'Sust-a-Move is often compared to 
PaRoppa because It is based on it similar rhythm 

system But pnmarily we want people to enJOY 

lookinl at characters dancins.' 
For Enll, with Its reputation budt around creating 

hish-quality RPGs, releasIOB I title so slafingly 

offbeat as Bust-o..Afove must entail somethins of a 

risk. Watanabe doesn't feel that to be true. 'We 

haven't abandoned the RPG - we demonstrated 

Stet' Ocean at the Tokyo Game Show, for instance. 

aut we need to investigate new senres. RPGs take 

___ CHIIISTMAI1997 

~!! ' 
" . • :"!\, , . 

I ~"~"""_ ...... rI •• -..... -_ ... - ....... ...... 
time to develop and require lots of staff. This time 

we wanted to create an origina l game based on an 

unique idea. Enix has had a conservative image -

we want to demonst,ate that the opposite is true, 

that we 8re open to a diversity of senres.' 

Bust-a-Move IS sure to do at least that. £ 
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It is one of the world's most renowned developers. It 

possesses a catalogue of titles spanning almost two 

decades. And through its relationship with Nintendo 

it has become one of the UK's biggest exports. And 

yet, apart from broadsheet coverage of its absorp

tion into the Japanese-owned monolith last year, the 

UK's greatest videogame success story has deliber-

THE MINDS BEHIND THE MYSTIQUE 

ately avoided the attention of the press. Ten years 

have passed since a games magazine was granted 

full access to its development facilities, in which 

time the company's publicity-shy reputation 

has been reinforced (wielding a dictaphone around 

these parts is tantamount to carrying a gun). But 

after years of waiting, Edge's chance to infiltrate its 

tightly knit operation arrives. So what's the secret? 



.. f Ra,,'1 low profll, II I coMdOUt effoIt to 
dlmnco _ from the hypo __ the 

pm.1 Industry. Its flrnthout, 100000n at 
on. end of I rurll vlllll' In rw,aoss. 
W.rwI_l ........ Inly culthr_ the ..,.... ThOl. 
II no compen, IIln at the ,ntra~ Just I 
portentoUI notl~ concemlnl the p"nnce of 
IUlrd dop. But hudlnl down the drlv .. l, Into 
the centrll courtylrd PIst I coupl' of free-t'oamlnl 
chlck.nl. I car plrlt plck.d to caplcl" with n_ 
IPOrts cars flnalty betr.,. the complny'1 
vld .... ml ... h.ritll'. A Lotul Esprit SE. I 
Mlre.d" 5LK. Ind ulOrt.d poby coup6I ....... 
hItch" In fIst enou ... to terrify the ...... 
drtvtr, conlrllltl with In unallulft'ftI ....... ...,. 
Th. coupl' 0' f,nlrll lurtlnlin I pr .... " 
perhlpl the bHt evWettce thll potltotl Ind 
.... rt,d "I I"n't whit 'Iml • crust hart. 

Thl compeny'1 reticence to rtvl.1 much .bout 
Its operation Cln b. tr.c,d w" b.ck to when h 
.It Ihlplnl the future of Bb!t computer I.mlnl u 
Ultimate PI" the G.mt. Even th.n. wIll over I 
decadt 110, h deliberately ... red de" of .. lItlnl 
Its prtHncI ,.It It the mlJor computlnl ,"nU of 
the d., Ind dlstlnlullhed Itnlf from the aow-"nt 
crowel wtth dtver ttlnr ld"rtltI"I Incl quality 
peckqlnl. Eftn Its Ilm. mlnuals ... 
unco .... tion.l. often uolq qui"" rlH_d 
....... to unrlft) th.lr ...,... ... The feet that 
... ny 01 the c:otop.ny'1 nit _ ..... 01 ...... 
...... for thl ablt col!lpUten ... II1II fMdIy 

,,.. ,,.. 

--.., _""'-t~.!o"-thoI • ..........,. 

........ - aa ...... -,_!lf~~2·:: ......... _In .... 
compony _ In .1Iay _on 

-..-, ... ..-... _::::::;; _ ..... _.11< for I4blt.- In the .... 

of GoIdorrlyo .nd Dlddy Kong IIodng <_ pM). 
Both th ... tltlel ,re 'mpl' proof thlt the com,.., 
hll mltured Into anI of thl world'l mlJor I ..... 
dlvllopm.nt CO~ 

.... ·1 villi to ... Is lOIIIethlnl of I pmlllll. 

""..... M ...... Th .. ....... 011 __ 

d.,.,._tIIII d __ 

......... 

.Ith.->. m., ......... 
looIcol_'" 

,11 111 
IP H, 

t!.! III 
i,l .. , 

"I' 'j! IL • I 
• 
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..... ronlllllll: 
lII_d 01 bel .. _ .. _~ 

.round 1.--, Ito """ (oIIIr 
_Ibl. with prlo. IU_'" 

......... dttr., ... ce • .. -.or .... · ........ 
• F elk., dur Ind IUnny, wItII • 
,"" 11. _ blto to the .... ,.. .h.to_ .... -"loo the 

~ - '" the toaIIiII 
~ .. p, .... ......, ..... -~ 
..... _~ .... wIIIdi 
_4iIIIo ....... ~ ........ :." ...................... 'c .... ...... -... ........... 
...... -~. wlrlloiI!Ir ~.;;." .......... ..... 
the 

_... 1 

• ....." .,. 1:1 .... 

__ .. G.1'Ir It • -... the 

-.. ......... --





.. answers In the Rar. anteen where I .... ldlnd 
menu II provided to mite up for a dlsmllllCt of 
loallunchtime Ilterill. 14 .. fllmpr .... by the 
quality of the food and 1110 the ImpI .. loned 
Inthusia,m of itl staH. I/tlst Corp. dell",lr 
MlrtI •• Ibl., lin,l .. out the complny'. lIobll 
villon al a major factor: 'WIth mo.t UIC. d..,.lope" 
you're lootln, to creatl ,amll for I ndlon of the 
UK market, so In term. of quantity of ,am .. that 
you're ,oin, to produce 1t'1 loin, to bl Vlry 'mall. 
Som.thinll'd n..,.r enn con.ld .... d untfll ca ..... 
here wal the faet that th.re'. I ...... ttter ..... 
or 20 tlm •• ".It.r thin the UIC. matblln I.,.. 
and Am.rica and you aft produce qutlltr end 
open yoursett up to a much blU.r ludlence.' 

Dlsllnlnl for thil .Iobll mlrket hal Its prlCI. 
thoUlh. Ind In Rare', an it's an enormous 
InvI.tment in Its 'taff In the form of one of thl 
blUest Silicon Grlphics networks in the country. 
141,1 can't help notlcinl that while wlnderin, 
around and meetln, team membe'l from VlriOU' 

projleta, ..,eryone Hem. to have In SGI 

workstatlon on their d ..... And If Iny of the ta ... 
members require I new piece gf 1OftwI,. (eech 
often coltln, upwlrds of ....... ....0 all th." 
hive to do il I.t - bud,lb. It ...... If ... ' t ,.1'Iy 
a faetor hare. 

'You do tend to for,lt on a ., el .., .... 

.. ;:!::::a.!~ . ........ " .... 11 -,-"' .......... ,.--

.. ... .... Mllla •• llIp .......... ... ................ -.... ...-., ... --. ........ --~---.. -- .................... ...,_ .. ",-_ ...... It __ I._ot ... _ 

AftIf DkItIr "0Itf IkIdItf 
(aIHwe) .. ,.'. nut ,.1 ..... 
.,. Cont.,', Quest (top) 

• ... _-(loft) 

___ nl .. OIuldplo,.. 

_ "'1," - .. """0 ... !hot h .. 
nIi '1l ...... le the dolly _ ..... _--

... _ ............. thoy con ploy 
for ......... ..-... AIIdo from 
.. IIowIn ..... _ 11'. tho most 

exactly how 'l'Ie·sal. thl' I .. ' ........ 'And 
then you hoe • connrution with ...... ....... 
Ind you rein" you are letullly I core pIIt er their 
mlrketinl ampIII" Ind NOA'. whole ......... 
They rely on you IS much IS you rely on ...... 

'Yog MIld to fgrgt on I dQ=to=du be'" how 11rp-sc:a1. 
thla ..... Tb" [NOA) re., on IOU la much la IOU on th.m' 

Ed .. checb for someone holdinl.n..., .... 
up behind but h leeml the .. feelin,. I" .... 
throulhout the complny. The royaltiel that ply for 
the brand new un In thl car park ar. the vislbl. 
proof thlt Its I phllolOphy thlt works, too. 

~roJ- .... ID _ Its opproodo ID 11114 
....10....-, _la ... only compony In .. 
__ .... tills ...... 01 tr_ 'To be .... : 

coacIudes ... ." .... only ,..t ..... 0' .. of 
..._ ...... _rld ... IICL Jhoy_"'_ 
sort of probl __ ..... -....,.,. 1ft • .., ...... r 

situation to us. .. An Mm I quite I lot from 
them Ind th., ......... I lot from III .. well: 

On. thinl it could hive lumad fro .. the 
Japanese RID division I. that it ISlolnl to nMd to 
expand. E4.e Is shown a d.lI ... plln for the brlnd 
new office. that it Is let to move Into next AY ..... 
The bulldln •• are locat.d Just down the rOld from 
.... II""houlI In SH) Icr.s of Plrkland. Ir. In 
IdrtIIc _ .. ond ono which Its dl ....... hopo will 

_pon .... ..-_-.... ) ... 
:;;. _____ ..jJ .'~~~.~:~~~ "pp._MyID -... .. sI!ptly 

The com,...,.. .... ".... .... It pl."1 to IItOft ....... AIIpII Sii 
nut ,...r win hopefully afford It "eete, ere ..... "...... of 1tI1ntanrI .... mlny 

In _ps'" front 01 

l..."...tve endorsement of on. of 
ha own ,Ime. thlt I complny 
cottid hope for. Even the le,endlry 
..,. .... nce thet I. dMthmetch 
QcHrt. dOlln't .It I lootaln. 

AI .... wrlPS up Its flnel 
interview .. ,.'s car pa .... erupts Into 
the equlnlent of • race trlct 
IICIrt1nc pId. 11'. Tu""", ... nln. 
Ind the complny'1 WHltly ftveaa· 
lIde match backoftl ...... r .Ime 
dlll",e" be .. n to NW out of the 
mlln drive In • 11 vltv.charled 
convoy. For tome, of cou,.., it'1 
)UII • bot"' ...,110 .... Ih", 
problbly won't be h .. dln. home 
until dONr to mldnlahL But 
workln. It .. ,. 1I more thin jult I 
Job. And perhaps thl" more £ 
than anythln .. Is the leerlt. 
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STAMPING THEIR MARK 
In their first In-depth Interview for many 
years, Rare's founders, brothers Chrls and 
Tlm Stamper, share their views with Edle 

die: lefs start with this: 

why h.s Rue been so 
secretive ove, the ye.rs1 

n. 1tHIpv.: IIUeu: ... ,. not tt.. 
for personal publicity .... ,. .... for 

publicity fo, the compeny; ,....., 
thin .... nl .n l....m .. with • 
picture of somebodJ and • pictu,. 
of the IlIIIe. we',. .... to proIINIIe 

.net push the vfcIeopme ...... 
we can. ..... _,_ ........ 
,.uon, ........... there just 

.ren't enoup houn III the cbiy. 

W.·,. sdll workJnl ridiculous hours, 

.... n days In the wee ... nd I'd 

much ,ether focus on the I.mes 

we',. worklnl on then spend time 

promotinl ourselves. W.·ve etways 

taken thet sort of epproach. 

TI: W. let people wrftInc 10 us to 
do con ..... ces end thlnp ab that 
.nd H we did ell the conferences 
RId 01' of Il10 ......... , Just dan~ 
know whet ... 4 t.H ell th ... ....... ,..--..... 
.. d_ .... _,.... (louahsJ 
cs: Th.,.· • ....,. IOIMthInc to do 
on the latest.- .... ,..,. 
workln, on; ........... _ 

d ... 1I thet we need to loot ... 
,mew, .nd when you'" ...." ... 
one pert, you just move on to ... 

..... n't publldsln, ou""" to e 
_ ...... Our._hu 

.....,. ..... quollly ft ... - ..... " 

......... one - .ndl think that .. 

..... them these .,. the IOIt of 

...... that we un wrb end tMt 

.. w.t to ptOduce and that .. 

_In ~ ..... ""'" 
to ........ I""'''''''',.""", 
.... of.,....., _ .. [ood) , 

think It WOfb .........,. .... In the 

..-...., they do.~ ... '_ 

..... .. et ell. I mun, .. decide 

whet P"" ...... JOin, 10 wrb, we 
dedcIe ... ctIy ....... ,. ...... _ 

do.11Ioy jast _ UlIO ......... 

put ,am ... ncI that'. uecdy whet 
we',. her. for. 

Id,.: In terms of .... plnl everythlnl 

under wraps on I comp.ny-wld. 

scale. how do you Implement that? 

Q: ..... rtecI oft obwIousIy •• I 
¥MY ...... company .... .,. been 

powIftJ ....nty .... .,. heel our 
powIn. pains, but whit we try end 
do is Ir.Hp the ...... In terms of one 
teem workJna on • prafec.t end 
provId. that teem wfth .....,ehinc 
...., ............ ...., ..... of .... 

thtt they e,. e small COIftpInr .... 
• lIrpr um"""'" and we ay to ....... ..,..,.., ........... -
_-..,_10 ......... Il10 

................ pmesothet 
_ ...... raech thefe .nd 

............. llartina will start from 
this ... Ipf'insbcMrd end they'll loot 
et ... end how they un ..... 

'I'd much rath .. r focus on tbelam •• we're working on than .pend 
time promoting o~~elve •. We've always taken that approach .. .' 

nut. 10 It newet' M'ds. .nd "m much 
hepplM' pttinJ Involved with the 

I.mes thin wIIh anythIn, .IH. 
l4I,e: W.s h the .. me when you 

wtre Ultimate1 
CS: EHn mo,. 10, beceuM there 

wer. 10 f .. people there tMt we 
did ... rythln, end there juIt ...... 

eny time .t ell. W ..... diltrlNllina: 
end paw", tII. ,ellll" In ..... the 

whole tIIllll. " wet JUII on ... NIh 
In totel. there we. no time to do 

enythln, elH. 

Id .. : Do you think th.t this f.cet of 

Rere's ch.r.cter aeat. e naturel 

'Yl'lerrr when you started work.lng 
with Nlntendo? 
CS: , think Hlntendo we,. very 

comfortable with u. becau .... 

pme. 50 I think It -" wIIhIn 
itHH - the tuna. • I AY ...... 
.....rythln. that they ..... end they 

CoIn ,0 thud .nd procIucII. 
hopefulty, a ,ra.t ,.m •• And there I. 

some sort of competitlva elament 

between the teems but my job .nd 

Tim's job is to m.ke sure th.t the 

resoun:es of the compeny .... ."... 
...., end the!: .dvances in one 
.... P can be ...... with the 0Ihera. 
11: IIhWc thIIt the COftIIIllItIDn we 
_" 1oIrty.-,. bell ..... 
er..- lis own enpn. for Its pme. 
but there's • c:ontpMy Cl....,..,.. 
th •• when the pme It finished there 
ere .11 of th ... fftOUrcet evaU.ble 

to the other lfOups. But usually then 

the tum ... bade down end Ite'" 

CS: " worb reasonably wen. I me.n, 
if you think of • I'0up lika DIC 

Rtldng. the whola I'0up h .. e 

"ested Interest in that product, so 
they're the .... people that .re ,olnl 

to be dlvulJina enyIhln, about it end 

10 It. very. very ti ..... They'll only 

want the very best lot' their product. 

end the other croups know roup" 
whit the ptOcIUd is but they don't 

..... en in-depth undentendina. .nd 
we .... to Ir.Hp It lite that beceUM 

et some ..... in the development of 

each ,.ma we like to cell on 
m.,.,ben of the other tum •• nd say 
·Loot. ... .,. lOt to this level now, 
.nd we think ... .,. pt IOmethfn, 

.,.ry tped.f. can we pt IOm. of 

your pylln, .. ·,a not loin, to teU 

you enythlna .bout It; would you 

11 .. to pi.,. It?' .nd Just see whet 
I0Il of NKtions we let. , think 

~. another IlIue •• well .s in 

...... of we've often workad on 

"otKts thet .t IOme st.,e. when 
we hava.n enlina ,oin, .nd we 

can Sle what sort of c.me we hive, 

th.t isn't. lu.r.ntae th.t Its lolnl 

to ,0 .he.d. n.e" h."e been quite 

• few ,.mes th.t we've wortr.ed on 
th41t we Mid 'That's just not coin, to 

m .... it •• nd we ued it th.,.. 

TS: That could have b.en nina 

months of dftalopment when the 

,em. ts 5IIddenty Ixed Ind the 

public would never see it end that's 
• difficult .ituation for. thlrdperty 

company to be In which h ••• 

dNdlln. to 1'Nch. which is p.1d to 

produce. product. they' .... Imost 

pushed down the 'CMd .nd must 
finish this ,eme. whe'Ns I think 

thet we hna • Itttte bit of I ... .,. 

end fluibiltty th •• tf e I.me·s not 

aoInI rIaht we can ua It .nd we can 

ltert •• eln end ,. ... oup. I Just think 
It mekes for. bettar g.m. for the 

mubtpl.ca .nd tf .hots wera 
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much ftud la wMt it is but the ..... 
ha • c.pability that's ...,.ndlftt. so 

I think you're JOinI to ... tMt the 
MM .. m., .,. ... to continue to 

Improve .nd sro-.nd Ws pi .. to 
IM not only the wohrdon In the 

techniques that we have but 

IMcaUH of cartrid, .. pttIn,I.,..r 
Hd HelIUM you can dynamically 
downlMd so much InfolllMllon from 
the cartridp. it's lib just ...... 

bfaet' .... chfn. with ..,. memory. 

So It's • wondetful _chine to 
ectualfy wad. on .nd I think ..... the 

tuture of the NM is quite 

Interestin .. 
Ed,e: But surely it can't be a 

question of power as a top-end PC 

with a decent card is al1Ulbly mOt'. 
powerful than an N64. 

a, .......... Iy ... but I .... , IhJnk 
there .... thet .... ny of thos. 

ClHlfiplrations In a sense. We're 

much happier produdn, on a 
... ndard fOmult which we know 

exists and is des!,ned lor actually 

p"n"ames. 
Ed,.: The PlayStation seems like an 

usy platform to port ,am .. to fnMII 

thl PC - would you AY .... fII4 

would be harder to ....... .. 
tlndlm with the PO 
CS: I think If you' ...... to ...... 
with your eye on portln, It to 
Inother platform, I think you'rl 

,oln, to make compromises ri,ht 

from the start. Ind we don't h.ve to 

do thIL We just look at the N64 Ind 

Sly 'Oby, -.r. the best possibll 
pml that .. can produce on thet?', 

wfth no thouthts at how we mlPt 

cOllftft that. end I think that's 
important And I think eIso, which 11 
somethln, we touched on bIfon, 

we Wlnt to be In • potIdon ..... 

we can throw InouP fIIOUfCII It 

dl'Mlopln, a ,.me ancl then .... 

comfortabltl that .. can pi that 
returR IMck to c.ny on the pnxess. f 

don'1 ...... couIcI thIt on the PC 

_I .... tWnk .. could do that 

on the "',... .... 1 thlnk ... s too 
confuMd • m.rkeL 

UU"S COiliNG OF AGE 

EdpI: H ..... these resources come 

solely from the Nintendo de.11 
11: I think It was the proceu of 
....Ib ...... 11 Iho _ aI 

products that other con ......... 
to to throuP - COl".'!; ni, 
Ibi......., _ - ID'-"'
that we'WI mlnapcl to rHCh IhIt 
we had to tUI on becau ...... 

company needed to 1UMn. before 
It could rHCh ...... wh .... It could 

procIuce Its own d .... m products. 

~ But do you think It would be 
fair to MY that nobody Ilse could 

have madl Don"y Kong Country .t 
the timll it w.s produced7 
cs: , think that's probably very, very 

true. I think that you ..... to hne 

the I'ftOUfCIII encI you .... to haWI 
the , I, 
......... -. _ "'" lis! 
.. 2 \ ..... _ ...... 10 

_"...., ... eo.o,. ond k 
_ a.eo..t..., t ..... that ... a 
__ in Iho ....,..,.. iifo. 

Yhe safl ..,. would ....,. been to 

have Hid 'No, .. wII not buy tMt 
equipment yet. .. 11 welt until the 

price comes down' .nd somebody 

eRe would hav. lot it, rm IU .... But 

it WU 11 bit decision, a bic decision 

fo, the company. " It had ,one 
wronJ, 1t proHbty would have 

braken us. 

E",: So w.s It • case of ,ettinl out 

the calculator .nd worldn, out how 

much renderln, w.s required? 
CS: Ya. we worked out how much 
the SG equipment .nd all of the 

Ik:anceJ for the liltS would cost us. 
.... a 101 of money, • bi, 
........... for th.t type of ,Iml. 

EIIp: Presumably the profits mote 

than bal.nced the books? 
Cl: Wen, yes, I think it's In 'The 

Guln ..... 1ook of Rlcords'. Ifs Just I 

plNlno"""" .. lieI'. 
E",: Which ,.me .,a you p,oudest 

of, or have the fondast memories on 
11: .... OHS .. haven't written yft. 

[loop.) 
cs: WI hen fond memories of • lot 
of ....... - they •• ....,. meaninp 
for certIIn .... sons. OWously DIC 

Country is a wonderful lama lad we 

""' .... WOftcIertuI mamodes of. 

At thl moment I think OK Racing il 

• wonderful product. ifs somlthlna 

we're very. very proud of - Bond .. 

well. As Tim said ifs the ...... "mII 
that we're '1IIIy interest.cl in .nd 
the ones that we· ... worklna on now 

thlt we find IVIn more .. chin .. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF SIIE 

E.,I: Do you ."ee with thl Khool 

of thou,ht th.t states that there Is 
no lon,er room in this market fo, 

small d .... elopers sIIIrtina: out - that 

they'd find rt too difficult to competel 
CS: Ws • problem for lUre, th.,.·s 

no quntlon .bout it, but what's 

InteNttln,is that now that we .1'1 a 

publisher WI arl blln, contactld by 
smlll develo,.,., and our 

philosophy h.s IIw.ys been 'whlt 
does It takl to produce a number 
one bat .... Uina ,.",,1'. and ...... 

not pin, to be SQinl to peap" 
'can you produce ....... for this 
... dline or for this much money?'. 

So I think th ..... ,. opportunities for 

thOH sm.1I dnelopers but It dOlI 
nlld to b. with someonl who h.s 

the rIIOurCII to .dUIIlly make It all 

h.ppen. Yhe equlpmant you neH. 
thl ti .... you aMd - it's • bl .. 

sitnIfkant undertakJnl-
E4p: Presumably there's no way a 

small outfit with ten staff could by 

.nd take on a aame like Conker's 
Quest - It would h ..... to dell," a 
,ame that would refled its maansl 

CS: I think that it's very difficult I 
think realistically you nald to look 

.t • two....,e., window to produce 

somethin, very, vary .-d.1. Really. 
you proHbly nled mo ... th.n ten 

peopl. to do that .nd if you want to 

look It ..... it's pin, to cost for 15 
Of 20 peopM for two yaars ... 

n: But evlry ,ami doesn't h • .,. to 

bl like. Conk.,', Quest. retrls 

wouldn't tlke tlR people two yea" 

to producl. I think if any of thl 
lmall development companies hi .... 

I amt Idea that they're confidant 
they can pull off Ind It can work if 

they had the resources, they should 
contact. bllPr softw.,. company 
.nd s .. If they Cln ,et IOfRI 

sponsorlhip Of some .sslltance. 

CS: Yeah, I think it's .bout ,eHin, 

thl d .... it's .uedy wh.t we did. 





whole vld.o,.ml Industry suffer? 
cs: I think we're .11 .wlre th .. jt is e 

feshion buslneH, end I think th .. we 

have to be reedy for the leln times 

end thlt's one of the wondlrful 

thinp Ibout Rlrl. We're workinl 

hlrd to m.lntain Rlre's position in 
the m.rkelpllce. The PleySl.tion 

developen I've spoken to 1.ld I 

pretty hlnd-to-mouth eldstlnce; 

whin the mlrket chlnals Ihlyre 

,oin, to bl in trouble. 

n: And it is .n entertainment 

Industry, and p.ople .re palna 
more .nd more spere time .nd they 

wlnt 10 be entertained. 10 the 
industry isn't ,oln, to be .... todIy 

.nd lOne tomorrow. r.,. hMId 
people spewl .... bout 1Nl for 15 

ye.rs •• nd It's stlU heN end we',. 
still here produdn, ,Imes. 

..... : Do you think th.t ,.mes .re 

lettlnl better, len.r.lly? 

TS: Yes, but talk/nlabout the mass 

of PI'15tation aames, I mean, we're 
In the industry .nd I couldn't to lell 

you wh.t .lIlhe PI'15tation ,.mes 

ere like. " you I've me a list 0' the 
300 or so titles rele.sed by this 

Christmes. I just wouidn't know 
wh .. they're like. And how .nybody 

else - e mother, • , ..... ,. or brother 

or somebody who's ,ot • mAChine -

is ,oin, to know which I.me to buy 
unleH they're specifically lold Is 

beyond me. 
I",,: Thl' b prob.bty why we .r. 

se.1ne .n Ineru .. In the numb.r of 

blellcences e,.ln. which is • side of 

the industry th .. It unfortun.t •... 

cs: We were concerned ..... tUlnt: 
on the Bond licence bull think 
because of our r.putation we hM • 

lot more flexibility th.n Iny other 
comp.ny would have h.d .nd we 

were .ble to produce lomethin, 

very spedel. 

VlDIOGMII VlOLIJICI 
t.III.e: With re,.rd to GoidIllEye, 

which obviousty contains blood .nd 

the ,hootinl of hum.n opponents, 

wh.t .re your thou,hts on violence 

In vldeol.mes1 

CS: WeU. es I seld, we ,.h 

re.son.bty comfortabl. with 

GoJdenEye IS It's In I known context 

so you know It's I mlllhlry style 
,ame, therefore there', In Implicit 

understlndln, that there I1 violence 

associated with It. " you buy tome 

other ,Ime Ind then )'OU pt 
Innocent eMUans belna shot In tM 
streets - that I Mve • probJem with. 

So • didn't h ... It much problem 

with Bond beau .. It', a ....... BuI 

tM mainstrum effort for .. ,.', 

pmesll to pt'oduce ,.mes which 
don't rely on violence. After. whl", 

I thin" when you're pleyinl these 

pm., you don't notice whether It's 

violent or not. You m.y find it 

entert8lnln. for the first few minutes 

and then you forpt about It end 
what you're IntenIted In It the 

gamepJ.y. And you don't need the 

blood .nd you don't need other 

things lib that. I think tNt the 

context is very important Ind I think 
that hmn, • retlnt: It ...,. Important. 

Ell .. : We're now at thlt hazy stale 
where In·,lml .nlmadon h .. 

adv.need to the point where it is 

convincin,ty re.listic, Ind wfthln five 
yelrs it win surety be possible to 

thow truty lfUesome lewl, of de'all 

to the player. 

IS: But why would you want to 

thow then" you wlnt to ... tNt 
then b", I video. I don't think h 
Md. eny ,.mepl.,. end h'. probably 

not I road thet we went to ,0 down. 

It'. just polndeH to .pp .. 1 to th.t 

.... 01 .... oudlona !Iu ... ot. 
Cl: Y.., IIIIInk thIr. a.., Ihort-
lived fOld ID ... _I think the,.'. 
fe' mora ....... In PfOCIudn, 
eemes tNt doKt rely on vloIenc. for 

entertainment. " will keep 
resurf.cin ... nd I think it does need 
to be .ddressed .nd I think that the 

content does need to be indiceled 

on the p.cbainl. 

TS: I think the violence thinl is .Iso 

escel .. inl with the 'Ie of the 
players IS well. A 20 ye.r old 

expects there to be violence In 

limes .nd I 12 year old doesn't. 

THEFUTURI! 

Idle: Where do you think you're 

lonl to be In five yeers' time - do 

you think you'll be developinl 

vtdlO,lmn or do you have 
Imbitlons to do somethinl elsd 

Cl: No, • think th .. we'll still be 
around. Our pJ.n is to .dively 

HCOU'", the new .. ner.tion of 
dalanen end eneineers within the 

compeny. I think myself .nd rim .re 

now t.klne • more overseein, sort 

of role .nd I see th.t continuinl' 

We've ,at so m.ny lrelt people 
comlne throulh th.t .Ire.dy It's 

more their sort of ,.mes th.t .re 

belnl produced. I stili think we'd be 

pretty much the same thin,. 
E .... : The,. Is currently. lot of 

Interest In onllne I.m.s; many "e 
IUI •• sting that il represents the 

future.Wh.t .re your thoulhts7 

TS: I'll h.ndle tftis one. (LeupsJ I 

wes IsbcI the seme question in 

Jlpln. fm not I bi, f.n of network 

I.mln,. I think H you hlYl to JO Ind 

pi.,. I I.me over a network it shows 
thlt the AI in the e.me Is not load 

enou,h. I think th .. problbty the 

best ,Imln, experience we let Is 

when you let • network machine 

connected to someone you know. In 

• comp.ny bulldln, you've ,ot I 
network Ind you Cln pi.,. PCI .aoss 
the network .nd let four machines 

connected toaether .nd people 

fI.htinlln IfOUps, .nd Ifs realty. 

rellly ,ood fun. Now, why you 
would went to pllY Inybody th .. 

you don't even know is complllety 

beyond m •. In • n.twork I.me, 

somebody b.lts you or you but 

them Ind you Cln 10 round .nd 
m.ke fun of them and say 'W.I~ you 

didn't do v.ry well. I kicked your 

butt - try me next time', It's just pert 

of the whole socI.1 thin,. 8u110 pi.,. 

somebody you don't know is just 
such I blze". concept .. I just find it 

VI1\' Illen. 

cs: fof me, muhipl.yer I.mes .re 

lbout four people usinl one 

conlOle, with one taeen. 

TS: But you h.ve to know the people 
you',. pl.ylnl with. tt's like in .n 

Ircade, wtth • two. three. Of 

'ourpl'yer I'me - If there "1 
people on there you don't know, 
people don't ,enerelty went to pl.y. 

e.pecl.lty If theyre blller £ 
th.n you Ind you beet them. 



... THE GOLDEN TOUCH 
Destined for true clalllc status In years to come, GoIdenEye Is 
pertlaps Rare's most IICCOIIIpllshed achievement to date. Id .. met 
with the team responsible and spoke to some of Its key members 

edla,. fIION ...... ..., 

oth.r tItI .. a.1dM". It 
... _.....,toot 

.. ,..., aeetfwe Md techftlClI 

• .,.rtIM, hntn, ,vIII'" blck the 
bounda"" of the vld.o,lm •. It', • 
till. tha. , •• m. to ha. CIIpNred 
the HHnc. of Mblt pmlnl with 
unbridled .ophiltlcadon, dtunnlnl 
the bri,ht .nd breezy 1ItIbId. of 

most NM tfd" In flVOUf 1ft 

altolether more m.ture them •. 
In short, Ir •• modem cl .... c. 
Perhaps IftOIt .""....,. It ... 

erHled In tIM MOll pert.., 
l.dMd_ .... ....., ........ 
Yid"' ..... ___ I.p •• nt ...... 

."1' mll the t.am bthin4 ... 
proj.ct and spoke to three of III 
key m.mbers - Martin HoIl .. 
(J.m. dlrector/pro,ram_). 0-
DMk (JOftwer •• nalnHr/dllltMr). 
• nd Kart Hllton (3D artist). 

..... : So, ap.rt from the film 
(obviously). wh.t were the mlln 
Influences for Gold.nEr'? 
.. rH ........ : w. couldn't pretend 
.. dIdn·. pIey DOOM a lot. 
.... .-.: And vtlttlQ Cop .S 

welL I'",,,,,,.,,,,,,,, 
D ..... nd _ a.,...-" ........... 
..... ' ..... _-,0l0i ... 
_ on the ,..,... ...... ' 
___ .... li0ii,.. .. 

.... -. "", pro/>UIy ....... 

............. yetN'" DO. - It 

... .........,1"'.11 ......... 

.... _ .......... _for 

the .... chIpHI. I re ....... '_ 

did.' -If-"'''''' - ....... -DD: Ther. _ all .... p. 01 

chIft .... 0¥If le ft ....... ,.. 

• H: It ... JUII en .. ormous 
amount of trouw. beceUII we 
didn't h • .,. the final hlrdw., •• nd 
we .. ,. ual", Onyx eaudators; we 
Atn"t pt much ml ..... out of 
..... It aM. n. •• we recehred an 
..., hlld of the IChI" .... 
...... " and w. r •• I ........... 

...... __ ...... runnin,? 
-=. fInIIlIWr ..... _ ,..,. tt ••• . ..., .... -_1 

,..... .. ber In '., .......... '1 

.. uch of • PInI. 

.... : It was first shown at 
Shoshlnbl CHII videD, _'1 Itl 

lit: 1'hIre.1S no IUn on ....... 
no dllth., you lot 10 11 .... _round 
the .rchlvu .nd that w ... b.UlIL 

CO ...... OUINCi JAIIES ..,. 

E.,.: WMt do pu think ..... ,... 
GoldellEye from most firstplrson 
PC I.mes? 
MH: I ............. or differ.nce I. 
with lite COIdrol.,...... It' •• t.lrIy 
oWou ,....,... lNt ... ,",101'1' 
controller ...... bIa cllffeNnce . 
The .n .. o .... lllo !I pod - Ir. 
pert.ct, I 'UppDII. 

Up: Yes, but it could b. 'flued 
th.t us!n, • mouse with • PC 
afters. similar ..".. of ftufbility. 
...; y ........ true. but fr. not 

the •• m. baaiUH you knp hnlnl 
to move It b.ck. wher ... the HM', 
... d r ... centreI., 

101: The,,', beea • lot of ItVff on 
the Net _bout why we hlYlh"t lot 
• 'ump or why .. hInn'1 101 • 
run bulton. Flmty the .nllop.', 
m •• nt 10 b. for runnlnl .nywlY -
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H you pulb 'orw.,d you .,. 
runnlnl and H you look " the 
.p •• d you're ,oln,lrs .dullly 

quit. r .. llttle tor runnln .. 
S.concUy, th.,. .,. no mOre 
butIonIleft .,.If for • run or a 
'urAp 10 you'd hIM to start doln, 
strln .. combln.tlon. with thin, •. 
You'd n •• d. Joyp.d with, ,.y, 14 
button, H you w.nt to ,.t 
• .,..rythln, that lVeryon. w.ntsln 
_ PC ,.m •. 
MH: Th. worst thlnl"out runnln, 
ts thll ...,.. ruM the whol • 
11 ..... .,..,. On QcHfb ,ou'v. pt 
I conftturalton that ,.,. 'run 
• ...,.... Will, It'. IIkI, wh.rs the 
point of hlVln, w.lkln,7 It', Ju.t 
complll.1y redund.nt . 
U,.: Cold.nEye prob.bly ... ploits 
the N64 controUer to its fullest: 

potenti.1 to d.te. How much 
thou,ht went Into that7 
.H: W ... nt thro ..... I lot 01 

control"' ...... 
Iq.: The clef ..... control .ctu.lty 
...... the __ ...... rd to ,11 to 

1'1 .. -
lB. 00 JOIIthlnk .o? I.e.us. I 
....... J'Urot-ltyle on •. Th • 
..... ct ..... ,ot b.d oH the 
.......... pllt 50/50. Tber. If •• 
lot of kIdI - molt of the t •• db.d 
Is from Am.rlc. because they've 

Most of the GohIenlp 'IIm h.d no 
..... .., ..... w prior to the project 



been playinl it for quite. while 
now - .nd half of them .re sayinl 
the def.ult settlnl is the best .nd 
the other half pref.r the TUfOk one. 
MH: We did the TUfOk one lISt 
because baslc.lly we had a lot of 
control systems but everyone in 
testing, everyone in America and 
everyone at Rare, said 'We think 
the default one is fine' and most 
people seemed to be of the 
opinion we should take all the 
others out. But there were like two 
people at Rare that uid 'It would 
be good if it had one like Turok' so 
we s.id 'Okay, we'll do that'. We 
put that in last and I'm ,lad we 
did. I me'n, we w.r. sa,lously 
considering hayinl absolut." no 
selection at all. 

DETAIL TO DI! 'OR 

Edle: What feat· re h . ' .. oldenEle 
are you ."ost proud on 
DD: All the things I did ,,, (Laughs] 
No, there really are so many 
different thin,s. 
MH: I'd say the overall detail. It's 
unfair to slnlle out one thin. 
beceuse thete ar. a lot of 

innovative thin.s: polyaonal 
charllCters from the mm, a 

animation in gthef gemel . 

MM: A .reat d .. 1 of effort was put 
into the motion capture and 
cleaninl it up. It's .ot some really 
sophistlC41ted, technlc.1 blendlnl 
and dfl.nnl of scenery .nd stuff -

not even think about whether h 
WIS possible to put them on the 
system - partty borne out of 
pflctleal considerations because 
we didn't have any system - but 
we Just carried on blindty and .. 

'We onl1 pla~ed multi player Quake for the first time the other 
day ..• It seemed good fun but I wouldn't say I was bowlel:! over' 

polygonal multipl.yer mgde, etc. 
KH: I do like the shootinl of 
different body parts. Trylnl to 
shoot someone in the b.ckside is 
still one of the best pastlmls. 
Idll: f10w muc:h hard wgrlt was 
that presumably ygU 
implemented a lot of nlotion 
.-:apturel Wc' 'bat dOI ,e in-house? 
KH: We h.d a system set up here. 
Idle: Because h seeml ~o be a 
wttgle 101 mort: recl!-:Iic th.n rr.ost 

the soft fillets {soft Ikinl that Turok 

2 is supposed to hve are in 
GoldenEye, but WfI don't think it 
necessary to make a blllons and 
dance about It. And there arl many 
other things like that that we 
shan't be mentioninl. 
DD: One of the thinlS that seems 
to be enduring about it, as you 

were sayln., is the detail - It's nle. 
to .. e people wkg played It Ind 
they'll notice something that they 
hadn't noticld before; thlt you can 

actually shoot thin .. - objects 
around thl floor, or somethlnl lik, 
that - which i. somethinl they 
weren't eapedlnl. 
KH: Or wltchinl what the luardl 
are do inS when they don', think 
you're watehlns them, and they 
start yawning and IWlttin, .t fillS. 
There's a lot of stuff like th.t. 
1"411: The .ttel~tlon to detail Is 
impreSSive. Ill)W much of a part 
does the hardware play in thl''-! 

MM: W. set out with an unusual 
attitude which WIS simply that 
we'd just model the .rlphics and 

KH: h was my first lame so I didn't 
know what was required escept 
thlt we were doinl it in polylons. 
We didn't have a SYltem yet so I 
just s.t down and ltarted ewoNinl 
the stuft from the films that we 
knew about .nd it just developed 
from there. And I think probabty 
because none of us had done a 
lame before, we didn't worry tOg 
much about wh.ther you could do 
this or not. or whether it had been 
doni - we just thoulht: that would 
be • cool Idea Ind that would be a 
cool Idea, Ind we put it all In Ind 
when we finalty lot the stuff 

runninl we could lee whethe, it 
was loinl to run or not. 
MH: It took a very lonl time to let 
the incredibfy ambitious models 
running .t a decent Ipeed. 

DD: The sreltest strullles were 
driven by the film - if we'd ut 
down to it without those 
constraints of workinl to the film 
and thlnls, we milht have just 
stuck to bulld!nl interiors all of the 
time. ThinlS like the d.m Ind the 

credle - the crldle'l just inllnlty, 
it's like, why would you wlnt to 
build somethlnl you can see III of 

It once? 
IUIlrs baslc.lly lot everything In it 
that you shouldn't do in I 3D lame 
paqh.J, but it wal important In 
the film and we had to have h at 
the end. It went throuah two or 
three ltales of modelllnl before 
the final version. It lot completely 
chanled once and then h lot cut 
down and th.n cut down alaln and 
then cut down a.ain .. 
EI,e: It must have been difficult to 
keep (hi, level of detail and variety 
in a 9fiMbit eartrld.e. 

MH: It used to be 380Mbitl . 
1111_: That would be load to pl.y, 
have you lot it here? 
MH: Well, irs .dually the Slme -
It's Just compression, simply very 
lood compression. 
IlK: That'1 why the lame's turned 
out well, I think. because we didn't 
limit ourselves at the start. sayin, 
'Rllht. you can h.ve 20 tutur" for 
this level, Ind you can ha"e 20 
textures for this level .nd th.t', It'. 
W. just built the 1 ..... 1 •• nd 
afterwards we're like 'Thil j, I bit 
I.penli"e, can you cut out I 
coupll of thlnls]' I mlln, St 
Petlrsburllot quite. lot of 
tertUf., cut out of It - It was • lot 
more .dventurous than that 
orl,ln.lly. A coupl. of the other 
I",els also had to be lookld at but 
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GAMEVIEW 

tHE FIRSt IN A REI,UlAR 
SERIES OF VIOEOGAMf: 
CRITIQUES BY GAME 
INf)lJ RY F UR 
RICHARD eROWNE 
RFI.' 1', BlAST 
F.'" A FRESI'l 
PEF'.,PECTIVE O!\j )N 
Of THE MOST ORIGINAl 
64ell~IT s -·-1 

Richard Browne tl oeen 

In tile vii 1 bus ne .. 

for ten yf'ars h< pePt 

seV€ . veats at nom rK 
end psygr'lOSls (w/lere he 

deslgne<l and produced 
Microcosm), and then 
mOVing ontO Phihps a1 
director of 1Io1)r1(Mtlde 
development He WI he 
mo~ nit to a rf!OOWrted 
software company 
around :hrl$lI'llas 

Email submissions to 
ed8eOfuturenet,cou~ 

The definitive monthly assessment of the world ' s latest videogames 

Blast corps 

D 1'1 the 'my computer versus your computer' 
argument there are no winners, but the 'CD 

versus cartridge' argument is a far more Interestmg 
one. Instant access, to me, IS more important than 
rendered CGI and CD sound, and the fact IS that games 
lI~e Blast corps WlII never be written on the PiayStatlon. 

Blast Corps stands by the philosophy of gameplay 
first, and Goesn't move an Inch. The concept may 
seem limited ~ it could have been written on an NES
but the execution is exceptional. The structure of the 
game is ItS strong suit, and one that har~s back to the 
att preserving premise 01 gameplay before graphiCS. 
Rare balanced out the styles and controls ot each at 
the vehicles wett, each and every one designed fOr a 
different feel and mal<ing the most of the 3D world in 
which they exist. The train feels heavy and powertul, 
skyfall feels nimble and quicl<, robots ooze destructive 
power, and Ballista. the only vehicle With a weapon, is 
mayhem personified. 

Aesthetically the game stili scores highly, thOugh 
The variety of the levels, from both a design and 
texturing standpoint, belie the limits of cartridge 
technOlogy, as does the sound, with an array at 

musical tracks that are melodic and highly Suitable 
After plaYing With each of the vehicles it's easy to 

see Blast Corps becoming repetitive, but Rare has 
cleverly IOcorporated a rating system that always 
I<eeps the next challenge In front of the player. Ifs 
addictIVe, and compulSively so. Also, in true Nlntendo 
fashIon there are lots of hidden extras. several end 
sequences and OOouses aplenty throughout the game. 
Blast Corps always creates a sense of achievement tor 
the player - and that's something often overloolc:cci 

Blast Corps could never be a Playstatlon game 
because if you had to wait for CD loading between 
levels you'd SWitch the game oft. It'S instant in (\5 fun 
and has to be accessed in the same manner. Rare has 
not only produced a blinding game, but one that 
utilises the machine and the medium it uses to the tull 
Perhaps thiS is why Rare and Ninlendo produce such 
stunning titles, because developing on cartridge allows 
them to have a focus. With CD games you can run and 
hIde behind great graphics, streamed video and audio, 
but rarely do people 1001< into the medIum Itself to 
seek out what they could do, rather than what people 
expect them to do. 

R.re's Blast Corps (orlelnlllly Nwlewed In US) Is stili one of the most orlctnlll64bit titles yet 
ere.ted. Rlc:h.rd Brcnme belleweslt could onty hne been c:ruted for Nlntendo's ... chlne 
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Rolling Thunder 
(Namco Encore, PS) 
As '!.IX')n as ttle in·g. 1'C 

"" S~ I!d I( f!hlrOl 
Edge's OOIOy surround-
sound sys!e' 'I. fond 
memories came flooding 
hack. Was it really tillS 
unforgiVing, though? 

Bloody Roar (pS) 
A ICl t. OUI)I ttle' .,Il 

th b,til'lers:)f"i Jf 
Hudson Vffs beat 'em UP 

ca. d scmethlng of a st, 
wl'lln It Imany found Its 
way Into a mar:h,ne, Top 
grapt;ics and gameplay 
make this very promising 

cool Boarders 2 (PS) 
& Steep Slope Sllders 
(Saturn) 
0010100 IS (\n(.n.>d a to 
whl~ of th f"S the beSt 
snowboardlt'ig Me 10 datE'. 
the PS \Ille {above} belt'ig 
the art bOOs' fave. edltortal 
preferring the Saturn effort 
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Diddy Kong Racing 

Keepinl true to the typical Nlntendo style of in-zame visuals, Rare has made splendid use of 
stronl primary coloun with which to complement the marvellous I'aphlcal quality of the lame 

Each world possesses a boss, and 
progression is onty possible when 
all of these are beaten twice 

'. 

[!] espite Rare's insistence that this is a racing 
• adventure, the second thing to strike players in 

Diddy Kong Racing is the similarity between It 
and a certain N64 racing game featuring Mario and his 
cohorts. And, possibly, to Rare's frustration, this is the 
game most gamers will compare it to. 

The first thing most players will notice, however, are 
DKR's r(ch, colourful graphics that will leave few people 
with little doubt as to which of the two wins the beauty 
contest. Fortunately, the Warwickshire-based company 
has also imbued the game with quality to accompany the 
visuals, turning this into something quite special. 

There are further aspects of DKR that are borrowed 
from other Nintendo games, such as the need to collect a 
specific number of balloons before being allowed entry to 
the worlds and the races within them. Indeed, as in Super 
Maria 64's opening level, most players will spend a good 
few minutes simply exploring the central area, hovering 
past its majestic waterfalls, flying through its colourfully lit 
tunnels, driving down to its sandy beach and discovering 
its secret paths before entering the prehistoric 
demeanour of Dino Domain (the game's easiest world) 
and competing in the actual races. 

From then on, it's a case of taking part in a seemingly 
endless procession of challenges: first, players must race 
on and win the world's four courses before racing a boss 
on his own track. 

only when the latter is vanquished does DKR truly 
begin to reveal its adventure side: the Silver Coin 
_challenge is issued and sees players attempting to collect 
eight coins from each of the four tracks, as well as 
beating the opposition to the finish line. The boss (in 
improved form) is then faced again, and defeating him a 
second time rewards players with a piece of amulet. Do 
the same in the three remaining worlds - the snowy 
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antics of Snow Flake Mountain, the watery and sandy 
nature of Sherbert Island, and the pretty villages of 
Dragon Forest - and Wizpig, DKR's final boss, can be 
Challenged to a race. 

While most other games would leave it at that, DKR 
goes further - much further, in fact. Wizpig's demise 
opens up another world, the space-set Future Funland, 
which possibly contains the most inventive set of tracks, 
including several loop the lOOps, many tight and twisty 
sections and a trench sequence very reminiscent of the 

P 'b"" ~ 
~ 

'" '-=-. '-':;,. -~ 

It isn't unusual for pLlyers to CO round a comer 
and find somethlnc quite unexpected (top). Of 
course, every track has altematlve routes (above) 

£50 Release: December 1 (UK) I Form!! NO' Pub"s"er Rare Developer In-house Pnce 
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The well In one of the trKks fro .. Drapn Forest 
(top) Is just one of the ..-·s ... 1tIo of sho_ 

Death Star sequence in the original 'Star Wars' movie. 
Access to this futuristic setting, however, is only granted 
once players successfully complete the Trophy cup 
Challenge on each of the terrestrial worlds. Similar to 
Mario Kart's oneplayer game, players race on each of the 
world's four tracks in succession, WIth points awarded for 
the final standings. 

But that's not all, for hidden amongst one of the 
tracks in each of the worlds is a key that opens up a 
battle arena where, for example, four characters fight it 
out to be the first to accumulate ten bananas in their 
respective chest, or be the last one left standing at the 
end of combat having used power·up weapons within a 
three-tiered ice domain or the open watery expanse of 
the Sherbert Island arena. 

And that's still not all, because once all of the al:!ove is 
done, with Future Funland conquered and Wizpig finally 
beaten, DKR is only 50 per cent complete. Rarely has a 
racing game demanded so much from players. There's 
more, too, in the form of a time trial mode, secret 
characters, and perhaps more Importantly, a multiplayer 
option. Up to four players can participate in single races, 
trophy cups, or any of the battle arenas. If DKR has a any 
weakness, then this is possibly it (albeit a small one). 
Although the frame rate and graphical detail drop is 
noticeable, it's not as significant as fourplayer Mario Kart 
64_ Rather, the problem lies in players needing to be 
familiar with the tracks before any kind of competitive 
atmosphere is achieved. This is particularly true of the 
later courses, which can stili prove a confusing and 
strangely soulless experience even for adept players
somehow multiplayer racing is a closer run thing in MK64. 
However, the battle mode saves the day by proving highly 
addictive as players drive, fly and hover frantically around 
the arenas deploying weapons on each other. 

The vehicles themselves handle intuitively and differ 
greatly depending Ofl the character selected - some are 
particularly manipulable while not necessarily the fastest, 
while others may suffer In the acceleratlOfl stakes yet 
boast higher speed. Each will suit some players more than 
others, with most people likely to find a firm favourite 
among the eight initially offered. To win races, however, 
players will also need to make use of the turbo boost 

• 

Fourplayer races are not as dose as their equtvalellt In 
MGrlo Ko" '" and as such fa. to truly Involve players, 
and some of the later tracks un prove confuslnc (above) 

marks and power-ups dotted around the tracks. In a rare 
touch of innovation, the latter can be tripled in power by 
collecting a trio of Similarly coloured balloons in a row_ 

while the unprecedented - and highly commendable -
amount of tasks in DKR are a player's dream, they also 
represent a nightmare from a review perspective. DKR is a 
game that consumes time as if it's a tangible commodity 
whose existence is rapidly expiring. Yet this is hardly a 
complaint as playing it is so enjoyable. Every race offers 
the opportunity to spot something new; a hitherto 
undiscovered shortcut, another facet of the other 
characters' behaviour, or yet one more detail in the 
track's intricate decor itself. For instance, exploring each 
track in search of the battle-mode keys allows player to 
take the time to appreciate the beauty of the levels which 
might not be immediately apparent under racing 
conditions - it's great fun and never infuriating, even 
when it comes to the cunningly hidden key of the Dragon 
Forest world. Furthermore, players aware of the 
frustration caused by MK64's 'cheating' opponents will 
welcome the level of advanced AI displayed by DKR's 
protagonists - it's actually possible to pull away from the 
rest of the pack and not find yourself immediately 
overtaken by them should a momentary loss of speed 
result from scraping a tree. Here every character seems 
to react to their surroundings in a far more convincing 
fashion - very probably a factor that was consciously 
Implemented during development. 

Admittedly, apart from the significant introduction of 
the adventure element into a racing title, there is little In 
DKR that represents genuine originality. Yet what it 
manages to achieve as a complete package is markedly 
better than what it imitates and as such, oneplayer DKR is 
everything Mario Kart 64 should have been. For £ 
once, Nintendo has been beaten at its own game. 

Edge rating: 

Nine out of ten 

The lNittle area.s, either In two or 
fouoplaye< ...... (.bo ••• od contft). 
prove a very enjoyable experience 
os ploY"" '" to boot .. ch other 

SpendinC time expIorIn, the ,a .. e's 
central area before eRterin, any of , 
the WOI1ds is surprisinclr enjoyable 
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Blade Runner 

McCoy is captured by the Repllcants in 
a scene above the Bradbury Hotel that 
mirrors the movie's finale. Many 
Kene5 either evoke memories of the 
movie or reproduce them outriCht 

FMV sequences may be regarded as 
superfluous by many, but ifs hard 
not to be impressed by some of the 
finest character detail and 
animation around. Audio Is, 
Incredibly, Just as well realised 

~ 
Ithough It hasn't suffered the volume of 

... hyperbole usually reserved for titles of this 
Importance, Blade Runner nevertheless has 

much to live up to, Not only have gamers been waiting for 
more than a decade for a faithful interpretation of the 
sci-fi classic, but Westwood's recent glories have also 
upped expectations to dizzying heights. A run-of-the-mill 
licence sporting some impressive FMV simply won't do. 

That the developer has opted for a point-and-cllck 
adventure structure comes as some relief. Certainly this is 
a title packed to bursting with rendered cut-scenes, most 
recreating the scenes from the big screen with 
astonishing accuracy. But they are by no means the 
highlight here. Rather it's the strength of the scripting, the 
versatile power of the realtime graphics engine, and the 

constant mlrronng of themes from the movie that firmly 
establish Blade Runner as a real cutting-edge expenence 

SOme will view the conventional nature of the 
adventure format as something of a cop out, but any 
other approach would ineVitably lean toward the dreaded 
interactive mOVie, or - arguably far worse - the tired old 
platform game treatment. And crucially the game deviates 
far from the normal adventure, focusing on detective 
work rather than cliched puzzle SOlving. This not only 
evokes the detective noir elements of the film, but also 
affords westwood the opportunity to include fully 
interactive technology from the film - namely the ESPER 
computer and the Voigl-Kampff test. 

These two elements are essential to progress in the 
game, with the ESPER machine enabling the plaVer to 

The nature of the charaders' ceneration means that thet can look. tad roup up close - but perfedly 
presentable when viewed from these distances. The bac grounds, meanwhife, are never less than magnificent 

• 
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analyse ptlOlographic evidence, zooming right in without 
loss of detail and even locating vital visual clues by 
making the images almost 3D. It works in an almost 
Identical fashion to Its cinematic counterpart, right down 
to the way it looks and sounds. Like so many of the 
game's elements, it feels so right. The Voice Kampff 
sequence is equally well implemented, its combination of 
stress-inducing questions and retinal examination helping 
to reveal whether suspects are human or merely 
'humanoid' Rephcants, Blade Runner fans will even 
recognise several famihar lines of questioning. 

Much of the two-and-a-half-year development time 
has obviously been spent ensuring the in-game visuals 
are just as evocative as the cut scenes. Although the 
backgroundS have the detail of prerendered images, there 
are several traCking shots where the camera swoops 
Mwn througn a scene, and each location also possesses 
all manner of realtime tricks. Key amongst these is the 
use of lighting and atmospheric effects, bringing Ridley 
SCOII'S trademark high-contrast style to life through the 
use of roving beams, shafts of light filtering through 
rotating fans, and much smoke rising from the gutters. 
Every scene is either in shadow or lit by some flashing 
neon sign, all of which has some effect on the characters 
as they explore the environment. It appears to have been 
achieved by using light-sourced voxels, which has the 
unfortunate side effect of severe pixellation when 
characters get close, but provided they keep their 
distance, Blade Runner boasts some of the most 
convincing realtime scenes yet seen on a PC 

And yet Blade Runner doesn' t feature Deckard, 
Harrison Ford's character in the film . Instead the player is 
given contrOl of MCCOY, a new recruit to the Blade Runner 
unit, who aside from his rookie status and a less sombre 
demeanour, mirrors Harrison Ford in a suspicious number 
of ways. Not only is MCCoy given to wearing a long brown 
coat and severely cropped hair, he's also given the task of 
tracking down and 'retiring' a gang of escaped Replicants 
who, as In the movie, have returned illegally to Earth in an 
attempt to cheat their programmed-in four-year lifespan. 

The reasons for using a new protagonist are obvious, 
but it does raise some sticky questions - such as why so 
many characters, scenes and situations are identical to 
those found In Deckard's own case, when the two stories 
supposedly dovetail. MCCoy is also rather less interesting 
that his COlleague, his dialogue hitting a lighter tone that 
sometimes sounds utterly out of place in the Blade 
Runner world. The age-old problem of combining an 
intelligent filmic script within the context of a freefrom 
adventure environment also creates the inevitable 
glitches, with conversations being purely context
sensitive (although players do get to alter MCCOy'S overall 

KIA, another piece of detective technology from the 
movie, stores and sorts dues ready for analysis 

T1te movie's ESPfR machine. capable of renderln, 
photo detail In 1P space. Is faithfully reaeated 

mood) and coming a little ungtued when there's no 
essential dialogue to deliver. 

Such criticisms hardly seem relevant when weighed 
up against the rich gameplaying experience offered by 
Blade Runner, however. The emphasis on real detective 
work, the emotional resonance of Replicant hunting 
(players can even elect to SWitch sympathies, aiding and 
abetting the quest to extend their short lifespan), and the 
sheer power of the script prOVide an experience far more 
Individualistic than the format would suggest. 

Special mention must also go to the work that's gone 
into making this a less-than-linear experience. Granted, 
there are still a number of predefined plot strands to work 
through. But with all but two of the Replicants randomly 
chosen from a possible 1 S suspects for each new game, 
and code to give every in-game character the ability to 
move around and make rudimentary decisions for 
themselves, there's a real sense that events are unfolding 
in a semi-random, realtime manner, It's even poSSible to 
miss out key events completely if McCoy isn't in the right 
place at the right time. 

Such dedication to pushing forward the boundaries of 
adventure gaming is admirable, particularly in a title 
existing in the traditionally vapid world of the movie 
spin-off. Some problems with combining interactivity and 
storytelling remain, but then it's hard to see how 
Westwood could have overcome such obstacles given the 
breadth and scope of its ambitions. Most importantly 
Blade Runner gets il right where It matters, in the level of 
tension, enjoyment and satisfaction it delivers as players 
work their way through the world first brought to life by 
director Ridley Scott and his team of visual futurists all 
those years ago. AS befits its name, Blade Runner is a 
cutting edge piece of software as well as a £ 
stunning slice of pseudo-film noir. 

Edge rating : 

Nine out of ten 
Blade RUllner bikes the tired polnt
and-dlck adventure lame format 
and elevates it to a new level 

.1 
Format: PC CD-ROM Publisher: Virgin Interac Ive Entertainment Developer: Westwood Studios Price: £35 Release: Out now 
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The Curse of Monkey Island 

The attention to det.1I on even map 
saeens such as these Is astoundlnc 
- the clouds are wonderfulty drawn 

'< 

Variation between licht and dark adds 
much to the atmosphere of scenes 

F
ive years on from the second Monkey Is/and 
game and LucasArts, minus the original creator 
of the series, Ron Gilbert, has released a third 

instalment. Strange (or typical) for an industry so devoid 
of fresh ideas that no pirate games are released for years, 
then two turn up at once - first psygnosis' OVerboard! and 
now The Curse of Monkey Is/and. But while OVerboard! 
had both the challenge and the luxury of being a new 
product, this title has an enviable reputation to live up to. 

The Curse of Monkey Island remains faithful to the 
conventions of its point-and-click adventure ancestry, 
while visually outstripping many traditional television 
cartoons. Make no mistake, this game is a graphical 
delight from beginning to end. And with the prOliferation 
of titles making exclusive use of 3D, it's a refreshing 
change to be confronted by The Curse of Monkey Island's 
highly stylised hand-drawn characters and baCkdrops, Just 
as it was when Yoshi's Island was released on the SNES. 
Wtlile the main characters retain the classic cartoon trait 
of being flat shaded against the backdrops, many of the 
usable objects are now drawn to the same standard as 
the scenery. This Quality is a step forward for the genre, 
making interactIOn With objects less obvious, although it 
can also complicate the solution of puzzles. Discovering 
items can often be a matter of waving the pointer around 
the screen until the name of an object or person appears, 
revealing that It was deSigned WIth the speCific intention 
of being collected, pUShed, examined or talked to. 

As With the other games In the series, The Curse of 
Monkey Island's strongest asset is rts humour. Few 
videogames that have been created as deliberately funny 

71te Curse 0' Monkey Island is hichly referentiaL 
with characters from past adventures resurfadnc 

titles have really worked (although Edge can recall some 
that have succeeded unintentionally). As players guide 
hero Guybrush Threepwood around the wonderfully 
stylised pirate world, it becomes clear that - contrary to 
popular opinion - western design teams do have the 
ability to populate a fictional world with strong, distinctive 
characters. The level of wit IS maintained right through to 
the options screen, which has a dimmed checkbox 
offenng 'Enable 3D acceleration'. Clicking on this reveals 
a 'We were only kidding' message, a second time gives 
'No, really, there's no 3D acceleration in this game', a 
third 'You can click all you want, it won't do anything'. 

Interadlon Is entirely a polnt-and-dlu. affair. Atthouch text lines are shown here. both those and the In-came 
speech are switchable_ While fun at first. the came has ItttIe replay interest. and feels slichtly dated at times 

I Fo,mat PC CO-ROM Publlshe, 

~ 

lucasArts Developer: In-house Price: £35 Release: Out now 
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Guybrush Threep.ood MUst licht these lamps in 
the correct order to reYeIIl an 'X marks the spor 

While details like this are nothing special in 
themselves, by filling the game world with them LucaSArts 
has created a uniquely post-modern experience. In 
another section it appears that Threepwood has died, and 
a bystander comments, 'Funny, I didn't think you could 
die in l ucasArts adventure games.' The credits roll, 
before it becomes clear that the game is far from over. 
Characters in Curse have a Slmpsons-esque awareness of 
American culture and the fact that they're in a game. 

unfortunately, in its quest to create fill The Curse of 
MonKey Island with humour, LucasArts has failed to pay 
enough attention to the puzzles. Straightforward tasks 
have never been a staple of the Monkey Island games, but 
some of those in Curse are too oblique. lucasArts has 
also attempted to include action sections in the game, the 
first two playing well, but the third, in which the player 
lurches around the ocean in a pirate ShiP, being risible. 

After Broken Sword 2, playing through Curse often 
proves frustrating, even allowing for the conundrums 
being intentionally odd. When Threepwood is caught in 

• 

--

After Guybrush outs.uIrb this obnodous lemonade seller. the diminutive con .. an retums as a 
seUer of havy weaponry. All of the In-came characters encountered are equally well desiped 

quicksand, with no indicatIOn as to how to escape, the 
eventual solution is so Illogical that it can only be reached 
by trying every object In hiS inventory with every other. 
But as l ucasArts' own press release states, 'How can you 
not like a game that includes funny pirates, vegetarian 
cannibals and a guy named Snugglecakes?' For £ 
some gamers, that may indeed be enough. 

Ed ge rat ing: 
Eight out of ten 

At one point the hero pts Involved in 
a duelUnl banjo contest (left). which 
boils down to • simple test of memory 
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Crash Bandicoot 2 

The Jack of new gameplay features 
.in this sequel Is quite shCKking. 

. 'RoIling boulders have been replaced 
by Clant snowballs (above). Snooze 

Clockwise from top left: Crash runs 'out of the screen in a bid to 
evade an angry polar bear; another arctic inhabitant makes its 
intentions dear; the old school horizontal-sualling sedions 
remain intad; Likewise. so do the jungle settings of the original 

m!j ith one hit platformer under its belt, It was 
inevitable that US codeshOp Naughty Dog would 
be tempted by the easy money of sequelsvllle, 

so it's no real surprise to see the mindless marsupial 
reprise his role as a Sonic/Mario wannabe in what rates 
as one of sony's biggest hopes for Christmas. 

crash Bandicoot 2 is, if anything, even more 
handsome than its predecessor, thanks to a variety of 
new scenic themes and some impressive, though subtle 
effects. Whenever Crash warps his way to a new level, for 
instance, he beams in, 'Star Trek'· like; similarly, his arch
enemy's congratulatory messages are conveyed by an 
exceptionally effective shimmering hologram projected by 
a circling, hovering camera 

The colourful jungle graphics of the original have also 
been surpassed thanks to a much-needed mixture of 
styles: pastel ice levels, murky sewer scenes and deep 
space stages now all vy for the player's attention (true, 
their themes are dog-tired in themselves, but their 
appearance alone is worth note). 

One of the biggest drawbacks of the original was its 
linear structure and obtuse save system, whereby bonus 
rounds had to be found and completed before a save was 
awarded. However, in the heat of play, the bonus tokens 
were easily missed and the player lost both his life and 
substantial progress - sometimes having to restart from 
the level before last. 

Thankfully, the level select has been vastly impmved 
for the sequel, using a system in which the 25 main 
stages are split into groups of five, each accessible from a 
central warp room. Stages can be played and re-played in 
any order, though all five must be completed before 
Crash faces an intermediate boss and, when successful, 
the next warp room . 

Play follows the furrow ploughed by the first crash: 

the 3D platform levels are divided between the same 
styles as before, with side-scrolling, plus moving 'into' 
and 'out of' the screen stages. 

As well as the typical horizontal-scrolling sections, 
there are levels where crash runs into the screen, 
performing the usual array of platform gags, or piggy
backing his way through the stage on the back of a polar 
bear cub (replacing the hog from the original gamel. 

Once a warp room is reached, he also gets to run 
toward the player, chased by Indiana Jones-style rolling 
boulders or the aforementioned polar bear cub's dad - an 
impressively monstrous creature. 

In each level, Crash's main objective is to find a 
specia l gem, thOugh apples can be collected (a la Mario 
COins) to top up lives, together with witch doctor masks 
providing a one-hit defence, plus bonus life tokens. 

And if all this sounds horribly familiar, that's no 
surprise: Naughty Dog has - seemingly - used the same 
engine as before, added some new creatures, different 
graphics and fiddled with the level structure. Admittedly, 
its designers have added a hOst of secret sections to task 
the more seasoned platformer, but it's all very much a 
case of 'more of the same' (to the point where the lack of 
imagination on show is almost laughable). Which is fine 
for those whO adored the fi rst game (and they are 
significant in number), and even better for players who 
liked the original but grew frustrated by its shortcomings 

However, it's a year down the line and Crash 
Bandicoot already seems rather tired. It was never the 
most original of titles first time around, and the 
remarkable lack of innovation in the sequel £ prevents any wholehearted recommendation. 

Edge rating : 
SIX out of ten 

• I Format Playstatlon Publisher: SCEE Developer: Naughty Dog Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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Pandemonium 2 

When the camera swivels around impressively, u 
it does durin, the over-intimate view of farcus 
here, it occasionally commits the cardinal sin of 
adively interfering with the gameplay. Bad news 

rn espite the fact that Nikki, Pandemonium's I previously tomboYish_female character, has_been 
remodelled as the ultimate post-Lara Croft uber

game babe, the rea l bimbo here is the game itself. 
perhaps more than any other game in recent years, 
Pandemonium 2 defines the epithet 'style over content' . 

unfortunately, this was exactly the criticism most 
often levelled at its predecessor, yet Crystal Dynamics 
hasn't simply ignored the problem - instead, it has 
exacerbated it. In many respects this is understandable, 
as Pandemonium was an unqualified success, pa rticularly 
among less experienced gamers who were perfectly 
content to play a pretty but pretty vacant game. 

The faults that undermine an admittedly impressive 
game engine are considerable. Its principal problem is 

one that simply shouldn't be present in a tit le Sharing 
shelf space with super Mario 64: the leap of faith. 

At this stage in the development of the platform game 
players just shouldn't be presented with an apparent 
impasse which can only be overcome by Jumping into thin 
air and hoping for the best. Yet far too often in 
Pandemonium 2 this proves to be the case. 

The game's structure is less specifically irritating but 
similarly shallow, with linear, far-from-mentally
challenging sections to negotiate. There is a key-and-door 
shape to the game, but the fact that players discover a 
key just before they stumble upon a door instantly does 
away with any satisfaction. Ultimately, then, all that's left 
is a simplistic left-to-right platform experience. But what 
about the stunning environments and that swooping, 
dynamic camera? 

True, the environments are more impressive and 
colourful still than their predecessors, but the 
hyperactive, show-off camera can cause problems. 
Impressive as its pans, looms and sweeps are, the fact 
that they often interfere with even Pandemonium 2's 
unambitious gameplay simply proves the point So much 
effort has been put into the look of this game that not 
only has little attention been paid to overall design, but 
the camera is allowed to meddle with the a!l-important 
gameplay, by either pulling in too tight for players to be 
able to see Jumps or panning out epically so that 
movements become difficult to Judge 

All this is ironic considering that Crystal Dynamics also 
has a hugely promiSing free-roaming 3D title, Gex: Enter 
the Gecko., in the works, which proves that the £ 
company IS qUite capable of better than thiS. 

Edge rating : 

Five out of ten 

I Format: Play"a"on Publisher: BMG In'.racnv. Developer: crys'al Dynamics Price £45 Release: Du' now 

The game streamlines the distinctive 
charader designs of the original 

Rotating sections fail to deviate from 
the left-right formula (top). There's 
no denying that the game throws up 
some stunning scenes (above) 
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Cool Boarders 2 Killing Session 

Cool BOtIrden Z is much faster than 
the origin.l. while the deslp of the 
courses is also Improved. Clttchlnc Is 
very much In evidence. unfortunMely. 
The snow-spray effect which follows 
the boIirds Is pretty we.k. too 

The tricks in Cool BOtIrftn Z hue 
been more suc:cessfully Intep.ted 
those of the first c .... e. fortunMely 

m eleased in the UK in February this year, the 
• original Cool Boarders was little more than a 

shameless cash-in on the snowboarding craze. 
Inspired by Namco's almost-as-weak arcade game, Alpine 
Surfer, Cool Boarders wouldn't have looked out of place 
running on sega's 32X. The game appeared part 
complete, receiving a generous six out of ten in E42. 
weighed down by glitChy graphics, ill-conceived design, 
and downright terrible music, Cool Boarders still held a 
strange appeal for fans of the sport. 

Thankfully, developer UEP-Systems has realised the 
error of (some of) its ways. It has made significant 
improvements to the structure of the game for this sequel 
(beyond mere ly lumbering it with the sad tag 'Killing 
Session'). By introducing radical new concepts such as a 
twoplayer mode, CPU-controlled opponents, and near· 
listenable music, UEP has sharply dragged Cool Boarders 
into the realms of acceptability. 

The best aspect of the original was the inclusion of 
tricks for the player to learn and perfect. Cool Boarders 2 
builds on this well, adding many more jump opportunities 
to the new tracks, plus a halfpipe designed purely for 
scoring points from stunts. Actually executing the tricks is 
a matter of pulling off various button combinations, which 
are usefully shown during loading screens. Practising 
these is the only sure-fire way to succeed in the game, 
and performing some of the more spectacular moves is a 
surprisingly satisfying experience. 

In-game visuals still leave much to be desi red, lading 
so much that is taken for granted in the current wave of 
PlayStation software. Glitching is still prevalent on all 
courses, although a reasonable sense of speed is 
conveyed. Characters still suffer from a paltry pOlygon 
count, and the snow is still decidedly angular. Meanwhile, 
the number and quality of courses has dramatically 
increased, with one featuring snowbound vehicles to 

-

jump over. The front-end is now far more inviting, 
featuring graffitied tags for the various option buttons. 
Music, meanwhile, includes hip-hop tracks, a big leap 
forward from the strict plod rock of the original game. 

With winter sports games undergoing something of a 
resurgence this season, several tit les are about to be 
released on various formats. While by no means premier 
among them, Cool Boarders 2 is a marked improvement 
over its predecessor, and shou ld please snowboarding 
PlayStation owners. Ultimately, though, Edge can't help 
feeling that this is merely the game Cool Boarders £ 
should have been the first time out. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

The split-screen option is euctly wlm: Cool 
Boarders WIIS orl,ln.lly laddna:. .nd It nlM well 

_I Form~t: PlayStation Pub lisher: SCEI Developer: UEP-Systems PrICe V5,800 (£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 
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TOCA Touring Car 
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As with most racing titles. different views of the exdtinl track action are de ripeur. with the 
'head cam' mode (right) proving the most convindng exa.pIe of a flrstperson view yet seen in 
a motor radng game, as the camera sways around. reacting to the car's handling on the track 

IIiii 'i .Mlt:aII i1llil 

Crashing against other cars or 
stationary objects (top) will result in 
realtime car body work defonnation 

'. 

T
he market gap for a PlayStation touring car game 
has now been filled courtesy of CodeMasters. 
The transition has been a successful one, With 

TOCA Touring Car Championship capturing the 
competitive nature of its real-life counterpart with 
aplomb. All eight circuits of the 1997 season are present 
in accurately modelled form, together with the 16 cars 
from the eight official teams, plus different weather 
effects, as well as the usual Single race, championship, 
time trial. and split-screen twoplayer modes. 

---
-~ -' ... -, '-' ..... 
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The radng action in roCA is relentless, with cars 
constlintly fighting to improve their track position 
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TOCA's only problem lies in the rough appearance of 
its graphics. Players accustomed to the detailed look of 
F1 '97, for example, will frown at TOCA's comparatively 
blocky visuals (although they should feel at home With the 
amount of POP-Up), but the speed and smoothness of the 
proceedings is more than likely to get them smiling again. 

Yet what it loses to psygnosis' racer in terms of 
graphics, it certainly makes up in playability. TOCA races 
are far more exciting affairs, with cars continuously 
swapping position as they bump and slipstream their way 
past each other, meaning the outcome of the race is 
never certain until the chequered flag is out 

The car physics, too, is particularly impressive, with 
vehicles handling intuitively at all times, whether on the 
fast-paced Silverstone or the technically demanding 
Brands Hatch circuit. Rarely has a racing game conveyed 
such a feeling of being in the actual car, particularly in 
'head cam' mode, where players experience the action 
from the driver's viewpoint, witnessing the cars in front 
jostl ing for position and taking drastic avoiding action 
should one of them lose control on the track surface 
Should this prove impossible, players will soon be 
admiring the game's rea ltime damage feature which has 
windows shattering, body panels deforming, and bumpers 
and bonnets littering the track after brutal collisions 
Indeed, the racing is so close and competitive that 
surviving a whole race unscathed is unlikely. 

There is currently no other racing game on the 
PlayStation displaying such levels of playability and sheer 
excitement. Only disappointing visuals prevent £ 
TOCA from earning a higher mark 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten __________ 1 Format PlayStatlon Pub!;sher: CodeMasters Developer: In -house Price: £4S Release: Out now 
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Test Drive 4 

Test Drive .. features a grellt selection of dassic motors. although In !'Hllty "par's XJ:no would 
have no difficulty out-runninc aRdent muscle cars such as these. In the cante it is often ill strvute 

~., ." ,.~.~ ...... . 
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On completinc staces, the player is 
rewarded with four hidden cars, 
including this pumped-up Viper 

... The tunnel sections feature some 
atmospheric lighting effects 

r!1 
ny gamer who owned an Atari 5T or Amiga will 

... more than likely recall the Test Drive series. Built 
around the well-identified premise that 

simulating famous sports cars, such as Porsche's 911 and 
Ferrari's F40, on home computers would make for 
popular title, the games were immensely popular. Test 
Drive 4 carries on the theme, featuring a range of old and 
new autos (ten standard and four bonus), from the 5helby 
Cobra to the Jaguar XJ220. 

PitbuU Syndicate, an offshoot of Reflections, the 
creator of the Destruction Derby games, is the team 
behind the fourth incarnation of Test Drive. The original 
games suffered from oeing an over-ambitious concept on 
under-powered hardware. Today's hardware has given 
Test Drive 4 the chance to shine, and the game's graphics 
bear comparision to thOse of its contemporaries well 
While the frame rate is nothing to write home about, the 
level of detail is gOOd, with boats on passing rivers, planes 
in the sky, and lighting effects on the cars. 

But while Test Drive 4 may be visually satisfying, the 
game itself leaves much to be desired. Poor attention to 
design detail causes some jarring moments such as black 
skidmarks being left on grass, plus it is missing the 
usually standard option to change the colour of the cars. 
Pitbull has also failed to include twoplayer support 
beyond playing through a link. 

More serious are the basic flaws in gameplay. 
Although the action supposedly takes place on 'real' 
roads, with all the hazards that entails - on-coming traffic, 
crossroads, etc - there is no indication of tight bends (as 
found on real roads), leading to many frustrating, slow
motion crashes which often drop the player from first to 
fifth or e>;oen sixth. Additionally, while there is a difference 
between the handling of the cars, it runs no deeper than 
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good or bad, and owes rather too much to the 
Destruction Derby games. Most frustrating of all is the 
traffic that occasionally crosses the road, causing 
unavoidable (and race-losing) crashes. 

However, it is possible to create some decent, 
controllable powerslides, and the sensation of speed is 
well communicated. Ulti mately, though, Test Drive 4 is a 
shallow experience - an accusation that could also be 
levelled at the original games. 

With the rumbling masses of quality racing and driving 
games looming ever larger, any new example needs to be 
exceptional to stand out. By trading on little more than its 
name, Test Drive 4 proves itself a game of the old £ 
school. And in this instance that's not a plus point. 

Edge ratin g: 

Six out of ten 

While very dramatic. high-speed powerslides like 
this are hardly fittinC for a 'simulation' title I Forma\; Play Station PublISher Electronic Arts Developer : PitbulI Syndicate Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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uprising 

Attacks against the enemy are aided by back-up 
unib. induding bombers (left) and blnks (right) 

[i] ther than Westwood's own new expansion disk I for Red Alert, ese reproductions proliferate in 
the form of Dark colony, Dark Reign and Total 

Annihilation (to name merely a few). But with westwood 
itself acknowledging the need to move on from the genre 
- the next ese game is said to be 'different' - realtime 
strategy games are demanding a shake-up. And Studio 
300's uprising provides just that. 

Similar in style to Activision's forthcoming Battlezone 
{ES2), uprising takes the strategy elements from cse and 
places them in a firstperson context. This dramatically 
increases the feeling of involvement, as the player now 
commands units directly from the heat of battle. 

Set in a standard futuristic universe, the chief aim of 
the game is to establish 'Citadels' at predetermined 
points around the map, with combat directed from and 
fought in a 'Wraith' tank. Around the Citadels a variety of 
support systems can be built. Power plants draw energy 
from the chosen mission's planet (whiCh then magically 
converts into cash), while the four support divisions
tanks, infantry, air assault vehicles, and bombers - can be 
called into battle at any point, achieved simply by aiming 
at enemy targets and pressing a function key. This 
simpl icity is the core of UpriSing's appeal, although later 
missions can become fairly hectic as the Wraith and 
Citadels come under simultaneous attack. Long-term 
interest is maintained through being able to upgrade 
weapons, troops and Wraith through cash gained from 
power plants and mission rewards. Enemy strength also 
increases as the player works through levels. 

With a 3Dfx card in place, uprising generates smooth 
and believable worlds. Some set pieces, such as bombers 
grumbling overhead before scattering their payloads on 
opposing bases, are fantastic. Background music is as 

If only everything was as easy as building strudures in Uprising - massive container ships 
simply drop them from the sky. accompanied by a deep droning tone as they pass by overhead 

convincing as any HOII'f'Nood sci-fi movie, featuring 
dramatic orchestral sweeps and rumbles. Also, during 
battle, various radio messages cut in, which while not 
especially original, add to the overall ambience. 

While seasoned gamers may remember the 16bit 
Carrier Command offering similar fare, uprising'S 3D 
strategy/combat mix is a refreshing change in today's 
climate. As separate halves in each of its constituent 
genres, uprising would be little more than competent. By 
drawing the two together, though, it's a satisfying whole 
that suffers only from repetitive level design. A £ 
definite step towards the future of wargaming, then. 

Ed ge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

ClbIdels hue to be built at specific 
sites (above). The player can then 
control these as gun turrets 

While Uprising is never visually spectacular. even when running with a lOb card in elace. ib frame rate 
remains high and smooth. And. in strid gaming terms. few strategy titles are as intu tlve to leam and play I Format: PC Publisher: Studio 300 Developer, cyclone Studios Price £3S Release Out now 
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Sonic R 

Sonic. deMonstr.t:es Travele(l 'ales' s.tum expertise. Sonk ' .... ·11 __ desIp is COInplemented 
by ... impressive array of colourful tntck futures, such as a plnNl t.w. (DYe). SonIc • ....,. h.w 
arrived loa late to "'e the Satum a conteIMIe" but uIstInc: owners" appndMe it resatdless 

. Knuckles In Sonk Kt novel 'tac' 
Mode. So far, all have eluded him ... 

n ike Sonic 3D and Manx TT before it, Sonic R is an 
alliance of Sega design and the skills of an 
external codeshop. While Sonic Team has 

dedicated its resources to the promising Burning Rangers. 
UK-based development house Traveller's Tales has been 
busy making the deSigns of Yuji Naka et al a vibrant, 
technically impreSSive reality. 

If imitation really is the sincerest form of flattery, 
perhaps that explains the perpetually rosy state of Mario's 
cheeks, Bucking the almost distasteful current trend of 
'borrowing' from Nlntendo, however, sega has marked 
Sonic's 'true' Saturn debut by creating an unusual. 
off-beat racer, Sonic R features five tracks, eight 
characters and a number of different gameplay modes. 
including the almost prerequisite twoplayer option. Its 
courses, hOwever, differ from the linear norm by offering 
numerous alternative routes. The choice of sega's 
signature character allows for many paths to be taken 
but, say, with Robotnik at centre stage, water is no longer 
a hazard. By this coin, character selection is rather more 
than a choice of which cartoon backside to follow. 

Dedicated followers of sega fashions will lament 
Sonic R's arguably late release . Had it arrived for the 
format two years ago, console history could be, at the 
very least, subtly different. The reason? Sonic R is a visual 
experience par excellence by Saturn standards. Utilising a 
'fade in' technique - maligned by some but virtually 
indistinguiShable during play - SR almost eliminates 
pop·up and clipping, the modern-day 32bit equivalents of 
colour clash. Each course is well designed, their features 
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sharp, colourful and crisp in definition. Rarely before has 
a Saturn title offered such polished aesthetics. 

Each Sonic R course can be completed in a number 
of different ways. As well as the traditional accolades for 
first place, players can also gain credit for collecting a 
Chaos Emerald. These are hidden behind doors that 
remain resolutely locked until SO rings are collected but, 
challengingly, are only 'kept' after a race should the 
player finish first. Finally, In order to collect secret 
characters, there are five special icons to collect. After 
finishing in the top three with these in possession, a 
one-an-one race with an up-far-grabs competitor ensues. 

Sadly, for the dedicated gamer, Sonic R offers little In 
the way of rewarded challenge. Collecting the Chaos 
Emeralds and secret characters isn't markedly difficult, so 
the longevity of the Sonic R package, on paper, lies in the 
strength of its time trial and multiplayer modes. 
Surprisingly, this is not entirely the case. Sonic R does 
have a high replay value, simply because the variety of 
routes on each course encourages exploratory play, 
followed by a desire to 'perfect' each track. 

Ultimately, it is the lack of courses that prevents 
Sonic R from becoming the seminal outing its gameplay 
and visuals build such solid foundations for. But if there's 
any game capable of reconciling Saturn owners after the 
disappointment of Sega Touring Car Championship, £ 
this is certainly it. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

I 'mmat; Saturn Publisher: sega Developer: Sonic Team/Traveller's Tales Price: £45 Release: December 
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Sega Touring Car Championship 

I" 1,1!f1 

Atterutive decor for Tourin, Cars vehides is just one of its Many extras. FroM an Intemet-based 
wortd dUi_pions hip to secret trilcks, this depth is Sildty not supported by polished ,ameplay 

Chilmpionship winners are 
determined by total times ill the 
end of three races, as in the coin-op 

~ 
any gamers had high hopes for sega Tourmg Car 
Championship, following. as it does, the 
remarkable sega Rally. The (perhaps natural) 

assumption by those who played disappointing demos at 
the Tokyo Game Show and E3 was that sega would, with 
the final build, come up with the gooos. 

sadly, the release version of Tourmg Car is almost 
identical to the visually raw and decidedly flawed alpha 
version. Disregarding, for a moment, its poor appearance 
and variable frame rate, Sega commits a cardinal sin by 
utilising context·senSltlve steering in a game many 
assumed would follow the sega Rally 'powershde' 
handling model. Thus, it's possible 10 struggle to align a 
car on a straight while, approaching a corner, the vehicle 
is suddenly capable of remarkably tight turns. Is this 
laZiness on the pari of Sega, a simplified control method 
as a side effect of hUrried development, or an unusual 
creative decision? Regardless, it's a move sure to alienate 
videogame purists, supposedly Sega's current target 
audience for the Saturn. 

Further comparisons with Sega Rally are inevitable - it 
is, after all. the benchmark by which all Saturn racing 
games are judged. But in every possible category of a 
head· to-head test, the results are unfavourable for 
Touring Car, despite the two years between the titles. 

But, for all its faults, Touring Car is perhaps Ofle of the 
fastest racing games available on any format. This sense 
of speed is enhanced by an effective engine sample - the 
sensation of acceleratIOn is unique and worthy of credit. 
But Touring Car's frame rate is not constant; its engine 
Isn't averse to Shifting to a lower gear without prior 
warning. The praiseworthy speed is handicapped by 
slowdown, making the handling of the various vehicles a 
rather imprecise art. Again, gaming purists will find this 
rather off·putting. 

Touring Car boasts five tracks, three available from 
first play, two secret. But these courses are rather short 
and, to be frank, visually poor. With other Saturn tlUes 
boasting impressive 3D performance - notably 'Sonic R, 
Duke Nukem, and Quake - STCC is an almost amateurish 
contrast, reminiscent of the many disappOinting thirdparty 
PlayStatioo ports available for sega's machine. Grainy 
textures and polygon warping contribute to its poor 
appearance. How can sega sell the Saturn this Christmas 
on the strength of a game that, visually, doesn't come 
close to rivalling the two-year·old sega Rally? The £ 
answer? It can't. 

Edge rating : 

Five out often I :ormat: Saturn PubliSher: sega Developer In·house Price: £4S Release: Out now 
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All Japan Pro Wrestling 

Competitors can leave the rinl - of their own 
volition or otherwise - to continue the fldrt 
outside. There .re spedflc moves .v .... ble for this 

[;) 

layers' immediate opinions of a game are 
• determined by the kinaesthetic check - that is, 

the feeling that a title either feels 'right' or 
'wrong'. Such a simple intuition influences much of 
everyday life and, With the exception of the wrestling 
fanatic, will deliver a mixed verdict on All Japan Pro 
wrestling Featuring Virtua. 

While AJPWFV is undoubtedly a poliShed and slick 
representation of its oft-derided and ridiculed (yet 
curiously popular) subject matter, Its development was 
not aided by a large selection of past titles to replicate or 
improve upon. Most genre avenues are explored on an 
almost weekly basis With the release of a new fighting or 
driving game, but wrestling - a CUriOUS and little-seen 
offshoot of the beat 'em up category - has naught but 
second-rate releases In Its history. 

sega assuredly knows how to design combat games, 
so it comes as no surprise that, With AJPWFV, il has 
elected to utilise a controt method based on the tried
and·tested Virtua Fighter system. While the A button can 
provide a limited array of immediate attacks, B - in close 
proximity to an opponent - engages combatants in a 
grapple. From this position players access moves With 
directional and button combinatJOns, more complex throws 
and attacks predictably requiring Intncate 'pad-paWIng. 

Such a control method seems lacking when present in 
a game without the immediacy of, say, VF3 or Dead or 
AlIVe. Indeed, it could be argued thatAJPWFV has 
something In common with sony's PaRarappa the Rapper 
- button combinations are performed on cue in a manner 
Sunny Funny would no doubt find eerily familiar, while the 
SOl50 nature of its grapples make the game an almost 

AlPi¥FVs flpters.re superbly .nlmated, despite their 
over-ample tlrth. Another I"aphlcal triumph for Sq:a 

turn-based experience at times. 
Further play reveals depth beneath AJPWFVs 

seemingly shallow exterior. but the previous criticisms 
remain relevant. Fortunately, it redeems itself by virtue of 
the sheer number of options it offers: AJPWFV is the 
Fighters MegaMix of wrestling games. From its detailed 
and comprehensive training mode to a comprehensive 
array of modes and characters, the game's characteristic 
attention to detail is noteworthy. 

AJPWFV is yet another Japanese release unlikely to be 
blessed with a European release simply betause, With its 
reams of text and oriental characters, a conversion would 
be too expensive considering the limited units Sega could 
sell in this territory. 

For western wrestling fans this is undoubtedly a huge 
shame as AJPWFV represents the finest videogame 
adaptation of the 'sport' ever produced, by far 
overshadowing the once-popular efforts from Acclaim, for 
example. However, if this sub-genre is to evolve further, a 
more intuitive, realistic and immediate control and £ 
gameplay system IS a prerequisite, 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Fighters MegaMix fans will feel Immediately comfortable with AlPWFVs tralnln, mode - moves are fI.shed 
on-screen. This Is.n essential st.rtlnl point shoukl players wish to Ie.m the I.me's complex multl,.rt moves I Format: Saturn PubliSher: seg. Developer: In" house Price: ' 5,800 (£30) Release: Qut now (Jap.n) 

Featuring Virtua 

In the unlikely event of an EnKllsh 
translation, the flpters will chanp 
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Dead or Alive 

Dead 0' Alive offers comHtanls an impressive number of spectacular throwing moves. H also offers Satum 
owners, for the first time, the joys of the multipart hold - the ultimate MOye for the hardened beat 'em up fa 

mead or Alive, now reaching the Saturn after a I fairly warm reception in its coin-op incarnation, 
is not quite the brazen Virtua Fighter clone It 

initially appears to be. While moves are performed with 
recogn isable key combinations and many attacks are 
lifted from sega's beat 'em up series, DOA redeems itself 
creatively through the introduction of a 'hold ' button. This 
allows for easy-ta-access counter attacks and different 
styles of defensive play. with an opponent beginning a 
kick or punCh, pressing 'A' results in a dOdge, the pushing 
away of the opponent, or a low-damage punch or kick, 
halting the original attack. 

Counters may not be an innovation per se, but their 
usage as an integral part of gameplay certainly is. A batt le 
between DOA adepts is an endless chain of feints, blocks 
and dodges - to describe it as resembling a fight in a 

C_ boA's side-on camera view shifts into dynamk views 10 accentuate the power of certain moves. And, 
as it does so, there's not a trace of flckerto behold - a truly remarkable achievement on the Satum 

DOA's training mode (left). The game's replays use 
a free-moving camera for dramatic effect (right) 

Jackie Chan movie would not be entirely inaccurate. 
Dead or Alive's hi-res, 60fps visuals will both delight 

and astound Saturn owners. With a surprising turn of 
speed, its characters move fluidly against scrolling 
backdrops With almost no trace of clipping or flicker. 
Compared to Last 8ronx's excellent yet glltchy fighters, 
Tecmo's combatants appear to be of almost arcade quality. 

unfortunately, wi th so much hardware effort 
dedicated to character depiction, DOA'S arenas are 
disappointing. A square central area is surrounded by 
glowing titles that blast the fighters into the air after a 
knockdown. This provides many opportun ities for juggling, 
but many will find It a curiously unsatisfying feature. 

Another fault is that DOA is curious ly short of 
characters. In an age where beat 'em ups boast cast lists 
well into double figures, its selection of eight ma in 
fighters and one 'boss' seems meagre, to say the least 
The design of this frugal selection is also below the 
standard of, say, those of an average capcom or Sega 
beat 'em up - DOA's fighters come across as but pale 
shadows of VF2's warriors. 

Despite Tecmo's apparent lack. of creative am lJition, 
DOA sits comfortably in the company of VF2 and Fighters 
MegaMix. As a more than worthwhi le alternative to the 
weapon-based Last 8ronx, it's a shame DOA arrived too 
late to feature on Sega Europe's Christmas release 
schedule - something that the company is no £ 
doubt lamenting, too. 

Ed ge rat ing: 

Eight out of ten 

Formal: Saturn Publisher: Tecmo Deve loper: In-house Price: 115,800 (£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 
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MDK 

On the initial release of MDK f or the PC , 

developer Shiny Entertainment claimed 
the game would never see t he light of 
day on a con sole . Now, only nine 
months later, PlayStation owners are in 
store for some of the same magic. 

Running at a fairly steady 30fps, 
MDK immerses the player In a styli sh 
future Earth scenario. Controlling the 
game's black-clad hero, Kurt, MDK 
players are committed to full-on action 
from the start. Commencing with Kurt 
plummeting head-first toward s th e 
Earth, the game is, put very simply, a 3D 
platform-shooting game. However, the 
variety in the gameplay is fantastic, 
aided in no small part by being able to 
switch to a zoomable sn iper mode (as 
reprodu ced in GoldenEye). This enables 
Kurt to launch mortars toward 
previously untouchable foes, and to pick 
others off from a great distance. Kurt 
also has a beautifully fashioned 
parachute, made up of four loops, that 
can be deployed to drift across gaps or 
ride pillars of warm air. 

MDK remains a super-polished game 
in its PlayStation incarnation, with 
heaps of original touches. Gamers bored 
of fighting and driving games really 
should consider treating themselves to 
something rather different. 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

Format PlayStatlon f>Ublfsher Interplay 
Developer Shiny Price (.s Release Out now 

Extreme-G 
Owing much to PsygnOSIS' semmal 

WlpeoUI games, fXlreme-C is a high

speed motOlcyde g~me With a he~ 

emphaSis on comb.i!t. ThIS focus on 
weaponry seems to have been at the 

e.pense of h~ndling. whICh IS 

unfortunate for a racing game. The 

bikes have an odd relationship WIth 

Ihe tracks. somet imes floating above 

rather than resting on them. leavmg 

the player feeling as though the 

action may be beyond thell control. 

Solace IS 10 be found on some of 

Ex/reme-C's better tr<lCks (espetially 

those featuring looping se<:tlons). and 

in some of the more spectaCular 

.... eapons which attach themselves 10 

the bikes. Developer Probe has also 

mcluded severa muhlpLayer modes 

(for up to four participants), although 

these can prove confUSing to play. 

with slowdown proving a problem. 

partICularly when e~plosion s ale 

littering the trads. 

Though Extfeme-C ptoves 

entertaming once players h"",e 

IIWeste<! l ime In getting used to Its 

nlJances. It'S probably best to wait for 

F-Zero X lor the definitive N64 racer. 

Ed ge r uing: 

seven out often 

Formal N6' publisher: Acclaim 
Developer Probe Pllce £60·£65 
Release Out now 

SCreamer Rally 
3D accelerator cards have proved to be valuable shots in the arm for PC 
gaming. Running Screamer Rally. Virgin Interactive's latest racer, in its 
unaccelerated version - even on a 200MMX - reveals just how true this Is. 
While by no means unplayable, the frame rate and detail levels fall to barely 
acceptable levels. However, through a 3Dfx card Screamer Rally Is very 
smooth, despite a slightly alarming amount of scenery pop-up remaining. 

leaving aside graphical details, Screamer Rally is a massively enjoyable 
racing game. With six cars on the traCk, and seven courses to career along, 
the fundamental ingredients are fine. Where developer Milestone has really 
succeeded is in imbuing Its game with great handling. Refreshingly, the cars 
actually feel as if they are attached to the tracks, and the response alters as 
the conditions change from tarmac to gravel. The overall impression Is very 
much like the progenitor of all such games, sega Rally. 

On starting the game, only three tracks are selectable, the other four 
opening up after completing championship leagues. Returning to tracks 
further in to the game reveals fog-bound and night versions of them. 
Screamer Rally also includes a spli t-screen twoplayer mode, which suffers 
no loss of speed, although the view fixes on the in-car mode. With slinky 
gameplay and a difficulty level that rises steadily as the player progresses 
through the championships, Screamer Rally has enough longterm appeal to 
make it a worthwhile purchase. 

Edae rltlna : 

Eight out of ten 

Format PC Publisher Virgin OevelOJ)l!. Milestone Price us Release: Out now 



... Rampage World Tour 
Midway's original Rampage - now available via the 

excellent MAME emu - was an unusual but repetitive 

hybrid of gamestyles. With two other monsters to fight, 

buildings to smash, and bullets to dodge, it proved 

popular in arcades largely because it lent itself to casual 

play, but also because its multiplayer aspect was 

excellent. Rampage World Tour offers more of the 

same, albeit this time with scrolling playfields. The 

'World Tour' of the title is justified by devastation in 

cities arou!'ld the globe, with the occasional 

recognisable landmart cropping up for variety's sake. 

But Rampage is Rampage, and to spot significant 

differe!'lces between the 'B6 release a!'ld this current 

title is an achievement i!'l itself. Midway can't be blamed 

for !'lot - as the phrase goes - fixing that which ain't 

brokerl in a commercial sense, but despite Rampage 

World Tour's instant appeal, it offers precious little In 

the long term. 

Edge rat ing; 

Six out of ten 

Format: Saturn Publisher: GTI Developer Midway 
Pllee £40 Release December 

TOCA Touring car Ch'ship 
Having arrived at Edge's office after the PlayStation 

game, PC TDCA proves as enthralling as Its console 

cousin. While the software translation of TOC4 fails to 

surpass the PlayStation version's roughness (see p94), 

the 3D-accelerated version excels, offering a detail level 

not found, or indeed possible, on the PlayStatlon, while 

retaining an all-important fluid frame rate. It therefore 

proves an even more realistic expellence (particularly 

with a steering wheel), the sublime playability having 

been successfully carried over. Few PC racing games 

sustain such high levels of excitement. 

Edge ratin g: 

Nine out of ten 

.• f ormaL PC Publisher: CodeMasters 
. '"Developer: In-house Price: £35 Release, Out now 

Silhouette Mirage 

For those (hopefully few) Edge 

readers unfamiliar with the Treasure 

name, Silhouette Mrrage reveals 

much about the Japanese cooeshop's 

affinity for a style of 20 excess rarely 

found on the current crop of 

consoles. Huge scaled sprites, a wide 

variety 01 eccentric end-ol-section 

bosses, and - by conservative 

western standards - bizarre assailants 

form the backbone of this latest 

relea5e. Best described as a shool 

'em up with slight platform OVeitooes, 

SM h~s an Involved 5toryhne updated 

during frequent text-based interludes, 

making a UK translauon unhkely. 

while its games fend to have a 

distinctive look ~nd feel, an all-aaion 

approach is the hallmark of a 

Treasure game. Silhouette Mrroge rs a 

frantic, polished battle through 

esoteric locations. 11 also boasts a 

number of novel features. Chief 

among these is the two-sided centra l 

charocter. Firing from the respective 

profile damages assailants that are 

either silhouette or mirage - so 

there's slrategy required in shooting. 

But, as has been the case with 

previous Treasure titles, otherwise 

absorbing play often degenerates into 

mindless button·bashing. a flaw no 

amount of scaled sprites or thoughtful 

touches can disguise. 

Edge rating: 

Six out of ten 

Formal. Saturn Publisher: Treasure 
Developer: In-house Prrce VS,SOO 
(£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 

• 
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Gettysburg 
unlike Sid Meier's Civilisation series, Gettysburg centres around a few 
days in the American Civil War. The player chooses to be either a 
confederate or a union commander, and then takes part in a series of 
encounters, directing groups of men around the muddy fields and 
valleys of middle America , In short, its appears to be a microscopic 
slice taken from a much larger and more involving whole , 

But Gettysburg is a very different game from Civilisation , By 
specialising on these key battles, Firaxis has created a pure and 
exceedingly deep war management title , The Civ control system may 
have been maintained (click on units, then click where they should go), 
but now the emphasis is on the minutiae of armed conflict, rather than 
decades of continent-wide chaos. And it soon becomes clear that 
Intense field strategy is just as complex as empire building. 

Meier has also cut back on the collateral detail. Gone are the 
trading elements, the bureaucracy, the politics; Gettysburg is purely 
concerned with combat, and uses few icons - charge, halt, skirmish, 
etc - to give the player control over soldiers. Admittedly, generals 
have their own set of Icons which can be used to move about greater 
numbers of troops, but this doesn 't compromise the overall simplicity 
of the Interface. It Is this simplicity that allows the user to concentrate 
completely on directing troops, on trying out formations and tactics, 
and on experimenting with the combat situation, without having to 
puzzle over an impenetrable minefield of keys and controls, 

Gettysburg also gets the player closer to the action. A morale bar in 
the bottom left of the screen shows how confident a selected 
regiment is, and this confidence affects its accuracy and pace in the 
field , If morale gets too low, the soldiers will run away, so the player 
can 't afford to think on a purely tactical level; measures must 
constantly be taken to keep subordinates happy, 

In short, this is an involving and thoroughly entertaining wargame. 
The graphics are primitive but functional, the scope is highly selective, 
and the subject matter is specialist, to say the least. But once players 
have mastered the basics of 19th century warfare, and have survived a 
few campaigns (there are 40 in total), they'll find that planning and 
attempting the myriad scenarios provides a greater challenge than 
many a pretender wielding a 'state-of-the-art 3D engine', very unlike 
Civilisation, then , but a very good game in its own right. 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

Format: PC Publisher ElectroniC Arts Developer: Flraxls price £35 Re lease: Out now 
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Myth: The Fallen Lords 
Myth is one of those g(lmes thllt's lust 11 tinle too clever 

for its own good. It's a realtime fant<lsy strategy game, 

which Pits the player's troops agamst ~ WIde .'IIIly of 

nasty evil types 10 a struggle between me forces of light 

and darkness. There's the expected background stOrt 

arld plot, which justifies all the carnage, but the 11',,1 

focus of Myth is on technology. 

And, prOVIded users howe ~ 3D-.Kceler(lted PC, the 

technlQl\ SIde of Myth IS stunnlfl8. The 8ame IS VIeWed 

hom M Isometric 3D VIeW, displayio8 banleflelds whICh 

ale one enormous bltlThlp image - no tiling here - that 

can be rotated, wornI'd 10 Md out and scrolled IIround 

(It leisure .. Ovef the top of this stroll me V""OUS 

"nrmated UIlltS, and the whole mlOg uses 161»t colour. 

8ad.m8 mlS up IS a p-h)'SICS model of qUite astonishing 

detail Md complexity. None of the in·game effects In 

Myth are plerendered - evertming is W'Orked out on the 

fly by the physics model, which even generates 

indMdual flakes of snow or drops of rain 

Unfortunately, ooce the player's Jaw returns to Its 

normal poSl!lOn (which lThly take some time - rt is ..el)' 

impreSSl\le), he'll come to the re~IIS<1tion that the game 

itself isn't qUite as speoal. The control system takes 

some lime 10 get to gnPs WIth, but once It is mastefed, 

there's hnle left more tNn I stlndard realtlme strategy 

game WIIhout Ihe conSUUCllon of 0051'5 and new units. 

Myth is deflOtely an abo~-<lverage effort, but It's sad to 

see tNt the hon's share of development effort has 

obviously 8001' into the technal Side. 

ed,e rltln , : 

seven out of ten 

Formll PC Publisher Eldos Developer Bungle 
Pnce £35 Release Out now 

TlIrok 
Nearly nine m0f11hs after their N64-

ownlOg compatllots (see E42), PC 

glml'fS equipped with a 30b card 

can finally get 10 expefleoce me 

dlnOSllur·e)(\ermlnating antICS of Turok 

in all its a(cell'faled glort. Anyone 

expecting a major graphical leap over 

the OflglOal might do well 10 lake a 

leality tablet, though - as smoom and 

cnsp as me 3[)..a(celerated version 

may look on the PC. other than 

slightly higher resolution there is 

nothmg here that will get N64 

devotees trembling at me knees. If 

lIOytnm& some of me aspects are 

dlsappointlrl& ...... th the same 

ludicrous ~mount of fogging evident 

In lhe conso~ ongmll making an 

unwelcome comebaock.. 

Unfortunately, while vlSUo1l1y mis 

versIOn (just) Ms the edge over me 

64bll adaptation, 11 can't hope to 

boaSI as good a control system. 

Yt/hereas players of the original had 

eYl'f)'thing OIl Of1e joypad, controlling 

Turok as he wanders around looking 

for opponents IS awkward "t best, 

with players wishing to recreate the 

oflginal's analogue control having to 

reson 10 the usual k~d and 

mouse comblnallon. 

However, olher than the 

cosmetic improvement and control 

system, me game remains 

unchanBed, giving PC owners me 

chance to revellfl TuroA;'s ei8hl 

wonderfully vast, imagmative, and 

actlon·packed levels. 

Eight out of ten 

Format PC Publlsh@r Accl.im 
Dev@loper SCUlptured Software 
(orlgl flal code: !,uana) Price: US 
Re lease Out now 

Actua soccer 2 

Inevitably, the wheel turns. ISS Pro has dated, and previous title 
holder Actua may be poised to reclaim the championship with this 
timely sequel. It's stili a choice between Konami's taut, disciplined 
team play and a much looser, almost haphazard style, but Gremlin has 
tightened its grip in ali the right places. In presentation terms, Actua 2 
makes up the lost ground, with superb stadia, impressive weather 
effects (including an outing for the orange ball), the obligatory motion 
capture (provided by Liverpool prodigy Michael Owen>. and a stunning, 
If rather too short, replay mode, complete with Sky-style ball-tracking 
line. If the players and kits don 't quite match ISS Pro's sternly angular 
teams, they are at least much improved, with detailed texture 
mapping. Meanwhile, the Importance to fans of Gremlin's willingness 
to use real names w ithout an actual license cannot be underestimated. 

In-game. It's still very much an acquired taste, but a selection of 
forgiving difficulty level s, where the CPU takes some of the control 
responsibilities, make It a much more accessible game than its 
predecessor. An inevitable progression up through the levels to 
' International ' yields more detailed control, but there are nits to be 
picked. The passes selected by the CPU aren't always the ones players 
would anticipate (or even want), for Instance, and the game cheats 
somewhat by giving attackers a consistent head start over defenders. 
Tackling, meanwhile, is slightly more difficult than It perhaps should 
be, but what do players want? Tactical acumen or rampant strikers? 
Either way, with Konaml currently updating ISS Pro, the gamer will be 
the winner In this particular game of leapfrog. 

Edge ra tl fl g: 

Eight out of ten 

Format PI'ySlltion Publisher Gremlin Develop@r In·house Pllce Us Release. Out now 



.. NFL Quarterback Club '98 
If there is one th ing that separates NFL 
Quarterback Club '98 from other 
Nintendo 64 sports si ms, it's the quality 
of its graphics. From the moment the 
players run onto the pitch , the game 
displays an astonishing graphical 
experience, making use of the N64's 
640x480 hi-res mode. Instead of blurred 
athletes sprinting around smog-bound 
pitches, therefore, the game presents 
the action in a clarity rarely evident in 
third party N64 releases. 

While the exemplary graphics and 
the wonderfully fluid animation make 
for a very pretty package, playing the 
game raises some serious questions. 
Regular armchair US football fans will 
find the usual four-button play system 
comfortably familiar but the way 
Acclaim's title coerces the gamer into 
chasing every lofted ball could prove 
too much for those used to the more 
simple (and successful) methods of 
Madden. Indeed, games can turn on 
instances of luck rather than the skill 
of the individual player. This is a 
significant problem for a title whose 
single games often last up to 40 
minutes, and it can lead to a 
considerable amount of frustration. 

However, perseverance uncovers a 
commendable sports sim underneath all 
the fancy graphics and the gloss. 

While never brilliant, then, NFL 
Quarterback Club '98 marks a welcome 
Nintendo debut for what remains 
American's number one sport. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Format N64 Publisher: Accla im Oe~e l oper: Iguana 
Price $60 (£36) Release Out now (US) 

'. 

Tomb Raider 2 
Unsurprisingly, Ihe main advantage of 

the 30ix ~er5ion of Tomb Raider :< 
o~er its PlayS talion Incarnation is in 

Ihe graphics department, with much 

improved te~tures and higher 

resolution ~jsuals. The only area in 

which the PC format suffers is in the 

control department, which cannot 

compete with the ergonomics 01 a 

PlayS(dlion ioypad. 

E~ery other asped of the 

remarkable title remains intact, 

though. ensuring that PC OWfler5 can 

witness Lara Croft grunting around 

Iheir monitors in style Ihls Christmas, 

as they no doubt did last year. 

Edge rating: 

Nine out of ten 

Format. pc publisher Eldos 
Developer Core Design Prtce £35 
Release Out now 

Armored core 
Segil's Virtual-On was a dream come 

true for many manga fans. A pure 

one-on-one battle game feilturing 

Gundam-style robot suits, Lading in 

depth but not action. This copycat 

PlilyStation title takes the concept and 

makes a much deepel game 01 It 

The key improvement is Ihe 

upgradeability 01 the robots. 

Completing missiO fls brings (ash, With 

which new weapons, legs, boosters, 

eTc, can be bought. while missions ilt 

lilst seem simple, lonunillety Ihe 

complexity inCleilses, while a split

SCleen twoplayer mode milkes this il 

must for robot nUTS 

Edge rating: 

seven out of ten 

Format: PlayStatlon Puhl lshec SCEA 
De~eloper: from Software Price: U S 
(£20) Release: Out now (US) 
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F1 Racing Simulation 
Ubi Soft is understandably keen to take full advantage of its 1996 season FIA 
license. Not content with reclothing N64 Human Grand Prix in an official 
livery, it's attempting to surmount Geoff Crammond's seminal F1GP2 at the 
pinnacle of the PC racing sim genre with this 3Dfx-powered effort. 

Thanks to substantial input from Renault's technical division, F1 Racing 
Simulation boasts some impressively realistic touches; the engine's piercing 
cry is sampled from a real F1 engine, and straying off the circuit causes 
grass or gravel to be picked up by the car's tyres, with a corresponding 
effect on its handling. No other racing game has captured so accurately the 
ruthlessly sharp jink-slice of the other drivers as they jockey for position. 

Though much of the scenery has a curiously flat. cardboard -cutout 
quality, F1 Racing Simulation comfortably eclipses GP2 in terms of 
atmosphere, from the pre-race tracking shot through the assembled grid to 
panoramic setpieces such as the flat-out plunge into spa's Eau Rouge corner 
(with the hill and scenery beyond drawn in impressively early) . A pity this 
graphical finesse wasn't extended to the rendition of the cars, which are 
flatly coloured and appear to float several inches above the track . 

Where F1 Racing Simulation suffers is not in terms of peripheral detai l 
but in the time invested in the subtle details that make for a completely 
satisfying game. The tactical elements - pit stops, refuelling strategy, car 
setup - are all in place and should make for a lasting challenge. But novices 
will find the auto-braking clumsily implemented in comparison to GP2, and 
long games can be as dull and lonely as the real sport if the track order 
becomes widely spaced. As such, it's good rather than triumphant. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Format PC PurJllsher. Ubi Soft OEveloper: In-house Price £35 Release Out now 
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Need For Speed 2 SE 
Boasting 3Dfx support, a higher frame rate, 
three extra cars, one more track, and new 
features such as a reverse mode, this 
'Special Edition' Is set to hit the PC and 
attempt to seduce gamers with its luscious 
visuals. Certainly this Is the game's most 
impressive feature, being one of the few 
30fx racing t itles to draw far into the 
distance without suffering from pop-up. 
However, little has been done about the 
handling of the exotic range of vehicles on 
offer. Even on 'sim' mode, cars fail to 
behave with the nervous, twitchy nature 
associated with supercars, and as a result 
appear to float above the track. cracking 
graphics fail to make this a great game. 

edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

FOfmat PC Publlshel EA Cleveloper In-house 
Pnce US Release Out now 

Sb eet Fighter Collection 
For those unconvinced by the fact that 
the Street Fighter series has advanced 
over the years, a package offering super 
Street Fighter 11, Super Street Fighter 11 
X and Street Fighter Zero Dash (Alpha 
Gold in the west ) will seem one street 
fight too many. But for the aficionado, 
the two COs of this Japanese release 
are sma1l objects of not inconsiderable 
desire. Were It not for a certain amount 
of slowdown and occasionally poor 
sound quality on the SSFfI games, 
capcom would have created the 
ultimate SF package. As it is, Street 
Fighter Collection Is 'merely' excellent . 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

Format PlayStatlon/Saturn (version tested) 
PubllsMer Capcom cevelopel In·house Price: VS,800 
([30) Release Out now (Japan) 

Quake 

Sega's coup in securing the l irst 

console version of Quake IS lessened 

by Ihe Saturn's inability to support the 

deathm.1lch of Ihe PC onglnal. 

Without mouse contlol 01 multlplayel 

mode, SatulO Quake is merely a good 
lirstperson shoot 'em up. With 

lobotomy's trademark llghung effects 

and a reasonable frame rate, Satum 

Quake looks the part Few 

afchiteaural sacrifices have been 

made, while the 'look' function allows 

players to, WIth practlce, admire 

Quake's gloomy inlenors. 

Ultlmalely, Quake Wlthoul 

death match is somewhat akin to 

football Without goals. II'S stilt lots of 

fun for those who've rlOI e~peroenced 

the 10Ys of death match, Ihough. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 

FOImat Saturn Publisher' Sega 
Developer lobotomy Pllce £.15 
Release Oecember 

MotoRacer 

The 3Db velSlOfl of Moro Racer 

oHered clear, super smooth biking. 

gIVing PC owners a l' lle that cou ld 

compete with the arcade nature of 

most console games While 1\ would 

be unfair 10 eJlpect the PiaySlatlon 

v~n to match the 3D accelerated 

visuals of the PC, thefe was nothing 

speed-wtse that was ImposSible to 

reproduce. Ironicaltv, that is this 

version's downfall - m attempting to 

recreate the speed, Delphlne has 

gone overboard, Pfoduong a game 

mat is too fast fOf its own good. 
Furthennore, the once-Impressive 

replay mode has been substituted by 

somethirlg th,,~ along WIth the other 

aspects of the game, lacks the 

elegan~e arld flail of the 3Dh version. 

Edge rating: 

Seven out of ten 

Format PlayStatlon publlsMer EA 
Developer Delphlne Software 
poee £.10 Release Out now 
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DEVELOP 
VIDEOGAME CREATION UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 

Mixed moods at Develop 97 

[jOO 
hile CGOC rapidly moves from a development-<lnly W conference to Cl major industry presence, the UK's 
Develop finds itself languishing slightly in a calendar 

which could be slightly too fut! for its own good. After Cl Summer 
featuring SIGGRAPH, CGDC, E3 and EGS and with developers 
scrabbling to meet pre-Christmas launch windows, the abiding 
impression forms that there isn't really Cl lot left to say. Certainly 
the meagre sprinkling of exhibitors camped out in the foyer of this 
year's conference seemed less than delighted with their lot 

For this, the sixth Develop conference, organiser Miller Freeman 
had promised more space and more exhibitors, but last-minute 
alterations to the plans meant that it was business as usual again. 
That said, though, there was some interesting technology on 
show. SCEE was showcasing its Pertormance Analyser (see 
News), Ne'Nfire its Catalyst and Torch 3D game authoring and 
playback software for online development, and Metrowerks was 
demoing P1ayStation Codewarrior while bemoaning the fact that 
final copies had been delayed by three weeks due to Elton John's 
'Candle In The Wind 97' hogging CD pressing plant capacity. 

While any conference is by definition going 10 focus on the 
actual conference program itself, it did leave some of the 
exhibitors Edge talked to questioning their involvement for next 
year and wondering whether just taking space at ECTS would 
suffice. If organiser Miller Freeman wants a successful exhibition 
to run in conjunction with the seminars and workshops in future, 
it looks like it has some serious work ahead of it 

The conference program, meanwhile, kicked off with a 
combative keynote from Eidos' lan Livingstone forecasting that an 
A·title market necessitated the presence of A-title developers and 
everyone else was effectively up against the wall. Assessing the 
mood of Develop 97 overall was tricky but many of the speakers 
kept returning to this theme of the market calling for quality 
software, the underlying implication being that that's a long way 
from what many of the delegates are producing. And while Edge 
finds thal a rather pessimistic view, it was interesting 10 note how 
many people were furiously scribbling down such basic points as 
'in an adventure game, give your character motivation'. 

Split into three streams - case studies and blue sky; 
production and technology; and a handful of workshops on such 
topics as programming net\rVOrk games in Java or writing games in 
OpenGL - it was notable that the blue sky sessions were by far 
the most eagerly attended. Intentional highlight was undoubtedly 

• 

Sean Patrick Fannon's (Eighth Wonder) wilfully interactive and 
comedic harangue on online roleplayin& but in the end he was 
gazumped with a fantastically bizarre lectern appearance by 
Mictway's Eugene Jarvis. 

Having created dassics such as Defender and Robotron, Jarvis 
is widely regarded as being a fully paid-up member of the 
industries pantheon of pioneers. However, it was felt that 
launching his doomed bid for the Sooker Prize ('We 
necromancers of the Wired generation ... breathe life into the 
dead pixel day' being one of the least rococo phrases he used) at 
a development conference was odd to say the least. When the 
session was thrown open to the floor the first question was a 
plaintive 'What are you on and can we an have some?' 

With his conduding sentence, though, Jarvis struck home. 
Develop 97 might have had a record number of attendees and 
might already have been hailed in some quarters as a romping 
success, but the underlying mood was darker and looking to the 
future with a troubled eye. 

'At some point,' said JaMS, 'the marginal utility of the nth 
sequel or the billionth polygon becomes zero. And at that point 
we game designers will have to actually get off our asses £ and design something.' What, another Cruis'n USA? 

• 
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Klnetlx Maxes out 

[!] he original 3D Studio Max was released in the Spring of 
1996 to widespread acdaim and in a year sold 25,000 
units, 1,200 into the UK development community 

atone. However, in many ways it suffered slightly from trying to be 
al! things to all people, and in aiming for the three markets of film 
and video, games and interactive, and design and visualisation, it 
was perhaps too general a tool. 

Developer Kinetix took a step towards solving this problem with 
the launch of 3D Studio Viz, a specialised toolset aimed at the 
design and visualisation market earlier this year. And now comes 
JDS Max R2, a product which the company claims adds over 
1,000 new features and enhancements to the original, all targeted 
specifically at the film and video, games and interactive markets. 

The film industry is an important market to crack for Kinetix and 
ooe which seems to be sticking slightly more stubbornly to its 
SGls than the games field. There are exceptions like The Magic 
Camera Company whtch has Installed a dedicated NT suite 
running Max for its work on the forthcoming 'Lost In Space', but 
on the ...mole it's the games field ...mich is leading the way on NT. 
Kinetix is keen to point out that Max R2 addresses both markets. 

'This release is all about doing tvvo things,' says the company's 
Kerth Russell. 'It's positioning it better in the film and video 
space and including a tot of the stuff they've been asking for but 
also at the same time putting in all the wish list we got from 
games; the polygon counter stuff, new conversion routines to go 
from triangles to quads, there's lots of that in there. 

'In essence there's over a thousand new features and 
enhancements and almost all of the wish list that we colleaed 
from our games users is induded. If you want to pinpoint the key 
areas in modelling then there are new polygon tools plus NURBS 

modelling; in animation, motion capture, inverse kinematics and 
dynamics; in rendering a selective ray-tracer and a complete lens 
effects package. Then you have ASOI export. which is key to all 
the game users, and in the rustomising area you can also completely 
customise the interface. It also contains a scripting language: 

The key, as ever, is price, the full product rolling out at £2,695 
and an upgrade from Max v I costing £595. The signifrc.ant factor 

• 
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is, though, that Max R2 is bringing many features to its ament 
price bracket for the first time. And as the development 
community moves towards realtime lOIN poly modeIlin& some of 
the higher end companies look like they might have to seriously 
reconsider their strategies. 

'A lot of people have said, -£595, what do I get for thatT' says 

Russell. Well, you get the same kind of leap as you got from R4 
to Max, but this time you pay £595. If I had my way I'd add a 
nought on the end - it'd still be cheap compared to what £ 
AfiaslWavefront and Softlmage are on about' 
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